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ILS An imaginary point on the glide path/localizer
Point "B" course measured along the runway centerline ex-

tended, in the approach direction, 3500 feet
from the runway threshold

ILS A point through which the downward extended
Point "C" straight portion of the glide path (at the com-

missioned angle) passes at a height of 100 feet
above the horizontal plane containing the run-
way threshold

ILS The distance from the coverage limit of the local-
App:'oach izer/glide path to Point "A" (four miles from the
Zone 1 runway threshold)

ILS The distance from Point "A" to Point "u'
Approach
Zone 2

ILS The distance from Point "B" to Point "C" for evalu-
Approach ations of Category I and Category II training sys-
Zone 3 tems. The distance from Point "B" to the runway

threshold for evaluations of Category II operational
systems

PHT Typical aircraft path absolute altitude at runway threshold

RTCA Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics

RTT Radio telemetering theodolite

TCH Threshold crossing height



S TRS Theodolite recording system

SYMBOLS

az or AZ Normal acceleration measured along the z body SNy.I
of the aircraft at the center of gravity ft/se 2n

Ao Nominal effective altitude difference between the
o glide path receiver antenna and the lowest point

on the landing gear with the aircraft in landing
attitude ft

bWing span ft

c Elevation of the ideal 0 DIM surface above the an,-
tenna mat base ft

cMean aerodynamic chord ft

CRF, Factors used to scale magnitude of wind and wind
CSF, shear, ILS Glide Slope alignment error and strue-
CTF ture, and turbulence

d or D Actual glide path deviation in linear units ft

dDistance etween the ideal 0 DI locus for the
c commissioaed angle from the straight-line asymp-

tote as measured in the vertical plane containing
the runway centerline, measured normal to the straight-
line asymptote ft

d e or DE Indicated glide path deviation in linear units ft

D Total aircraft drag ibs

e Base of natural logarithm) 2.718...

f Cyclic frequency, cp/(21t) HZ

F Gaussian piobability distribution function

g Gravitrational acceleration, 32.16 ft/sec2

G Smoothed, and frequency averaged power spectral
density estimate for prewhitened LS Glide Slope 2Hrecord ensemble .A/H

h Total altitude of aircraft center of gravity above
GPIP on runway ft

heLow-pass filtered rate of climb error ft/sec
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Aircraft center of gravity altitude with respectOcg to GPIP at touchdown ft

if Total altitude of aircraft above GPIP on runvay ft

H or ED Actual rate of climb ft/sec

H1  Trim component of H ft

' or H2 Perturbation component of H ft

±, i i#' Record sample index

I Pitch moment of inertia slug-ft2

k Discrete frequency index

K Aerodynamic ground effect proximity function
Ko  Constant, 12278., converting Glide Slope dis-
K0 placement in radian units to microampere units gA/red

K1  Course softening gain function

12 Flare multiplier gain

K Normal acceleration gain red/( ft/see2

K SC  Airspeed command to autothrottle ft/sec

KIS Glide Slope coupler integrator gain 1/sec

Kh Instantaneous vertical speed gain rad/(ft/sec)

KLAS or Ku  Airspeed gain in autothrottle volta/(ft/se

K u Integral of airspeed error feedback gain in auto-
throttz 3lbs/ft

K Effective servo and elevator gain8

KT Gain for thrust response to Jet engine pover command Ibs/volt

KT, or K,, Pitch attitude gain in autothrottle volts/rad

K w en wind altitude profile function



'NIP
K Range variation signature function for ILS Glide

Slope structure

Kg or K Pitch damper gain seec~qr K K Glide Slope coupler gain (ft/see)/pA

L Total aircraft lift lbs

L Characteristic length in ILS Glide Slope structure
standard deviation range variation ft

L Characteristic length for longitudinal gusts ft

1w  Characteristic length for normal gusts ft

L Characteristic length of ILS Glide Slope structure ft

m Aircraft mass, or mean for prewhitened 11S Glide slugs or
Slope record segment VA

M Pitching moment applied to aircraft ft-lbs

M q 0/1y) (yW/q) 1/,ec

Mu  (I/Iy)(5M/ u) I/see

M. 1/1 ) OM/&) 1/,ec
w

Mb (1/1ly ) OW/8) Isec 2

NC ILS Glide Slope record segment center time see

h'ND or N Number of ensemble members

NS ILS Glide Slope record segment length sac

NTS Number of points in the average over frequency

p Effective pedestal height of the runway ft

P Probability of event designated by argument or
subscripts

q or Q Pitching component of aircraft angular velocity rad/sec

QEffective spectral window in the frequency domain
corresponding to a rectangular data window
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r Ratio a RTT a

B Range from base of ILS Glide Slope antenna mast
to center of gravity for the approaching aircraft ft

R Double-sided raw power spectral density estimate

for prewhitened ILS Glide Slope record ensemble gAf/Hz

s Laplace transform variable rad/sec

S Wing area ft 2

S Switch function on airspeed feedback
u

S Switch function on ILS Glide Slope structure inputs

S Switch function on pitch attitude feedback

t Time sec

t K; Value of t in the student t-distribution corres-ponding to the 100 a percentile for K degrees of

freedom

T Specific time interval length in local context sec

T Trimmed engine thrust lbs
• 0

u Longitudinal (x) component of perturbed trans-
lational velocity of aircraft ft/sec

u' Low-pass filtered uAS ft/sec

u"' Time integral of scaled u' ft

uA, Longitudinal component of the deterministic at-
mospheric disturbance environment ft/sec

uAS or UAS Airspeed perturbation from trim ft/sec

u AS Airspeed perturbation from trim, exclusive of

turbulence ft/sec

U Longitudinal gust velocity component ft/sec

uw  Horizontal longitudinal wind component ft/sec

x Body axis component of trimmed inertial velo-0 city in presence of steady wind ft/sec

V' Equalized Jet eigine power command volts



V Trimmed airspeed

0

V ~ Trim speed in presence of steady wind ft/sec

Normal (z) component of perturbed translational ft/eec
aircraft velocity

Wg Normal gust velocity component ft/ec

wA Normal component of the deterministic atmospheric ft/sec
disturbance environment

We or WE Effective statistical bandwidth of a random process rw/sec

Wmi n  Minimum main gear wheel threshold clearance in ftnormal operation
W* z Body axis component of trimmed inertial velocity ft/sec
0 in presence of steadyv wind

X111 Yip zi Coordinates of base of ILS Glide Slope antenna mast ft

with respect to the GPIP on the runway

xt, yy, zt  Coordinates of the runway centerline at the threshold ft

with respect to the GPIP on the runway

x Total horizontal displacement of aircraft center of ft or
gravity from GPIP on the runway in the direction of lbs
the centerline, or longitudinal force applied to
aircraft

Trim component of X ft

or X2 Perturbation component of X ft

(i (/m)X/u) i/s

X> (1/)(ax/6) I ,/sec2

z Thrust line offset with respect to aircraft center ft
of gravity

Z Normal force applied to aircraft lbs

zu  ( I,)(Uzlu) 1 ,ec
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Z M) (azlw) 1 /see

z Im)(azl&) ft/sec2

aAo Trimmed aerodynamic angle of attack in presence
o of steady wind rad

Complement of the confidence level 1 -

Trimmed flight path angle with respect to air mass
o in steady horizontal translation rad

70 Trimmed flight path angle rad

8 Control variable, used with subscript e or T

6 or DEL E Elevator deflection angle rad

BT or BEL T Engine thrust perturbation lbs

A Difference between the nominal and actual altitude
difference between the glide path receiver antenna
and the lowest point on the landing gear for a
particular aircraft in landing attitude ft

gw Apparent change in aerodynamic plunge velocity aris-ge ing from ground effect ft/sec

A c 8 a.0 deg

Indicated glide path deviation in angular units
before low-pass filtering in glide path receiver 4A

', ? or Indicated glide pdth deviation in angular units pA

ETAE

I Time integral of scaled n' ft/sec

or ETAC Intermediate variable in ILS Glide Slope structure
model pA

ILS Glide Slope structure component pA

ip or ETAP Actual glide path deviation in angular units at pA
fixed range

p or ETAPD Actual glide path deviation rate in angular units pA/sec

nr or ETAR Differential trace referenced to the commissioned
or desired angle, in angular units pA
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0 or THETA Pitch attitude perturbation rad

O' High-pass or low-pass filtered 0 red

0* Triuned pitch attitude in presence of steady wind raa
0

e or IT Commissioned or desired ILS Glide Slope angle dog

Actual Glide Slope angle deg

K Total effective number of degrees of freedom in an
ensemble of N z.ecords

K' Effective number of degrees of freedom 'n a single
record

A

Estimate of ensemble mean for corresponding ILS Glide
Slope record segments MA

r Estimated of mean value for a given ILS Glide Slope
record segment MA

1+75 Difference between 0 MA reference line and 0 MA ref-
erence mark used in applying the tolerance on sen-
sitivity and linearity of the typical aircraft off-
path response IA

Thrust line inclination with respect to aircraft x
body axcis dog

p Probability density function, or correlation coef-
ficient if subscripted

a} Denotes one standard deviation in general. May be
particularized by subscript

o Estimate of standard deviation for a given ILS Glider Slope record segment MA

Standard deviation of calibration and resolution
acc error for the RTT

0 Tdyn roStandard deviation of dynamic tracking error arising

dn from oprto ofteTN

OIRX Standard deviation of glide path receiver centering
insp error for inspecting aircraft MA

",X  Stardard deviation of glide path receiver centerirg
op error for operating aircraft MA

0 t Estimate of ensemble standard deviation for corres-

ponding ILS Glide Slope record Legments 4A
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Y

"AB Estimate of standard deviation of ILS Glide Clope
alignment error with respect to the commissioned
or desired angle LA

a, Estimate of standard deviation for IW Glide Slope
structure pA

a Estimate of the ensemble standard deviation of the
gr IL Glide Slope record segment means for correspond-

ing segments gA

Te Effective servo and elevator time constant sec

i Effective engine thrust response time constant sec

T IV Autothrottle lead equalization time constant see

'R Glide path receiver time constant sec

u Airspeed low-pass filter time constant sec

9 Pitch attitude high-pass or low-pass filter time
constant sec

4' Assumed actual power spectral density for IM2
Glide Slope A/Hz

0 Power spectral density estimate for ILS Glide Slope2
record ensemble IlA2/Hz

X2  Value of X2 in the X -distribution corresponding toK;a to the 100 a percentile for K degrees of freedom

a or W Angular frequency rad/sec

-k Rate of climb response bandwidth for typical aircraft rad/sec

MATRIX AND VECTOR SYMOIS

A System matrix

B Input distribution matrix

C Covariance matrix for x

D Covariance matrix for y

GInput-to-output distribution matrix



H State-to-output distribution mairix

* n Dimension of the state vector x

Power spectral density matrix for w

u Input vectorI w Process noise vector

x State vector

S y Output vector

Yo Constant term in output vector

Y-1 Linearly time dependent term in output vector

SPECAL NOTATON

*E ) [ • Expected value of [.)

* (")T Touchdown-related value of ()

(C.) Denotes estimate of (.)

(7) Denotes mean or expected value of (.)

(:) Derivative with respect to time of ()

N. Transpose of matrix (.)

I(")I Absolute value of scalar quantity (1), or determinant
of square matrix ')

(.)Max Maximum allowable value for (")

(min Minimum allowable value for (.)
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SECTION I

<( INI OJXCTION AND RATIONALE FOR

THE TCHNICAL APPROACH

The standard aid to low-visibility approach and landing in commercial

aviation is the Instrument Landing System (ILS). Two radio beam (the

"Glide Slope" and the "Localizei ') are formed to guide an aircraft on the

proper approach glide path and along the extended runway centerline in

the landing direction. Unfortunately, because of the way in which the

beams are formed, the "on-course" signals can be distorted by radio energy

reflected by objects such as hangars or by features of the terrain. Some

sites for the ILS facilities are problem situations in which the beam "bends"

or structure may make the ILS difficult to fly.

In the United States, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has

formulated "standards" for the quality of the ILS signals and makes periodic

flight inspections of all commissioned ILS facilities to insure that the

standards are complied with. Actually, there is not a single set of stand-

ards but three, corresponding to three "categories" of aircraft low visibility

landing operations. Category I implies instrument flight possibly down to a

decision height of 200 ft. The pilot then completes the landing by visual

reference to the runway. Category II is similar except that the decision

height is 100 ft. In Category III, there is no decision height limitation.

The operation Is to and along the surface of the runway with external visual

reference during the final phase of the landing. Naturally, the standards

on the geometry, alignment and structure characteristics of the ILS beams

are more stringent and difficult to comply with as one progresses from

Category I through Category II to Category III operations.

Because problem situations obtain at many locations, and because of the

stringent standards, the rate of commissioning of Category II and especially

of Category III facilities has been somewhat disappointing. The difficul-

ties, in many cases, reside in obtaining the proper characteristics for the

ILS Glide Slope.

It is also a fact that the standards covering major elements of the
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airborne system have not been evolved in a way which assures consistency

cf those standards with the standards for the ground systemp or for that

matter, with the standards for the complete approach and landing system.

All this suggests that there may be tradeoffs to be made between the ground

based and airborne portions of the system, and that, very likely, the re-

quirements embodied in the existing standards might be relaxed at least

in certain zones or regions of the approach and landing operation. (This,

of course, may only be done with no decrement in safety or pilot accep-

tance.) If the standards could be relaxed and the efficiency of the in-

spection procedure improved, many more facilities might be commissiond,

and the schedule reliability and safety of airline and business aircraft

operations would be improved.

For these reasons, a system analysis to devise new, improved models

and standards for quality of Category I, II and III ILS Glide Slope air-

borne and ground system performance is in order. The conduct of such a

system analysis is the object of the research reported herein.

The purpose of the research is for UHF ILS Glide Slopes to:

* Review the existing standards for the ground
and airborne portions of approach and landing
system performance

* Analyze data on beam geometry, alignment and
structure

0 Model the system and design and conduct simula-
tion experiments to determine, for large air
carrier and business aircraft equipped with a
representative number of different airborne
systems, standards for Category I, II and III
overall approach and landing system performance

* Budget the error allowable within the bounds of
acceptable system landing performance among the
system elements in order to recommend revised
standards for the ground system performance, the
airborne system performance, and the overall
system performance

* Develop a practical method for the collection of
flight inspection data compatible with the analy-
sis technique. e'Practical" may here be interpre-
ted to mean that no large or drastic changes in in-
spection procedures nor in instrumentation should
be required

TR-1 045-1 2



9 Develop a method for the analysis of flightIinspection data to determine the suitability
of a giver. ILS Glide Slope facility for
Category I, II or III operations

FATIONALE FOR THE TECHNICAL APPROACH

Fortunately, a landing accident is a very rare event. Landing

accidents attributable to the poor performance of ILS ground facilities

and/or the airborne equipment complement of aircraft using these facilities

Are even rarer. It is, therefore, extremely difficult to obtain a suf-

ficient number of cases so as to have confidence in the statistics repre-

senting the distribution of landing outcomes to be expected with any particu-

lar combination of ground facilities, aircraft, airborne system, and

operating personnel. Time-consuming and costly flight operations are used

in the inspection, test, and certification programs required by the Federal

Aviation Administration. These establish, more or less satisfactorily, that

a particular combination of facility, aircraft, airborne equipment comple-

ment, and operating personnel is safe when looked at as a total system.

Flight testing, however, cannot reasonably be used to answer questions

such as, "What are the required ILS characteristics?" or, "Can we trade

looser tolerances on the ground facility performance for tighter tolerances

on the airborne system?" This is because a totally, impractically enormous

number of approaches and landings would be required to establish confidence

in the association of approach or landing outcomes with changes in the

characteristics of the overall system.

On the other hand, dynamic system analysis and simulation presents a
feasible alternative. This is because a sophisticated system analysis is

fully capable of relating the real-world sensitivity of approach and land-

ing outcomes to the governing characteristics and design parameters of the

elements of the system. The results of such an analysis can be used to

partition the causes of various undesirable approach and landing outcomes

( missed approaches; and long, short, hard landings) among the contribut-

ing imperfections of the ground facility, aircraft dynamic response, airborne

system, operating personnel and the meteorological environment. Indeed, such

system analyses and simulations have been used in the past to assist in
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setting standards for uS signal quality (Ref. 1, 2 and 3) as well as

almost universally in the design of compatible automatic flight control

systems, iproach couplers, landing systems flight directors, and auto-

throttles.

In part, however, in the past, the setting of standards for ILS signal

quality (Ref. 4 and 5) as well as, for example, the recommendation of

models representing atmospheric disturbances (Ref. 6) has been functionally

and organizationally separated from the determination of the actual criteria

to which the airborne equipment complement is designed. The lack of estab-

lished standards for airborne equipment has allowed the designers of this

equipment great latitude in meeting requirements, but the lack of a

standard for overall system performance has precluded realistic and practi-

cal tradeoffs between ground and airborne system performance. Not only in

this the case, but also it is a fact that the last system study used in

setting standards for the ground system performance is now ten years old.

It concentrated on Category III approaches down to a height of 50 ft.

In the meantime, there have been great advances in the technology of com-

puting machinery, computational algorithms, and analytical methods.

(These now easily allow us to perform digital simulation, make use of time-

varying models and spectral characteristics, and to avoid grossly ineffic-

ient Monte Carlo simulation, for example.)

The basic assumption underlying the rationale of our proposed approach,

upon whose validity we would suppose that there is widespread agreement, is

that dynamic system analysis and simulation may indeed be made to serve the

purposes of the research outlined above. Analysis and simulation can be

used to establish the critical nature or lack thereof of the many factors

involved with approach and landing. In turn, the results can be used to

help the FAA in the formulation and recommendation of realistic standards

(or subsystem and equipment tolerances) with much higher probabilities of

exceedence than are appropriate to accidents. Such standards or tolerances

are more easily applied because of the greater observability the higher proba-

bility of exceedence provides.

Compatible standards developed following a logical and consistent plan

of analysis and simulation would require no more than the number of IS
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inspection and commissioning flights as are used in present practice.

On the other hand, the flight inspections would be sufficient to verify

with a high confidence that the ground facility is performing within its

allotted tolerance, because that tolerance has been deliberately estab-

lished at a higher level of observational probability, and the relative in-

fluence of that tolerance on overall landing system performance would be

known. A similar conclusion holds for flight tests, certification flights

or other tests required in the application of compatible standards to air-

craft, flight control systems or other system elements. It is by appealing

to probabalistic observational concepts, analysis and simulation that we

may obviate the limitatics mentioned at the beginning of this subsection

with respect to the enormous number of in-flight approaches and landings which

would otherwise be required to evolve a set of compatible system standards.

It is also possible, even in the presence of a number of random disturb-

ances, to obviate the necessity for time-domain simulation of an equivalently

enormous number of approaches and landings. This is precisely what we have

done by means of simulating the statistics of the system variables in the

time domain in distinction to the system variables themselves. The result is

a large savings in time and computer costs.

The approach, and its rationale, depend on having, at hand, a unique com-

bination of constituent linearized models and analytical methods. It should

be further understood that these models and methods must be complete in the

sense that they must incluide representative aircraft and airborne system
charactaristics, ILS Glide Slop. geometry, alignment and structure character-

istics, a well developed model for atmo;:heric disturbances at low altitudest

*Models for the ILS Glide Slope in terms useful for dynamic system analy-
s2.s were not altogether adequate for this study at the start of the program.
In particular, there were no statistical models for the ILS G"ide Slope
which accounted for the range dependence of the characteristic parameters.
This range dependence is known to be important ( Ref. 8) since typical
ILS Glide Slope data fails statistical tests for stationarity. Therefore, a
range-varying statistical model was developed in this program so as to over-
come the sericus limitations of existing models. The range-varying statisti-
cal model is based on a nonstationary statistical analysis of flight inspec-
tion data from 17 Category !I and II-training ILS Glide Slopes (Ref. 9). The
nanstationary statistical analysis procedure, results and model are described
in Appendix A.

tModels for atmospheric disturbances appropriate to approach and landing
are discussed in detail in Ref. 10 and 11, which present a justification for
the choice of particular levels and shaping.



and measures of performance, safety and pilot acceptability. These models

and methods establish an analytical framework for measuring the interactions

among the subsystem elements, disturbance inputs, and the relative influ-

ence of changes in the several system elements (especially, the ground

facility and airborne system) on the precision of control, pilot acceptance,

precision of measurement in the inspection procedures, and available

margins of safety.

Confidence in the results from any application of the approach and

landing system models, however, will always be in proportion to confidence

in the analytical description of the environment in which the airplane

and its various subsystems operate. One cannot evolve comprehensive stand-

ards and tolerances for the ILS Glide Slope with respect to overall apoch
and landing system performance standards without characterizing all of the

important inputs and disturbances which affect approach and landing success.

There are six types of inputs and disturbances encountered during an

approach to touchdown which must be considered. These are:

0 Steady winds of random magnitude

* Wind shears based upon the steady wind magnitude

* Stochastic atmospheric turbulence

0 ILS Glide Slope ideal path shape

0 ILS Glide Slope alignment

* ILS Glide Slope structure

All must be considered because measures determining acceptab '* landing
performance (e.g., pilot acceptance of aircraft attitude variability, dimen-

sions of the touchdown footprint, etc.) are the result of a combination

of inputs and disturbances. The development of revised standards for the

-- Glide Slope must account for the fact that portions of each of these

measures (within levels for the measures which are critical for approach

and landing success) must be reserved for the contributions of wind, wind

shear and turbulence disturbances. The margin remaining may be used to

accommodate the ILS Glide 3±ope inputs.
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The levels of the measures which are critical for approach and land-

ing success have been drawn from sources such as Ref. 1 and 6. While these

"critical levels" might be somewhat conservative with respect to, say, a

"one-in-ten million!' landing accident goal, they do have the virtues of a

successful history and of being the result of a consensus on requirements

for safe operation. This background for the critical levels tends to assure

that if they are in error, it is, indeed, by being conservative.

These critical levels for the measures, taken together, provide the

bounds upon overall system performance. The extent to which performance re-

quirements upon the ground system (ILS) and the airborne system may be relaxed

while remaining at or within the critical levels for each of the measures is

the result sought in this stuly. This result v.ill provide a basis which may

later assist the FAA in revising ILS flight in:pection standards and in formu-

lating standards of performance for airborne s~otcms.

An additional aspect of this research is concerned with the conduct of

ILS flight inspections and the application of revised flight inspection stand-

ards similar to those recommended on the basis of the above study. The re-

vised flight inspection is envisioned to include tolerances upon typical

aircraft actual glide pat deviation, actual glide path deviation rate and

indicated glide path deviation response arising from ILS inputs. These

responses are generated by passing the "differential trace" signal from the

existing flight inspection equipment through a filter which, in fact, would

be a simplified aircraft/control system simulation. Appropriate tolerances

may be applied to the filter responses using transparent overlays. (This

is in distinction to constructing the tolerance levels on oscillograph

records I' hand as is currently the practice.) The tolerances are set at 2a

levels so that the tolerance level may be exceeded for as much as 5 per cent

of the record length and still be acceptable. Manual processing of the flight

inspection data involving considerable human .udgement and some arbitrariness

in execution in the current flight inspection data analysis procedure (e.,.,

construction of the "graphical average path"), is replaced either by the

filtering function or by manual determination of whether or not the 5 per cent

exceedence criterion is met.

The total effect of this technical approach is to produce tolerances for

typical aircraft actual glide path deviation, actual glide path deviation rate,

7



and indicated glide path deviation responses to ILS Glide Slope inputs

-ubich are based upon landing performance for the overall system Further-

more, these three variables have direct relevance to landing operations

(whereas the "differential trace' itself does not). Actual glide path

deviation and deviation rate have a strong influence upon conditions at

touchdown and hence safety. Indicated glide path deviation is one variable

upon which missed approach decisions are based. Hence, that variable

governs the practical utility of the 11S Glide Slope guidance. In addition,

procedures for applying the tolerances to flight inspection data are suggested

here which are simple to execute, and which require less artistry in

application.

ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

The next Section describes in detail the formulation and results of the

overall ILS Glide Slope system performance analysis. That Section is sup-

ported by Appendices B and C which give specific equations and numerical

parameter values for the ILS Glide Slope, wind and wind shear, turbulence,

aircraft, flight control system, and landing event models which were used.

Section II is further supported by Appendix D which contains time histories

for the mean and standard deviation of several key system variables for the

four aircraft/control system combinations investigated.

Section III contains recommendations for revised flight inspection stand-
ards and procedures, and presents a comparison of the recommended standards

with the current FAA and ICAO flight inspection standards.

Section IV presents a review of 9tandards governing overall system land-

ing performance. This includes the FAA ead ICAO flight inspection standards,

FAA automatic landing system standards and FAA and RTCA ILS Glide Slope re-

ceiver standards.

Section V presents a summary of the conclusions resulting from this inves-

tigation.

The nonstationary statistical analysis of 17 Category II and II-training

ILS Glide Slope "differential trace" records which led to the analytical ILS

Glide Slope structure model used in this study is presented, as has been men-

tioned, in Appendix A.
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SECTION I

OVERALL MS GLIDE SLOPE SYSTEM PERFOMN ANALYSIS

The purpose of this Section is to explain the method for determining

the most generous (permissive) tolerances upon ILS Glide Slope beam align-

ment and structure consistent with acceptable overall system performance.

The first concern m3t necessarily be defining "acceptable overall system

performance". This is followed by a description of the actual method for de-

termining the tolerances.

LD S OF AOCEPTABLE OVER=A SYSTE PERFORMANCE

The key to arriving at rational revised standards for ILS Glide Slope

beam alignment and structure lies in recognizing what the real or ultimate

system performance objectives are. Basically, there are tvi';o such objectives:

• Land the aircraft on the runway with a precision
adequate for safety

* Regulate the aircraft attitude, airspeed and normal
acceleration deviations to levels which are small
enough so as to be acceptable to pilots on the basis
of confidence and safety

A third performance objective which is "artificial" in that it is the re-

sult of operating regulations rather than the survival instinct is:

0 Regulate aircraft indicated glide path deviation
and airspeed deviation (exclusive of gusts) to
meet the Category II approach window requirements
when applicable

From more specific statements of these three objectives, all other specifica-

tions on overall ILS Glide. Slope system performance may be derived. The
level of error allowable under these specifications upon the overall system,

may then be budgeted among the various ground and airborne subsystems.

Fortunately, more specific statements of these three objectives are

available from existing FAA performance requirements (see Table i), ICAO

statements of specification intent, and RTCA standard performance criteria.

Furthermore, the first two sources state some of the requirements in terms



TABLE1

GLI:DE SL40F SYST VW4

Item Nbective sAais Somre

Touchdown Dispersion for All 1500 ft about nominal Ref. 6
Causes touchdown point/2a

contained interval
200 ft to 2500 ft from
threshold

Aircraft Deviation at 50 ft + 4 ft/2a Ref. 4
Arising from Path Bends

Aircraft Pitch Attitude + 2 deg/2a Ref. 4
Deviation at 50 ft Arising
from Path Bends

Aircraft Pitch Attitude ± 6 deg/35* Ref. 1
Deviation Post-Capture
to 50 ft from all Causes

Aircraft Normal ecceleration ± 0.5 g/3* Ref. 1
Post-Capture to 50 ft from
all Causes

Category I and III Approaches

Indicated Glide Slope Deviation ± 35 aA or ± 12 ft/2at Ref. 12,
from all Causes (Larger of) I3

Airspeed Deviation from all ± 5 kts/2at Ref. 13
Causes except Turbulence

*These are "not to be exceeded" values which, in turn, have been re-
interpreted to be 3a values (i.e., a value which would be exceeded less thea
0.26 per cent of the time).

tThese values must not be exceeded if the approach is to be continued.
An upper limit on the missed approach probability (rate), from each cause,
of 5 per cent has been used to re-interpret these values as 26 values.
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of a "95 per cent probability basis" or a "2c basis". These are equiva-

lent descriptors and they are especially well-suited for use with our analy-
sis method.

OVERTZ SY7EK PWOMNCE MODEL

The overall system performance model, as its name implies, models system

performance in a comprehensive way. The model includes parts representing

* Steady wind and wind shear

* Atmospheric turbulence

* ILS Glide Slope geometry, alignment and structure

inputs, a dynamic model of aircraft response to the above atmospheric inputs

and to control inputs obtained from dynamic models of

* Approach coupler response to ILS inputs and air-
craft motions

* Flight control system response to'aircraft motions
and inputs from the approach coupler

Of course, different aircraft models, different approach coupler models

Xnd different flight control system dynamic models have been used to investi-

gate, for example, the relative differences in overall system performance for

large transport aircraft and business aircraft for approach couplers with and

without inertial smoothing, and flight control systems with and without ad-

vanced wind and wind shear proofing features.

The complete model is such that it makes the mean value and the variance

of every input and response variable available as a function of time (equiva-

lent to a function of range at constant velocity). The complete model has

two sections, namely:

* A deterministic section which produces the mean
value of every input and response variable

* A stochastic section which produces the covariance
matrix* for the input and response variables

*The diagonal elements of the covariance matrix are the variances or
a2 values of the input and response variables.
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Consider next these two sections of the complete model.

Deterministic Section of the Complete Model

The deterministic section is described by the block diagram in Fig. 1.

The mean values of variables are denoted by the bars over the variables in

this figure. The block diagram indicates that the mean values of the air-

craft, flight control system and coupler response are obtained as the result

of forcing the model with the mean wind, ,y and the mean glide path, de.

The mean glide path, d, is obtained from the geometrical shape of +he ideal

Glide Slope with respect to its straight-line asymptote. The level of the

mean wind, Uw, is the average headwind .magnitude with respect to active run-

way landing direction.

The models in the blocks of Fig. 1 will be the dynamic equations describ-

ing the particular subsystem. For example, the longitudinal aircraft

equations of motion (e.., Ref. 14 or 15) are the aircraft dynamic model, Wnd

so on, for the approach coupler and flight control system dynamic models.

The complete details of the models actually used for the ILS Glide Slope;

wind, wind shear and turbulence environment; the aircraft; approach couplers

and flight control systems, are given in Appendix B.

The model shown in Fig. 1 will not be linear in general. However, between

Glide Slope capture completion and touchdown an approximate linearized model

of the complete system can be shown to be accurate.

Stochastic Section of the Complete Model

The stochastic section of the model is described by the block diagram in

Fig. 2. Here the variances of the variables are denoted by a with the par-

ticular variable designated by the subscript. The dynamic models of the air-

craft, flight control system and approach coupler in Fig. 2 blocks are differ-

ent from, but are closely related to the corresponding blocks of Fig. 1.

MATHEMATICAL BASIS FOR THE OVERALL SYSTEM PERFORMANCE MODEL

Between Glide Slope capture completion and touchdown, the dynamic models

in the blocks of Fig. 1 can be described by linear differential equations. It

can be shown that the time histories for the atmospheric and ILS inputs can
also be described by linear differential equations (operating upon white noise).
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When this is the case, the entire system model can be written in the form

of a first order vector differential equation and a vector algebraic equa-

tion. These are of the form

k = A(t)x + B(t)u(t) + w(t), x4O) = x0  (1)

y = H(t)x + G(t)u(t) + yo + y1 t (2)

where w(t) is a vector of independent white noise processes with zero means.

If we let E[.] denote the expected value of (1, then define the mean or ex-

pected value for x as x, the differential and algebraic equations for the

mean values are

x = A(t)x + (t)u(t), 0(o) - (3)
0

= (t)X + G(t)u(t) + y0 + y1t (4)

given that E[w] = 0 and assuming that E[wu'] = 0

u is a deterministic input vector. The covariance matrix for x, EIx(t)x'(t)],

is C. The differential equations for the covariance matrix are (e.g., Ref.

16):

6 = A(t)C + CA,(t) + Q(t), c(o) = Co (0)

where E[w(t)w'(t +1)) = Q(t)5( ). The covariance for the output,

E[y(t)y'(t)) is D.

D = H(t)CH'(t) (6)

Now the importance of Eq 3 through 6 derives from the fact that x(t)

and C(t) completely determine the joint probability density function for

x(t) as a function of time.
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Namely,

S e-(/2)(x - ) c-1 (x -P(xI, . x, t) ()

(2)n/2 4TT
where p(xI, . . . xm, t) denotes the n-dimensional Joint Gaussian probab-

ility density function for x(t). 7(t) and D(t) similarly define the joint

probability density function for y(t). And, of cou-se, Xl, x2 ... and y1 y2

can be used to represent all of the overall system variables in the problem

of interest to us here. The above equation for C (Eq 5) and the last equation

for D (Eq 6) constitute the whole stochastic section for the complete model

shown in Fig. 2 except for the final calculations based upon the values of

selected variances at touchdown. This model is "closely related" to the one

in Fig. I in that the same parameter matrices (which represent aircraft

stability derivatives, flight control system and approach coupler gains, etc.)

A(t), B(t), G(t) and H(t), characterize the equations for k and y as well as

the equations for C and D.

The final calculation, in which the longitudinal dimension of the touch-

down footprint is determined), is based upon the joint probability density

function for sink rate (-A), altitude (H), and longitudinal displacement (M).

That is, upon p(- i, H, X, t). The longitudinal dimensions of the 2a touchdown

footprint is approximately the minimum interval, (XTD - XTD1 ) satisfying

XD2 _Dmax

= dP(t)
i~0 o [ P(H, t)

XTD ____ _H__0

2

S dX e 
(8)

IX 2 =

-~~~ 1'" "-PXH"-



where (-H)max is the maximum allowable sink rate at touchdown which

will still result in an acceptable landing. The approximate expression
in Eq 8 is developed and justified in Appendix C along with the development

for the exact expression. Since the probability density function in the

approximate expression is Gaussian:

-TI (9)

Pxx is the correlation coefficient for X and H, and cX is the standard de-

viation for X.

An additional important feature of the model is the manner in which de-

cisions to continue an approach or to execute a missed approach are repre-

sented. This decision is made at, or prior to, reachig the Category II

Decision Height (100 ft) on Category II approaches. We shall assume that

missed approaches executed because of inadequate visibility are not of

interest. (Missed approaches executed for reasons of inadequate visibility

are not the result of inadequate overall system performance capability.)

However, missed approaches resulting from inadequate airspeed regulation

(exclusive of turbulence effects), inadequate indicated glide path deviation

regulation, or both are of interest because they are the result of overall

system performance capability.

The missed approach probability (PMA) is determined on the basis of the

expected fraction of all approaches which, at the nominal time of reaching

the Category II Decision Height (100 ft) are out of tolerance (+ 5 kts or
+ 8.45 ft/sec) in airspeed regulation (exclusive of turbulence effects), out

of tolerance (+ 12 ft or ± 77.2 A) in indicated glide path deviation, or
both (Ref. 12 and 13). The computation is made using the joint probability

density function for airspeed deviation exclusive of turbulence (UAS) and

indicatnd glide path deviation (de).

12. 8.45

J A=1- fdue) j P.3 [p( dUAS~ d e) (01f 0)

-12. -8.15 H = 100 ft
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The probability of a missed approach for Category III approaches is also

computed on the basis of Eq 10 even though there is no prescribed lower

limit for the actual decision altitude (Ref. 13). The possibility of a

lower decision altitude for Category III approaches renders the missed

approach probability computed by Eq 10 conservative.

In the case of Category I approaches, there are no regulatory toler-

ances corresponding to those for Category II and III approaches. Conse-

quently, no mechanism exists in our model for producing missed approaches

in Category I operations. That is, it is assumed that all Category I

approaches are continued to touchdown. This results in the model being

somewhat conservative in that computed touchdown dispersions would be ex-

pected to be somewhat enlarged with respect to actual touchdown dispersions

because, in fact, some Category I approaches may be terminated with missed

approach execution for reasons other than inadequate visibility.

Since out-of-tolerance Category II and III approaches are converted to

missed approaches at the decision height in our model, there must also be a

correction of the joint probability density function for all problem variables

at the decision height so that only those approaches which are continued to

touchdown are represented. Just prior to the decision height the joint

probability density function is

UAS, de , . . . x, t -100 ft

Just after the decision height it is

0- P x x . .

MA - 'AS n H 100 ft

for 8-8.h5 _< uAS - .45 and -12 < de< 12, and is zero elsewhere.

The joint probability density function just after the docision height is

obviously non-Gaussian. In our model this non-Gaussian joint probability

density function is approximated by a Gaussian one aaving the same first and

second moments. These first and second moments, i.e, the means and co-

variance, provide the initial conditions (refer to Eq 7) for continuing the
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solution of Eq 3 through 6 from the decision height to touchdown for

Category II and III landing operations.

OVERALL SSTE PM BKAW ANALYSIS

The overall system performance analysis constitutes the exercise of

,he overall system performance model (for various aircraft/control system

combinations and categories of landing operations). The model is exercised

repetitively for increasing levels of ILS Glide Slope alignment error and

structure until one or more performance metrics reach a critical level.

Critical levels used for performance metrics involving pilot acceptance,

missed approach probability and touchdown dispersion aspects of overall sys-

tem performance are given in Table 2.

TABLE 2

CR1ICAL LE S FOR OVERALL SYS M F RMAC METRICS

Pilot Acceptance (during Glide Slope track phase only)

Pitch Attitude: 06 < 2.0 deg (0.035 rad)

Normal Acceleration: c0 < 0.167 g (5.36 ft/sec2 )

z

Missed Approach Probability: PMA < 0.05

2o Touchdown Footprint Dimension (for touchdowns having
sink rates from 0 to 8 ft/sec only)

(;MD2 - XTD1 ) S 1500 ft

The levels of ILS Glide Slope alignment error and structure which cause

one or more of the performance metrics to reach a critical level zre the

maximum permissible levels for the ILS Glide Slope which, in turn, may be

used to recommend revised flight inspection standards.



SUMMY OF THE PROCEDURE FOR USING THE A O2 MIC, AImCAn', FLEPT
CONTROL SYS AND GLIDE SLOPE MDELS TO ZEMIE OVERALSLT0
PERACE CHARAMRISTICS

This Summary is a concise description of the procedure for determining

overall system performance characteristics. This procedure governs the

implementation of the material presented in the three previous subsections.

The procedure is described below in terms of steps. Many of these

steps are purely computational 1deeignated (C)]. Some steps in computation

require user interaction (1) at decisior, points. Other steps in computation

require hard-copy output (0) or the generation of data files for subsequent

processing (F). A very few steps are manual (M).

The first btage of the procedure results in selection of an aircraft/

control system combination and a category of approach for aualysis. Ini-

tialization computations are performed, followed by propagation of the mean

state vector and covariance matrix to the Category I decision height (or to

the runway in the case of Category I approaches). The covariance is propa-

gated in three separate components in this stage. This is done in order that

the contributions to the covariance of various groups of inputs which we miy

wish to scale differently are maintained as separate quantities to permit
rescaling without recomputation.

The No. 1 component of the covariance represents the effects of

variability of the mean wind from one approach to another. This component

is scaled from a nominal value by the parameter, CRF, (see Eq B-17). The

No. 2 component of the covariance represents the effects of ILS Glide Slope

anomalies. This component is scaled from a nominal value by the parameter,

CSF, (see Eq B-6, 7 and 10). The No. 3 component of the covariance represents

the effects of stochastic gusts. This component is scaled from a nominal

value Dy the parameter, CTF, (see Eq B-23 and 24). Only CSF is varied in

the course of this study. CRF and CTF are taken to be unity throughout.

The second stage of the procedure combines the three component covariances

into a single covariance, No. 4, for specific values of CRF1, CSF and CTF.

CovarJince No. 4 plus the mean state defines the probability density function

for the state vector at the Category Ii decision height (or at the runway for

', egory I). The truncation effects of the Category II approach window are

applied to the probability density function if appropriate. The mean state
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and covariance after truncation are then propagated to the runway. The

2a touchdown dispersion is computed from the state probability density

function at the runway.

Stage 2 may then be recycled for a new value of CSF until the FAA
2a dispersion of 1500 ft is matched, or until the missed approach proba-

bility or the pilot acceptance metrics, which are also evaluated at the

beginning of Stage 2, assume their respective critical values.

The third stage is simply a rerun of the first stage. However, the

mean wind variability and stochastic gust effects are ignored; the final

value of CSF in Stage 2 is used; and a simplified, typical aircraft/control

system model which also represents the filter to be used in the revised

flight inspection procedure replaces the detailed aircraft/control system

model used in Stages 1 and 2. This rerun is terminated at 50 ft altitude.

This rerun also provides the 1 a time history specifications for the ILS

Glide Slope beam and typical aircraft response variables against which

flight inspection records would be compared under the revised flight inspec-

tion procedure. The Stage 3 computations, in effect, serve to calibrate

the filter outputs.

S'tpa in the Procedure

f--... Select the data file for a particular aircraft/control system

combination (choose 1 of 4 available).

Select category of ILS Glide Slope service to be investigated (choose

Category I, Category II with manual landing, or Category III or Category II

with automatic landing.) (I)

Compute the trimmed flight condition. This provides the initial value

for the mean of the state vector. (C)

For nominal levels of variability in the mean wind and wind shear, ILS

Glide Slope anomalies (using unity for the scale factor parameter, CSF), and

stochastic gust disturbances, compute the r teady-stex.e covariance matrices

for the three corresl .nding covariance components at th* initial value for

the mean of the state vector. These provide the initial conditions for the

Stage 1 covariance propagation.
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Propagate the mean state and covariance components No. 1, No. 2 and

No. 3. (C)

Output the mean state and variances. (O)

Output and create a data file for the pilot acceptance variance compon-
ents No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3 (involving pitch attitude nd normal accelera-

tion) for the maximum value of the pitch attitude variance component No. 3

and for the maximum value of the normal acceleration variance component

No. 3. (0, F)

Compute, output, and create data file for the mean state, variances, and

covariance matrices No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3 at the Category I decision

height or at the runway as is appropriate. (C, 0, F)

Stop mean state and covariance propagation at Category II decision height

for Category II and Category III investigations, or at the runway for Category

I investigation. (C)

Stage 2. Select values for CRF, CSF, and CTF. (1)

Compute covariance No. 4 according to

C( 4 ) = (CRw)2C(i) + (CSF)2C(2) + (CTp)2C(3)

and similarly compute the pilot acceptance variances No. 4 using pilot accep-

tance variance components No. 1i No. 2, and No. 3. (C)

Output the root-mean-square pitch attitude and normal acceleration pilot

acceptance metrics. (0)

Compute and output the correlation matrix for covariance No. 4 (C, o)

Compute approximations to the first 4 central moments for the state

vector probability density function as truncated by missed approach execu-

tion at the Category II decision height. (C)

Output the first 4 central moments. (0)

Compute and output the missed approach probability. (C, 0)

*Steps preceded by (*) do not apply for Category I approaches.
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*Reinitialize the mean state vector and covariance matrix No. 4 using

the correlation matrix and the first 2 central moments for the truncated

state vector probability density function. (C)

Propagate the mean state and covariance. (C)

Output the mean state and variances. (0)

Stop mean state and covariance propagation at the runway. (C)
*
Output and create data file for the mean state, variances, and covar-

iance matrix at the runway. (0, F)

Compute and output the longitudinal dimension of the 2a touchdown foot-

print, the mean touchdown point and the mean auC standard deviation of

sink rate at touchdown. (C, 0)

Return to the beginning of Stage 2 and use an increased value for CSF if

neither the pilot acceptance measures, the probability of a missed approach,

nor the longitudinal touchdown footprint dimension exceeds the critical (2a)

levels. If any one critical level is equalled, sto. If any one tolerance

level is exceeded, use a reduced value for CSF. (I)

SFor the final CSF value of Stage 2, the simplified, typical

aircraft/control system model, and with the mean wind and wind shear varia-

bility (CRF) and stochastic gusts (CTF) set to zero, repeat the first 6

steps of Stage I for the mean state and covariance component No. 2. (I, C, 0)

Stop mean state and covariance propagation at 50 ft altitude. (C)

Plot ± 4 -variance for the IMB Glide Slope beam structure;

for indicated aircraft Glide Slope deviation ( in pA units); for aircraft

deviations from the ideal path (in 4A units); and for the rate of aircraft

deviations from the ideal path (in 4A/sec units). These plots provide the

"2&' tolerance envelopes which will form part of the suggested revised inspec-

tion standards. (M)

The manner in which the plots resulting from the last step above would

be used as a standard in flight inspection is described in Section III.

Different tolerances (plots) would, of course, be appropriate for each cate-

gory of ILS service.

*Steps preceded by (*) do not apply for Category I approaches.



SUMMARY OF KEY RESUVS AND CONCLUSIONS

Key results of exercising the overall system performance model are

summarized in Table 3. For each aircraft/control system combination,

(except the one involving the Piper PA-30) the scale factor amplifying the

level of ILS Glide Slope alignment error and structure (CSF in Eq B-6, 7
and 10) was increased until one of the performance metric critical levels

was equalled. This produced the critical value of the scale factor. The

results in Table 3 are for the critical value of this scale factor.

The Piper PA-30 required special consideration because, for the flight

control system and the given disturbance environment, both the probability

of missed approach and the longitudinal dimension of the 2a touchdown foot-

print exceeded the critical levels given in Table 2 even in the complete

absence of ILS Glide Slope alignment error and structure. Furthermore,

the ILS contributions to the probability of missed approach and to the longi-

"udinal dimension of the 2a touchdown footprint are quite small in comparison

to the contributions from wind, wind shear and gusts. Since this was found

to be the case, we merely evaluated the Piper PA-30 landing performance for

the smallest critical value of the scale factor found for the other cases,

1 .50. The extent to which the critical level of the 2a touchdown footprint

longitudinal dimension is exceeded is minor, and, in fact, the 1500 ft

critical level really only applies for automatic landings while the Piper

PA-30 system model is for m=nual landings. The very high missed approach

probability cannot be rationalized away, however. It might be the case that

the existing Category II approach window for automatic approaches (t12 ft,

Ref 19) is inappropriate for slow, low wing-loading aircraft such as the

Piper PA-30. Nevertheless, the approach window dimension would have to be

increased to ±32 ft in order to lower the probability of missed approach to

0.05. This change in the approach window dimension, if introduced, could

then cause a substantial increase in the longitudinal dimension of the 2a

touchdown footprint.

The critical values of the scale factor in the ILS Glide Slope alignment

error and structure models (Eq B-6, 7 and 10) are 3.00 for Category I

approaches and 1.50 for Category II and III approaches. (The 1.50 will

serve also for the 1 ,53 and 1 .58 critical values in Table 3 because the

5 per cent increase over 1.50 does not warrant separate flight inspection
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data analysis.)

Identification of these critical levels fulfills a key objective of

the study.

Trajectories for the mean and standard deviation of several system

response variables of interest have been plotted for all five aircraft/

control system combinations listed in Table 3. The plotted results are

voluminous and only moderately interesting. These plots form Appendix D

to the report.

Conclusions reached as the result of exercising the overall syetem per-

formance model are as follows:

0 Pitch attitude excursions during final approach limit relaxation

of ILS Glide Slope standards for jet transport Category I operations

0 Landing performance for Jet transport Category 11 operations is

similar for automatic or manual flight director approach and land-

ing, and for direct or inertially smoothed coupling to the Glide

Slope

* Inertial smoothing gives a reduction in touchdown dispersion

• Manual landing gives a small reduction in touchdown dispersion

* Category II and III requirements upon ILS Glide Slope alignment

and structure are identical

* Category II and III approaches which would result in excessive

touchdown dispersion are converted to missed approaches at the

Category II decision height

* Missed approach probability in excess of 5 per cent %imits relaxa-

tion of the ILS Glide Slope specification for jet transport

Category II and III operations

* Touchdown dispersion limits Category II landing performance for

low wing-loading, straight-wing aircraft

0 Missed approaches and touchdown dispersion for low wing-loading,

straight-wing aircraft are almost entirely from wind, wind shear

and gusts
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0 The existing Category II Glide Slope tracking accuracy

requirement is probably inappropriate for low wing-

loading, straight-wing aircraft

0 IL Glide Slope beam alignment is critical (for clearance in

"los" direction and for sink rate arrest in flare in the

"high" direction) for values only beyond those actually in-

vestigated

The next Section presents suggestions for revised flig inspection

standards and procedures based upon the results of the erall system per-

formance analysis.
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SECTIONII

• L E OF REVISED FLIGHT INSPECTION

STANDARDS AND PROCHDUFS

This Section presents recommendations for revisions to flight inspection

data collection, processing and analysis. Two separate subsections recom-

mend numerical tolerance values for flight inspection data analysis and com-

pare the recommended numerical tolerance values with the current flight in-

spection standards.

DATA COLLECTION

Three aspects of the data collection process are affected by recommended

changes in flight inspection procedures. These are theodolite placement,

generation of an archive data tape and oscillograph records, and the air-

borne equipment configuration.

Theodolite Placement Recommendation

Specifications for radio telemetering theodolite (RTT) placement in

',ara. 217.32(2)(a) Ref. 5 are strictly appropriate only for highly idealized

runway and ground plane configurations for which the far-field asymptote in

the vertical plane containing the runway centerline intersects the runway at

a point [the glide path initial point (GPIP)] opposite the Glide Slope antenna

mast. An idealized case of practical importance, the so-called "pedestal

case," Ref. 20, is not entirely appropriately accommodated by current RTT

placement specifications, and neither are idealized cases which may bL thought

of as a hybrid combination of the two. In the latter two casep, the true GPIP

is not opposite ;he Glide Slope antenna mast, but rather it is cffset in the

direction of the runway threshold.

The pr(sent specification for locating the RT! does not, in general, cor-

rectly account for:

0 The true GPIP location in consideration of the difference in
elevation between the runway and the ground plane at the
Glide Slope antenna mast and the ground plane grade angle
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• The true location of the idealized 0 difference in depth
of modulation (DM) line in the vertical plane containing
the runway centerline

Only the latter item, hovever, affects the flight inspection procedure.

A recommended revision to the RTE placement specification involves

determining the effective elevation above the ground plane at the antenna

mast for the origin of an equivalent erect conical reference system . This
effective elevation should. be determined as part of the Glide Slope commis-

sioning process. This effective elevation replaces the "difference in

elevation between the ground plane at the base of the antenna mast and the

center of the runway opposite the mast" in Para. 217.32(2)(a)I of Ref. 5.
In Para. 217.32(2)(a)4, the marker pole setting would be 124 in. (two times
the standard theodolite eyepiece height of 62 in.) minus the effective eleva-

tion. The steps in positioning the theodolite in Para. 217.32(2)(a) would be

otherwise unchanged

When the RTT is positioned in this manner, the in ersection of its ref-

erence surface with the vertical plane containing the runway centerline is
nearly identical to the intersection of the idealized 0 DDM surface with that

vertical plane, and the asymptotes to these two curves are identical. This
)rocedure is advantageous with respect to the current placement procedure when-

ever a "pedestal" exists. The effective Pedestal elevation results in a con-

stant vertical distance offset between the RTT reference and idealized 0 DDM
path when the current placement specification is used. This constant offset

can be significant when measured in 4A at points close to the runway threshold.
A 2 ft effective pedestal elevation results in a 22.8 microamperes (A) devia-

tion at the runway threshold for example. Elimination of this source of sys-

tematic deviation through revision of the RTT placement procedure may make a
larger portion of the tolerances available to accommodate other sources of

deviation.

The RTT establishes an erect conical reierence system, while on the other
hand, the 0 DDM cone is tilted from vertical by the grade angle. The eqliva-
lent erect conical reference is equivalent to the ideal 0 DDM cone in the sense
that the curves formed at their intersections with a vertical plane through the
runway centerline have coincident asymptotes.

t These steps merely serve to shift the origin of the theodolite reference

system slightly in order to provide a comfortable eyepiece height (62 in.)
for the theodolite operator.
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It must be appreciated that the buggested revision in R'1T placement pro-

cedure will not affect the true location of the GPIP since only the RTT ref-

erence is changed. The change will result in displacement of the GPIP implied

by The RT'T reference system from its current location (the point on the runway

centerline opposite the antenna mast). The revised location would be displaced

a distance along the runway centerline from the current location. The dis-

placement is in the direction of th runway threshold when the runway is effec-

tively on a pedestal with respect to the ground plane.

A further recommendation is that "permanent" theodolite benchmarks be

installed after commissioning (or recommissioning) in order to expadite RTT

set-up for ensuing flight inspections. This would reduce the fli.ht inspec-

tion workload in a small way, and would eliminate a pozsiL source for human

error.

tata Tape and Oscillograph Record Recommendations

It is recommended that all sigr.als which are oscillograph recorded in

the current flight inspection process plus barcmetric altitude be recorded

on magnetic tape as part of the theodolite recording system (TRS). The magnetic

tapes could be recorded in FM or digital formats. Digital format is recommended

for ease in labelling individual data records on the tape, and for the oppor-

tunity afforded for further data processing beyond Lhe requirements for specific

flight inspcctions. If a digital format is used, continuous signals should

be sampled at a rate of at least 10/sec. The magnetic tape recordings should

be the primary data record.

Oscillograph records are required for the application of tolerances to

the sicnals in the revised flight inspection procedure. These oscillograph

record, may be prluced on-line during inspection flights, or off-line using

data previously tape reuorded. Duplicate oscillograph records may be obtained

off-line in thi; manner.

The advantages of these recommendations are:

No new osillograph recording capability will be re-
quired. The channel capacity of the existing oscillo-
graphs will be sufficient together with the off-line
capability provuled by the magnetic tape records
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The magnetic tape will provide a compact permanent record
of the basic inspection data which is in a form that may
be readily subjected to more extensive analysis should
additional investigative or research needs arise

Recoimeded Airborne Equipment Configuration

The recommended configuration for the airborne equipment is shown in

Fig. 3. Additional equipment required beyond that presently installed for

flight inspection includes analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters,

digital tape write and read capability, the filter system, and a precision

barometric altimeter. The details of the filter system are presented in the

following subsection.

The recommended configuration is only one of several possible alterna-

tives. (For example, digital-to-analog conversion could be omitted if as2.

channels could be oscillograph recorded simultaneously on-line during the

inspection flight. The ability to produce duplicate oscillograph records in

the field would be sacrificed however.)

It is strongly recommended that the entire process of producing magnetic

tape and oscillograph records be under the direction and control of the

flight inspection engineer in the field. Specifically, it is recommended that

no equipment configuration be adopted which requires that responsibility be

delegated to personnel at remote facilities for data ;rocessing.

DATA PROCESSI

Data Processing requirements in the recommended procedure are modest. In

addition to forming the difference between the receiver and theodolite sig-

nals as in the present theodolite recording system, a filter system is required

to gene-,-ate typical aircraft glide path indicated deviation and actual path dev:

ation and actual path deviation rate responses. The inputs to the filter systel

are baionetric altitude with respect to thf runway elevation at GPIP, the dif-

ference between the receiver emd theodolite signals and the commissioned angle.

A block diagram for the filter system is shown in Fig. 4. A siailar alternativ,

filter system is given in Appendix E.

It is anticipated that the commissioned angle, 9, in Fig. 4 would be hand-

set on a ganged potentiometer. Barometric altitude, H, might be obtained as

an electrical signal from the inspecting aircraft's air data system, but a
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separate precision barometric altimetry system dedicated to the flight in-

spection function is more desirable.

The filter system itself might be implemented on a small, general purpose

analog computer or a special purpose analog computer depending upon the rela-

tive costs and the number of installations required. Notice that three inte-

grators, two divisions and one multiplication and some logic (for K ) are re-

cuired as a minimum for implementation using general purpose analog elements.

The role of the filter system is three-fold in that it:

* Substitutes data processing for that part of the
current inspection workload devoted to determin-
ing average path angle, width, structure and
changes/reversals in slope

* Provides conditioned signals which are imilar to
the indicated deviation and actual path deviation
and actual path deviation rate responses of air-
craft that will use the ILS facility

* Improves the confidence level in the results of
flight inspection in that the variables to which
the tolerances are applied are directly relevant
to landing success

DATA ANALYSIS

The proposed revisions to the data analysis procedure presented below

have been formulated to emphasize application of rational tolerances to fil-

tered flight inspection measurements which have direct operational relevance

tc the successful completion of landings. The revised procedure includes appli-

cation of tolerances to all features of the ILS beam which are checked under the

current procedure. Table 4 has been constructed to identify features receiving

analysis under the current procedure which will be aided by data processing

(filtering) under the recoimended revised procedure.

The filtered flight inspection measurements have operational relevance

because the filter used is, in fact, a simplified simulation of an aircraft

and Glide Slope coupler. Variables within the filter are simulations of

indicated glicle path deviation, actual glide path deviation and actual glide

path deviation rate. Each of tbcse responses to the ILS Glide Slope guidance

affects tne landing, approurh outcome in a key way. Indicated glide path

deviation is the primary source of aircraft Glide Slope tracking accuracy for
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TAB 4

FLIGHT INSPECTION CHECK LIST ITEMS

FOR WHICH DATA PROCESSING IS RECOMMEDED

Glide Path
Check List Item Approach Zone 2 Approach Zones 1 and 3

Angle "Actual Glide Path Angle" "Graphical Average Path
is an arithmetic mean Angle" is described by
angle of all deviations a curved line drawn visu-
of the differential output ally through the mean of
of the TRS. * A stationary short term deviations in
mean is assumed, but no the differential output
test for stationarity is of the TRS and which line
presently applied. Deta follows long term trends
processing which will (1500 ft or more). Non-
allow inferential determ- stationarity is assumed.
ination of mean deviations Data processing which will
is recommended. allow inferential determina-

tion of mean dLviations is
recommended.

Threshold The height of a straight line extension of the trend
Crossing Height of the graphical average path at ILS Point C to the

runway threshold. Data processing is recommended to
determine the path response for a typical aircraft at
the threshold.

Change/ Visual inspection of the Same procedure and same
Reversal in differential output of recommendation as for
Slope of the the TRS for changes and/ Zone 2
Path or reversals in the trend

of the slope of the path
record which extend for
at least 1500 ft on one
side of the change or re-
versal. Data processing
to expose slope changes/
reversals is recommended.

*Theodolite recording system
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TABLE k (CONCLUDED)

Glide Path
Check List Item Approach Zone 2 Approach Zones 1 and 3

Structure 2 a variability tol- 2 a variability tol-
erances are applied visu- lerances in Zones 1 and 5
ally about the "Actual are applied visually about
Glide Path Angle." Non- the "Graphical Average
stationary variability Path Angle." Otherwise
is assumed. Data proces- present procedure is the
sing is recommended to same as for Zone 2 and
sepapate the structure recommendations are the
into parts producing air- same as listed for Zone 2.
craft path response and
indicated path deviation
response with separate
tolerances for each part.

Sensitivity "Mean Width" is the dif- Only level flight checks
(Path Width) ference between the are prescribed. Computa-

"Actual +75iA Path Angles," tion of two vertical angles
which are arithmetic means does not warrant data pro-
of all deviations of the cessing.
differential output of the
TRS. (Same recommendations
apply as are cited for
Angle above.)

Symmetry of "Mean Width" must be distri-
Path Width buted within fixed percent-

ages above and below the
"on-path" position. Data
processing is recommended
for computation of averaged
deviations from "Actual
±75 iA Path Angles."
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~the pilot. This indication has a maj or influence upon the missed approach

decision. Actual glide path deviation and deviation rate have been shown to

make the principal ILS Glide Slope related contributions to longitudinal

touchdown dispersion in*OSection III of Ref. 7. Longitudinal touchdown dis-

persion together with sink rate at touchdown are the principal determinants

of landing success insofar as the longitudinal degrees of freedom of the

problem are cQncerned.

The practice of applying separate tolerances* to operationally significant

variables will tend to reduce the number of ILS Glide Slope facilities which
do not meet the existing standards but ,hic, l ncvertheless judged "flyable"

by experienced pilots. This will bc the result of having made the tolerances

more pointed with respect to opc raticra1" n i nt variables rather than

by any unwarranted relaxation of 6tandards p:: s 2rt1ly applied to less relevant

variables. The effect on the flight inspect.ri ,-ocess will be to eliminate

restrictions on those features of the EL,- , 1-1 Vi,)pe guidance signal which

do not affect approach and landing sue<':.

The "rational" characteristic of the newly developed tolerances arises

not only fron. the fact that these tolerances will be applied to operationally

relevant variables, but also from the fact that these tolerances are based

upon exceedences of 2a levels. The 2c levels have a much higher observational

probability of exceedence than do the levels (say, n a) which result in land-

ing accidents. However, by applying the 2,Y tolerance level (whim h is easily

applied and gives a high confidence verification of facility acceptability)

tke required safety margin is inplicltly preserved since both the tolerance

level and the safety requirement are proportional to a.

The current procedure makes use of a zone concept in applyinc standards,

This is largely to facilitate construction of the limits directly upon the

oscillograph records. The revis(d procedure does not make use of the zone

concept (although the designated ILS Points remain useful). Under the re-

vised procedure the tolerances are to be applied to the oscillograph records

using transparent overlays.

*"Tolerances" will be used to iniott- I Piits dcvelopud as the result

of this research. The t,,rm "standirds" will be _sed to dtnotu the existing
flight inspection standards. Hop T illy, t , newly d,, vloped tol-rances
will form the basis for ruvi_3tid Tht list,. 2i r :standards.
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The following subsections present the revised procedures for applyibg

the newly developed tolerances to the flight inspection records. Since

the revised analysis procedure applies tolerances to inspection record

features which do not have a one-to-one correspondence with the features

examined in the current analysis procedure, Table 5 has been provided as a

guide to the correspondence of items in the two inspection check lists.

Tolerance on Actual Path Angle and Typical Aircraft Path Response

Two tolerances are actually applied in this part of the analysis. One
is upon the alignment of the actual path with the commissioned angle or de-
sired path. The second tolerance is upon the typical aircraft path devia-
tion response induced by long wave length bends. The inspection record to
which these tolerances are applied is the np trace.

The overlay providing the ±2a limits for the n trace and the actual
p

path alignment limits appropriate to the category of ILS service (I, II,
III) is selected and placed over the np trace with the runway threshold

p
markings in alignment. The overlay is then shifted in the ±pA direction in
such a manner as to center the n trace within the ±2a limits (or in such a

p
manner as to equalize the total time that the +2f, limit and -2a limit are
each exceeded). The 0 pA line of the Ip oscillograph record must lie between

p
the actual path alignment limits indicated on the overlay. The total +2a
level exceedence time for the n oscillograph trace must not exceed 2.5 percent

p
of the total record time for the interval from the outer marker to IW Point C
for Category I service, or to the runway threshold for Category II and Cate-

gory III services. Similarly, the total -2a level exceedence time must not
exceed 2.5 percent of the same total record time.

If the 0 pA line of the np oscillograph record does not lie between
the actual path alignment limits, then the Glide Slope alignment to the
commissioned or desired angle is deficient. If either or both of the 2a

level exceedence times exceeds 2.5 percent of the total record time, then
the long wave length bends are excessive as indicated by the typical air-

craft path response trace, p.
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TABLE 3

GUIDE TO CORRESPONDING CHECK LIST ITEMS
FOR THE CURRENT AND REVISED GLIDE PATH

FLIGHT INSPECTION DATA ANALYSIS

Current Glide Path Revised Glide Path
Check List Item Check List Item

Angle Angle (and typical aircraft

paih deviation response)

Threshold crossing height Tpk 1.- aircraft path absolute

altiuce at runway threshold (PHT)

Change/reversal in slope Typ.-ca. aircraft path deviation

of the path rate response

((Angle and) typical aircraft

path deviation response

) Typical aircraft indicated
k glide path deviation

Sensitivity (path width) Sensitivity and linearity of

Symmetry of path width typical aircraft off-path response

distribution
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Tolerance on Typical Aircraft Path Altitude at Threshold Crossing for
Category II and Category III IMS Facilities

The inspection record to which this tolerance is applied is the

trace. The tolerance is calculated using the parameters specific to each

* ILS Glide Slope installation. It is based upon a requirement that the

typical aircraft path cross the runway threshold between the absolute

altitudes above the threshold of (PHT)min and (PHT)max ft.

The tolerances are calculated in terms of PA units by the following

equations.

(Tolerance on deviation above the 0 4A reference path
(Below the 0 4A line on the oscillograph r-3cord]) =

PTmax - T  (x t  x12t x2783 PHT) ma taO ~ ) Yl+P -ztJ . A (11)

(Tolerance on deviation below the 0 pA reference path
(Above the 0 pA line on the oscillograph recced]) =

12 278.37 1Xt XI2- - I an @T t- x)2 + y2i- p + z-(PTm A ()

[x-1
2 y tan )T (xt x) 1 t (T)min]1 (12)

The reference path is that established by the RTT when set at the commissioned

or desired angle 'T . (x1- xt) is the distance in feet between the point on

the runway centerline opposite the Glide Slope antenna mast and the runway

threshold. z is the elevation in feet of the GPIP with respect to the runway

threshold. z is positive when the GPIP elevation exceeds the threshold

elevation. p is the effective pedestal height of the runway in feet.

The tolerances on deviation above and below the 0 pA reference path are

marked on the np oscillograph record at the runway threshold crossing
p

mark. The n oscillograph trace must pass between these two tolerance
p

marks at the point of runway threshold crossing. If one of the above

tolerances is violated, it can only be corrected by changes in the IrS

*(PHT)min and (PHT)max loosely correspond to (TCH)mn and (TCH) in the

current standards. The intent of these specifications is similar. The latter
quantities are 47 ft and 60 ft respectively in the current Flight Inspection
Standards (Ref. 5).
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Glide Slope siting arrangement. This is because the tolerances are abso-

lute with respect to the runway threshold, and are independent of the RTT

measurement system.

Tolerance on Typical Aircraft Path Deviation Rate Response

This tolerance is applied to assure that excessive rate of descent

changes or excessive pitch attitude changes will not be required to follow

the ILS Glide Slope guidance. The inspection record to which this tol-

erance is applied is the hp trace.

The overlay prov!i.ing the ±2a limits for the p trace appropriate to

the category of ILS service (I, II, III) is selected and placed over the Tp

trace with the runway threshold markings and 0 41. lines in alignment. The

total +2a level. exceedence time for the p oscillograph trace must not exceed

2.5 percent of the total record time for the interiral from the outer marker

to ILS Point C for Category I service, or to the runway threshold for Cate-

gory II and Category III service. Similarly, the total - 2c level exceedence

time must not exceed 2.5 percent of the same total record time.

Tolerance on Typical Aircraft Indicated Glide Path Deviation

This tolerance is applied to assure that excessive indicated glide

path deviations will not be encountered in following the ILS Glide Slope
guidance. Excessive indicated glide path deviations will result in fre-

quent missed approach execution. The inspection record to which this

tolerace is applied is the nie trace.

The overlay providing the ±2a limits for the I e trace appropriate to

the category of ILS service (I, II, III) is selected and placed over the ne

trace with the runway threshold markings and 0 pA lines in alignment. The

total +2a level exceedence time for the Tie oscillograph trace must not ex-

ceed 2.5 peicent of the total record time for the interval from the outer

marker to ILS Point C for Category I service, or to the runway threshold

for Category II and Category III service. Similarly, the total - 2a exceed-

ence time must not exceed 2.5 percent of the same total record time.
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C

Tolerance on Sensitivity and Linearity of the Typical Aircraft Off-Path eSPOne

Two tolerances are actually applied in this part of the analysis. One is

upon the sensitivity of the off-path indication as measured by the path width

Obtained from the typical aircraft path deviation responses for flight in-

spection approaches flown at +75 jiA and -75 pA indicated deviation*. The

second tolerance is applied to the same data. It is upon the .linearity of

the off-path indication as measured by the symmetry in distribution of the

path width about the actual path angle. The inspection records to which these

tolerances are applied are the n and n traces.

These tolerances are applied to assure adequate dynamic path deviation

response characteristics for aircraft in following the ILS Glide Slope guidance.

The location of the 0 pA reference mark of the overlay with respect to the

i 0 pA line on the n trace (resulting from application of the tolerance onp

actual path angle and typical aircraft path response) is located with respec

to the 0 4A line on the n and n oscillograph records. A reference

line is then drawn at this constant pA value on the two records.

The over.ay providing the ±2a limits for the np trace appropriate to the

category of ILS service (1, I1, III) is selected and placed over the n

trace with the runway threshold markings in alignment. The overlay is then

shifted in the ±pA direction in such a manner as to center the n trace

within the ±2c limits (or in such a manner as to equalize the total time that

+2c limit and -2a limit are each exceeded). The location of the 0 4A refer-

ence mark on the overlay is then transferred to the nP osci.llograph record.

The separation in 4A between the reference line previously drawn on the

oscillograph record and the transferred 0 pA mark is designated . This

distance is positive if the mark lies below the reference line and negative

if the mark lies above. This procedure is repeated for the P-75 trace.

The corresponding distance in this case is designated v-7,. The sign of v7,

is determined by the same convention.

*In obtaining these records, the 0 4A RTT reference is elevated or de-
pressed by 0.35 deg with respect to the commissioned or desired angle.
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The sensitivity factor increment and nonlinearity metric are then

computed according to the following equations.

(Sensitivity factor increment) = (v - v+)/(150 + - (13)
-75 V+75 + [ -75

(Nonlinearity metric) = V 75 + V 7 5  (14)
15 +75 - _75

The sensitivity factor increment mvgnitude must be less than 0.2. A zero

value is desirable and indicates the ILS Glide Slope guidance sensitivity

i.3 equal to the nominal value of 214.3 itA/deg. A negative value of the

sensitivitj factor increment indicates a lower than nominal sensitivity

(i.e., a wider than nominal mean path). A positive value indicates a

higher than nominal sensitivity. The nonlinearity metric should be less

than 0.2. A zero value is desirable and indicates complete linearity of

the ILS Glide Slope guidance.

Tolerance on the Differential Trace

A tolerance on the differential trace is redundant with respect to

those listed previously. However, it provides an important tie-in with

the existing procedure for flight inspection data analysis. Its use should

probably be required during the introductory period for revised standards,

and later its use might be made optional.

The location of the 0 4A reference mark of the overlay with respect

to the 0 wA line on the n trace (resulting from application of the toler-
p

ance on actual path angle and typical aircraft path response) is located

with respect to the 0 tA line on the nr oscillograph record. A reference

line is then drawn at this constant pA value on the Tj record.

The overlay providing the ±2a limits for the Yr trace appropriate to

the category of ILS service (I, II, III) is selected and placed over the

ir trace with the runway threshold markings in alignment. The overlay is

then shifted in the ±A direction in such a manner as to align the 0 PA line

on the overlay with reference line drawn previously on the 71r trace. The total

+2a level exceedence time for the nr oscillograph trace must not exceed 2.5

percent of the total record time for the interval from the outer marker to
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ILS Point C for Category I service, or to the runway threshold for Category

II and Category III services. Similarly, the total -2c level exceedence

time must not exceed 2.5 percent of the same total record time.

If either or both of the 2a level exceedence times exceeds 2.5 percent

of the total record time, then the ILS Glide Slope structure is excessive as

indicated by the nr trace.

Example Application of the :2a Limit Exceedence Criterion

An illustration of the overlay providing the ±2a limits for the Ip

trace and the actual path alignment limits for Category II and III IS Glide

Slope service is displayed in Fig. 5. (The specific numerical values for the

limits are those determined by CSF = 1.50 in Fig. 9 presented subsequently.)

Figure 6 shows the overlay superimposed upon a typical ip trace in accord-

ance with the instructions given in the subsection "Tolerance on Actual Path

Angle and Typical Aircraft Path Response" above. Since the i2c limits are

exceeded, the overlay has been shifted in such a manner as to (approximately)

equalize the total time that the +2a limit and -2a limit are each exceeded,

i.e., the shift is such that

t +t 3 + . . . - t 2 + • . .

for the interval T between the outer marker and ILS Point C for Category I

facilities and the runway threshold for Category II and III facilities.

Next, one proceeds to determine if the 0 i±A line on the 'j trace falls
p

within the actual path alignment limits, +48.tA, on the overlay. In the

illustration, it does. This indicates acceptable actual path alignment.

Finally, the values of

t Ij + t +.*. • +.. •

.. 100% and 100%
T T

are computed. If each computed value is 2.5 percent or less, then the typical

aircraft path response is acceptable.

The ±2a limit exceedence criterion is applied in a similar manner to

the vp, e and nr traces. In the cases of the p and Ie traces, however,
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the 0 LA lines on the respective traces and overlays are placed in alignment.

W" NUMIAL TOLMURE= VALUES

The overall system performance analysis results provide the key numerical

values from which working tolerances for overall. system and subsystem per-

formance are developed. There are several steps to this development, and two

different types of tolerances are developed. The two types of tolerances
M respectively are:

0 Dynamic

* Static and quasi-static

The steps in working tolerance development involve:

* Adjustment of overall tolerances to allow for errors
in the flight inspection measuring system

* Calibration of the filter system which generates typical
aircraft responses from the differential trace

* Budget the working overall system tolerance among the
various subsystem error sources

Adjustment of Overall Tolerances

The radio telemetering theodolite (RTT), which is part of the flight in-

spection measuring system, introduces a dynamic measurement error as the re-

sult of small imprecisions in manually adjusting the crosshairs to track the

reference point on the inspecting aircraft. Dr. Richard H. McFarland has es-

timated bounds on this tracking error for the elevation axis to be as shown

in Table 6. These estimated values are plotted along with the range variation

model for ILS Glide Slope structure in Fig. 7. The variations with range (or

equivalently, altitude) are seen to be nearly identical. Therefore, since

0.02 deg corresponds to 4.29 4A,

'[dn 129F (X + 1000)/2301
2or 4.29 1 + 2.48 e (15)

will be used to model the dynamic RTT tracking error. The dynamic tracking

error and the ILS Glide Slope structure are assued to be uncorrelated.
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* TOMl 6

ESTIMWD BOUNMS ON DYNAMIC

TFACKI. ERROR N ELMVATIOV

Altitude of 2a Value of

Approaching Aircraft Tracking Error Estimate
(ft) (deg)

greater than 200 0.020

200 to 100 0.035

100 to 50 0.050

Dynamic Tolerances

In these circumstances, the dynamic tracking error is in constant ratio

with the overall maximum level of ILS Glide Slope structure. For Category I

operations this ratio is:

Cr
r1  - _ a__ = .4.2912 0 0.119 (16)

Tr 3.0o(5.99)
max

and for Categories II and III this ratio is:

r = TTdyn = .2/2 0.239 (17)
a 1.50(5.99)

max

'The working maximum levels for ILS Glide Slope structure as characterized by

an effective value for its scale factor are, for Category I

CSFI = 3.00 ;I- r = 2.98 - 3.00 (18)
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and for Categories II and III

CSF 1.50 r = 1.46 - 1.5o (19)CSII w  (1.9)I- i

These working levels provide tolerances appropriate for application to the

flight inspection data. That is, the working levels allow for the dynamic

tracking error attendant to RTT measurement.

The 2a tolerance level for structure on the differential trace can now

be expressed as an equation based upon Eq B-10 and -11 in Appendix B. For

Category I service

(x + 1000)/23041

2a = 55.7 1 + 2.48e (20)
rI

and for Categories II and III service

2a - 17.5 1 + 2 .48e(X + 1000)/230 (21)

where 55.7 = 2 (2.98) 5.99 and 17.5 = 2 (I.46) 5.99. The function 2cnr is

plotted for various values of the scale factor CSF in Fig. 8.

Figures 9, 10 and 11 show the 2a levels for the typical aircraft filter

responses for the same scale factor values. (The block diagram for this

filter is Fig. 4. Counterpart figures to Fig. 9, 10 and 11 are given in

Appendix E for the alternative filter system presented in that Appendix.)

The figures respectively show the actual glide path deviation response,
actual glide path deviation rate response, and indicated glide path devia-

tion response 2a levels. The curves in each case include our recommended

2c tolerance levels for the respective variables. The recommended Category I

tolerances are the CSF = 2.98 =" 3.00 curves up to I.S Point C. (No toler-

ances need apply between ILS Point C and the threshold for Category I because
the absolute minimum descent altitude using the ILS Glide Slope is 200 ft.)

The recommended Category II and III tolerances are the CSF 1 .46 1 1 .50

curves which extend to the threshold.
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Static and Quasi-Static Tolerances

Alignment of Actual Path with Commissioned or Desired Angle

Alignment of the actual path with the commissioned angle 8 was not found

to afiect landing performance in a sensitive way. Current standards require

alignment to within ±0.0750. For E = 3.0 deg this corresponds to ±0.225 deg,

±48.2 4A, or ±3.93 ft at the threshold. If the current standard, which is an

absolute limit, is interpreted as a 3a value, then la would correspond to

16.1 .A or 1.31 ft at the threshold.

In excercising the overall system performance analysis model, values for

a, up to 0.262 deg, 56.1 4A or 4.57 ft at the threshold were used (i.e.,

3.5 times the current standard) with no observable effect other than a very

small increase in the sink rate dispersion at touchdown. This being the case,

it would eppear that the limitations upon alignment error between the actual

path and the commissioned angle are imposed by considerations outside the scope

of the overall system performance analysis model. For example, below the com-

missioned angle, wheel-to-runway threshold clearance may be the key considera-

tion. Above the commissioned angle, the ability to arrest the rate of sink

in the flare while maintaining an adequate margin from stall may be the key

consideration in so far as landing performance limits are concerned.

However, analysis of data for actual Category II and II training Glide

Slopes has resulted in a CA8 estimate of 8.01 .A while the la equivalent level

of the current standard is 16.1 pA. Thus it appears that alignment with res-

pect to the current standard is easily accomplished in the field. Since this

is the case, and because the alignment error has no appreciable effect upon

landing performance, our recommendation is for an absolute tolerance of

±48.0 p.A on alignment of the actual path with respect to the commissioned*
or desired angle for Categories I, IT and III. This recommended tolerance

is comparable to the current standard for Category I and II facilities.

*If, however, an overall tolerance on alignment error between the actual
path and the commissioned or desired angle set by landing performance limita-.
tions were known, say qA., then that value would have to be reduced by the
allowable variability in the airborne ILS receiver centering error for both
the inspecting aircraft and the operating aircraft, aRX and aRX res-insp op
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Actual Path Altitude at Threshold Crossing and Related Tolerances

The tolerances related to typical actual path altitude at threshold cros-

sing require careful attention to a wide variety of component parts. Let the

minimum typical actual path altitude at threshold crossing in the absence of

wind, wind shear and gust effects be denoted by (PTH)min, the minimum main

gear wheel clearance in normal operation denoted by Wmin, and the nominal ef-

fective altitude difference between the ILS glide path receiver antenna and

the lowest point on the landing gear with the aircraft in landing attitude de-

nloted by A . Let any difference between the nominal effective altitude differ-
0

ence between the glide path receiver antenna and the lowest point on landing

gear and the actual altitude difference on a particular aircraft be denoted by

6A. (When M > 0 the altitude difference exceeds A0 .) All of the above quanti-

ties are in units of feet. The equation for testing the performance of the

user's aircraft/control system combination against the component tolerances is

Sm n mo o o 2 2 + \ 2

1 /2( + 2 2+ C 2 >,SA (23)

)X + 2+H (H )
JTHRESHOLD

pectively. aRX and "RX indicate one standard deviation levels. The
insp opworking absolute tolerance upon alignment error would then be given by:

I ~ ,\ 1/2
aR ins =Xn p 10 ArRwo ld av)t b3 ~~~T ~ix (22)

For typical numbers = 5 iA and cRX o 10 iA, would have to be

at least 11.2 pA. insp OP
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where aRTT  is the standard deviation of the certified accuracy of the

RTT, 1.43 LA; and aR ,d is the tracking error standard deviation whichdn

is. 7.56 pA at the threshold * RX and cRx are the standard deviations of
insp o

the IIS glide path receiver centering errors ror the inspecting aircraft and

operating aircraft respectively. a and aH are the altitude standard
Hwind gust

deviation components arising from wind and windshear, and gusts respectively

for a particular aircraft/control system combination.

The overall system performance analysis established a typical value for

1/2

Threshold

of 1.76 ft.

The remaining items on the left hand side of Eq 23 may be selected to havL

positive values and provide consistency with the inequality for A = 0.
Their selection amounts to a budgeting of the allowable error among the error

sources.

Consider current typical values for the remaining parameters on the left

hand side of Eq 23.

(PHT)min = (TCH) mn = 47 ft

Wmi n = 10 ft

A = 19ft
0

cRX = 5 pA
insp

CRX = 8 A
op

The left hand side then calculates out to 11 ,94 ft which provides a comfortable

margin with respect to 2.02 ft for the standard deviation of the total random

uncertainty in operation.

In terms of the standard deviation of total random uncertainty in operation,



(o w nd)2 + ( a ) 2 M O~8 2 a ~ 0 ) + ( R ~~ l

1/2 

2 +

+ RXi+sp R o I
Threshold

the margin is 5.91c.

It is not possible to recommend numerical values for the individual

terms in Eq 23 on the basis of system analysis alone. The only requirement

that can be definitely established is that the inequality of Eq 23 must be

satisfied by the tolerances. The most relaxed tolerances (in the overall

sense) will result when Eq 23 is satisfied as a strict equality.

The fact that the typical values result in a considerable margin in the

above example indicates that the tolerance can justifiably be relaxed. For

example, if

(PHT )min ' 4oft

Wmi n  = 10 ft

A = 19 ft

CR = 3 4A
acc

cr y = 10 pA
dyn

aRx = 5 4A

~insp

are the tolerances upon the ILS Glide Slope signal at the threshold and upon

the flight inspection process, then every user's airborne systems must satisfy

11-3 89 + ( 8 ( o2 +
2

1 0 . ( 8 O( 2 4 )

S1/2

Threshold
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which represents the tolerance on the airborne user's system performance.

The exact manner in which the user chooses to partition the allowable

tolerance between AA, aRX o IH and aH should be at his discretion.
op wind gust

For example, if A = -1 ft for the particular aircraft and aRX = 10 iA
)p

for the particular ILS glide path receiver, then the aircraft/control system

combination must be effective in reducing

[(0Hj2 + (crH )2j 1/2

Threshold

to 3.80 ft or less.

No requirement for a limit upon (PHT)max is indicated by this study. Sat-

isfaction of all other tolerances is sufficient to assure that the typical

actual path altitude threshold crossing is not excessive.

OWARISON OF TOLMEANCES WIT C T STANDARDS

The following comparison is presented in order to establish a connect-

ing link between the newly developed tolerances and the current flight in-

spection standards. This comparison cannot be carried out with ultimate

precision, but it can be accomplished in a spirit of reasonable accuracy.

The reasons for this are as follows:

* Some of the current standards are in absolute terms, while

corresponding, newly developed tolerances are in terms of
2a levels

* A one-to-one correspondence does not always exist between the
ILS Glide Slope features controlled by the current standards
and those controlled by the newly developed tolerances

* Quantities such as the "graphical average path" and the
"typical aircraft path response" are conceptually closely
related but they are not precisely equivalent

Nevertheless, the comparison will be made assuming that:

* Absolute limits and 3a levels are suitable for comparison

* Comparison of features where a one-to-one correspondence
exists will be adequate
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0 A conceptual equivalence between quantities in lieu of
precise equivalence may be accepted

Figures 12 and 13 compare the newly developed 2a tolerance level and the

current 2a standard for ILS Glide Slope structure for Category I and Category

II facilities respectively. (Refer to Para. 217.44 and 217.5 (16)(a) of Ref. 5.)

The current structure standard for Category I facilities is conservative with re-

spect to the tolerance level. The current structure 2a standard for Category II

facilities is slightly more permissive than the 2a tolerance level throughout

mcest of ILS Zone 2. At the end of Zone 2 and throughout Zone 3, the current stan-

dard becomes increasingly conservative as the threshold is approached.

Figure ih compares the current (absolute) standard for ILS Glide Slope change/

reversal in slope with the newly developed tolerances for Category I and Category

II and III facilities. (Refer to Para. 217.5 (16)(d) of RHf. 5.) The current

slope change/reversal standard is quite conservative throughout most of ILS

Zones 2 and 3 with respect to the 3a tolerance level for Category I facilities.

For Category II, however, the current slope change/reversal standard is more

permissive than the 3a tolerance level throughout most of ILS Zone 2. At the

end of Zone 2, and throughout Zone 3 the current standard becomes increasingly

conservative as the threshold is approached.

Figure 15 compares the current average glide path alignment standard with

the tolerance for the typical aircraft path response for Category II ILS

Glide Slope facilities. (Refer to Ref. 21.) These standards and tolerances

are not truly comparable because the standard in actual fact applies to a

c mbinaticn of the alignment error of the actual path with the commissioned

or desired angle, and the aircraft path response to structure (as represented

by the so-called average path), while the neuly developed tolerance applies

only to the typical aircraft path response to structure. (Recall that

overall systen landing performance was found to be insensitive to the align-

ment error between the actual path and the comissioned or desired angle.)

Despite this disparity in the quantities being compared, the current standard

is conservative -ith respect to the 3a tolerance level throughout ILS Zone 3.

The above cozparison illustrates a practice which must be avoided in

future revisions of standards. Specifically, the current FAA average path

alignment standard is a combined specification on critical and non-critical

features of the 113 Glide Slope, i.e., aircraft response to structure and
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the alignment of the actual path with the commissioned or desired angle, res-

pectively. While the present standard is conservative because the combined

specification on the two features is less than 3a tolerance level for the

critical feature in ILS Zone 3, the standard would have been unconservative

had it exceeded the 3o tolerance level, and landing safety goals would per-

haps be compromised. This is because, with a combined specification, a hypo-

thetical situation could exist wherein the (non-critical) alignment error

could be very small and the (critical) aircraft response could be large, but

still acceptable under the standard, but unacceptable with respect to the 3a

tolerance level. On the other hand, if the combined specification is con-

servative (as it is at present), the effect is to overly restrict the allow-

able Glide Slope structure in some cases; specifically in those cases wherein

the alignment error consumes a substantial portion of the allowable error.

Care should be exercised to avoid such combinations of specifications

upon distinctly different features in a single standard in the future.

IMPACT OF REVISED FLIGHT INSPECTION STANDARDS

The impact expected as the result of applying the proposed revised flight

inspection standards will affect the Flight Standards Service, Flight Inspec-

tion National Field Office, the Flight Inspection District Offices, Flight

Inspection Groups, the airport facilities operators, and the aircraft operators

and crews. Maximum benefits with virtually no burden will accrue to the air-

craft operators and crews. At high levels in the organizational pyramid the

benefits will be more closely balanced against the burden. The main benefits

will be generally increased levels of safety and productivity for airport faci-

lities and aircraft. At the highest level the main benefit will be enhancement

of regulatory goals for safety of aircraft operations. This will be through

the development and provision of flight inspection standards which are

more keenly atuned to actual operational needs for ILS approach and landing.

Flight Standards Service

The Flight Standards Service will bear the economic burden of validating

and converting the tolerances proposed as a result of this research effort

into flight inspection standards. The principal benefit to the Flight Stand-

ards Service will be that of furthering their mission through the promulgation
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of flight inspection standards which at the same time enhance the safety of

1L approaches and landings, and encourage more intensive and effective use

of" existing ILS facilities. Safety will be served by replacing several steps

i the flight inspection data analysis procedure now dependent upon human

judgment with data processing. However, only those steps which can be better

accomplished by data processing than by huatan judgment (i.e.. averaging) will

be replaced. In addition, specifications will be placed upon variables de-

rived from the flight inspection data. These derived variables will have direct

relevance to the conduct of approach and landing operations. For example, sepa-

rate specifications will be applied to variables representing typical indicated

glide path deviation, actual glide path deviation, and actual glide path devia-

tion rate response. (This is in distinction to current procedures wherein

separate specifications are applied to various features of the "differential

trace" which has only an indirect relevance to the conduct of approach and

landing operations.)

The revised standards will encourage more intensive and effective use of

existing IIS facilities because the separate tolerances applied to the de-

rived variables will be more flexible and permissive than the current standards.

This will also result in a reduction in the number of so-called "special case"

installations.

Proposed rev. ions include maintenance of a central archive for magnetic

tapes containing flight inspection data. Even though data need only be kept

for a fixed limited time, the burden of maintaining this data is new. (It is

assumed that tha current practices for maintaining oscillograph record data will

be continued.) The magnetic tape data archive will provide the benefit of a

compact permanent record of the basic inspection data. These records will be in

a form that may be readily used to reproduce oscillograph records, or which may

readily be subjected to more extensive analysis should special investigative or

research needs arise.

Furthermore, the revised method for obtaining flight inspection data will

require a minimum of new equipment.



Flight Inspection National Field Office, Flight Inspection District
Offices, Flight Inspection Groups

Flight Inspection National Field Office and District Offices

3enefizs to the Flight Inspection National Field Office and District

Office- will be increased ILS facility acceptance rates for Category II

and Caiezory III service, increased flight inspection productivity, and a

reduction in the number of special case facilities. Increased productivity

will result in reduced aircraft operating cost per inspection.

Flight Inspection Groups

Benefits to Flight Inspection Groups will be reduction in flight inspec-

tion workload through introduction of data processing and tolerance overlays

and a reduction in the amount of judgment which is necessary to interpret the

data. This will be accomplished by relatively modest changes to the current

flight inspection procedures.

Airport Facility Operators

Airport facility operators will benefit from reduced problems in bringing

ILS facilities to commissioned status and maintaining them in that status.

Modest reductions in cost should result from a reduced need for site modifica-

tion aiid perhaps from installing less sophisticated ILS equipment at some new

facilities. The number of facilities requiring special case treatment will be

reduced.

Burdens upon airport operators will include installation, maintenance and

protection of benchmarks for the RTT and the bare possibility of having to

recommissior a very few 1HS installations which meet present standards but

will not meet the revised standards.

Aircraft Operators and Crews

%ircraft oper'ators and crew. will benefit from rreater producti vity r(-

s~iting from more permissive standards. A principa- benefit of this inte-

grated development of overall system tolerances is Dr.e of enhanced safety.

Crew confidence in the airborne and ground facilities will be enhanced as the



result of applying specifications to variables derived from ILS flight inspec-

tion measurement which have direct relevance to approach and landing success

and pilot acceptance.

I
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SECTION IV

A REVIEW OF CURRENT FAA AND ICAO STANDARDS

APPROACH AND LANDING PERFORMANCE

The current FAA definition of a successful ILS Category II approach

is given in Ref. 12 in terms of maximum acceptable airplane dispersions

rwith respect to the indicated center of the guidance beam at an altitude

of 100 ft above the runway. (The same definition necessarily applies also

to the successful Category III landing as given in Ref. 13, provided

that the additional sufficiency requirements on touchdown dispersion in

Ref. 6 are met in Category III. See Table 7 herein.) In essence,

the FAA has definzd a "windo-" that an airplane must be within at the

100 ft decision height.

Because a decision height window is at the decision height, it is

actually a horizontal window, as shown in Fig. 16. Thus, even though

an airplane may be above or below the indicated center of the glide slope

beam, the decision height remains the same (100 ft above the runway elevation

for ILS Category II). This means that if an airplane is above (or below)

the beam, then it must be closer to (or farther from) the runway threshold

when it reaches the decision height. In other words, what appears to be

a vertical deviation from some point on the beam should really be thought

of as a horizontal deviation from a different point on the beam (a point

that is at the same altitude as the airplane). The relation between an

"apparent" vertical deviation from the beam and the more appropriate

horizontal deviation is just the tangent of beam angle. Consequently, the

ILS Category III window tolerance of ± 12 ft at the decision height trans-

forms into a horizontal dispersion tolerance of between 19 and 23 times

the window tolerance or between ± 228 ft and ± 276 ft, depending on the

actual Glide Slope angle 8 in Fig. 16. These horizontal dispersion

tolerances represent between 30 and 37 per cent of the 2a longitudinal

touchdown dispersion (1500 ft) for Category III performance in Table 7.

However, this dispersion will be reduced to some extent by the action of the

coupler and control system between the decision height and the flare initia-

tion altitude at which point typical modern systems cease to use ILS Glide

Slope guidance. The remainder of the maximum allowable longitudinal 2a



Airplane that is above indicated
glide-slope beam center Is closer
to runway threshold when it reaches
the decision height

Decision Height ,doON

Indicated L Decision Height
Window

- Glide -Slope-Beam-Center

1 Actual Glide Path Angle

Runway

!V'igure 16. Relation Between Decision Height Window and Maximum
Allowable Deviations Above and Below the Glide Slope Beam-
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TABLE 7
OVERALL 3iS GLDE SLOPE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE REQu m

ILS-
Overall Flight Tracking Performance RequirementCategory on Glide Slope

I (No performance standard; only equipment complement, pilot
training and proficiency, and operational standards; see
AC 120-29 [Ref. 12])

II From 700 ft altitude to the decision altitude (100 ft),
* 35 pA or ± 12 ft with respect to indicated "on-path"
position, whichever is larger, without sustained oscilla-
tions (AC 120-29, App. 1 pg. 6)

III From 700 ft altitude to the flare initiation height
[circa 50 ft), ± 35 pA or ± 12 ft with respect to indicated
"on-path" position, whichever is larger, without sustained
oscillations (AC 120-28A, App. 1, p. 4 [Ref. 13) and re-
peatable touchdown on he runway within the longitudinal
limits 200 ft and 2500 ft from the runway threshold and
with a 2a dispersion of 1500 ft about the nominal touch-
down point (AC 20-57A [Ref. 6])

For a medium large jet transport (e.g., DC-8 Series 60) this distance
results from applying the requirement that the pilot be able to see at least
four bars of the 3000-ft touchdown zone lights on 100-ft centers.

9.o



touchdown footprint dimension must accomodate:

* Errors in aligning the actual mean path with the com-
missioned or desired angle, and

0 Deviation of the indicated center of the Glide Slope from
the actual mean path, both of which shift the center of
the window horizontally with respect to the runway with-
out the pilot's knowledge, and

0 Additional wind, wind shear and turbulence induced dis-
persion.

The effect of the first item on system landing tends to be minimal since

the mean glide path asymptote remains focussed upon the GPIP regardless

of the actual mean path angle. This point will be explained further in

discussion of Table 9 below. However, the latter two items are genuine

concerns.

Figures D-5, 6, 9, 10, 13, 14, 17 and 18 of Appendix D support the

"± 35 uA or ± 12 ft, whichever is larger" Glide Slope tracking error per-

formance requirement. These values should be interpreted as 2o levels--

since the probability of missed approach of 5 per cent has been selected

to correspond to the ± 12 ft indicated Glide Slope deviation dimension of

the window at the decision height.

The requirement for repeatable touchdown on the runway within the longi-

tudinal limits 200 ft and 2500 ft from the runway threshold and with a 2c

dispersion of 1500 ft about the nominal touchdown point is assumed to be a

fundamental and absolute performance requirement in this study.

A second dimension of the window that tn aircraft must be within at the

decision height on a Category II approach is given by a tolerance upon air-

speed deviation. The airspeed deviation,exclusive if turbulence effects,

must be within ± 5 kts (± 8.45 ft/sec) in order to continve the approach

(Ref. 12 and 19).

The results of the system analysis indicE.ted that airspeed deviation,

exclusive of turbulence effects, is virtually always within the ± 5 kts

tolerance for the autothrottle control laws investigated.

The approach window is the same for all air carrier and general aviation
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airplanes and control systems. Presu,,ably the FAA had in mind a typical

jet transport when it devised the window. However, given the operational

objective, it is easy to imagine an airplane plus controller for which the

given window is too restrictive, as well as an airplane plus controller for

which it is too permissive. The idea that a single window may not be appro-

priate for all airplanes and control systems was the motivation behind the

study reported in Ref. 7. The primary purpose of that study was to determine

how logically to set the decision height window boundaries for any given

airr.ane plus control system.

18 FLIGHT INSPECTION STANDARDS EEW

Current tolerances for ILS Glide Slope structure are based on the desire

to restrict aircraft path deviations caused by beam roughness, scalloping,

and bends to specific vertical displacements throughout the approach to ILS

Point C* for Category I facilities and throughout the approach to runway

threshold for Category II and III facilities. (Normally, self-contained

airborne flare guidance replaces Glide Slope guidance beyond the runway

threshold.)

Table 9 summarizes the salient ILS Glide Slope standards. Part a. of

Table 9 gives the ICAO standards, and part b. gives the FAA standards which

are subjects for this study.

Several standards in Table 9 are worth comparing with some of the over-

all system performance standards in Table 7.

The tolerance on deviations of mean path angle with respect to the

commissioned glide path angle in Approach Zone (Item 2 in Table 9) is ± 7.5

percent of the commissioned angle for Category I and II end ± 4 percent

for Category III.

The rather appreciable tolerances on deviation of thQ mean path angle in

Approach Zones 2 and 5 (by comparison in comparable units with the tolerance

on overall Glide Slope tracking performance with respect to the indicated

*Definitions for ICAO and FAA terminology used in the respective stand-

ards are given in Table 8.



TABLE 8

ICAO AND FAA DEFINITIONS USED IN CONNECTION WITH

GLME SLOPE STANDAFMS

ICAO FAA

Facility Performance Category I - Performance Category I - IMS
ILS
An IILS which provides guidance in- An ILS which provides acceptable
formation from the coverage limit guidance information from the
of the ILS to the point at which the coverage limits of the TLS to
localizer course line intersects the the point at which the localizer
ILS glide path at a height of 60 course line intersects the glide
metres (200 ft) or less above the path at a height of 100 feet
horizontal plane containing the above the horizontal plane con-
threshold. taining the runway threshold.

Note. - This definition is not in-
tended to preclude the use of Facili-
ty Performance Category I - ILS be-
low the height of 60 metres (200 ft),
with visual reference where the
quality of the guidance provided
permits, and where satisfactory op-
erational procedures have been
established.

Facility Performance Category I - Performance Category II - IM
ILAS
An ILS which provides guidance in- An ILS which provides acceptable
formation from the coverage limit o2 guidance information from the cov-
the ILS to the point at which the erage limits of the ILS to the
localizer course line i.ntersects the point at which the localizer course
ILS glide path at a height of 15 line intersects the glide path at
metres (50 feet) or less above the a point above the runway threshold.
horizontal plane containing the
threshold. Category I Training - MaS

Facility Performance Category III - A Category I operational use faci-
ILS lity with performance within the
An ILS which, with the aid of ancil- standards for Category II and which
lary equipment where necessary, pro- is advertised as acceptable for
vides guidance information from the Category II qualification training.
coverage limit of the facility to,
and along, the surface of the runway.

ILS Point "A" ULS Point "A"
A point on the ILS glide path meas- An imaginary point on the glide
ured along the extended runway centre path/localizer course measured
line in the approach direction a dis- along the runway centerline exten-
tance of 4 nautical miles from the ded, in the approach direction,
threshold. 4 nautical miles from the runway

threshold.
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TABLE (CONT'D.)

ICAO FAA

ZIM Point "V* IM. Point "B"
A point on the IIS glide path meas- An imaginary point on the glide
ured along the extended runway path/localizer course measured
centre line in the approach direc- along the runway centerline ex-
tion a distance of 1050 metres tended, in the approach direc-
(3500 feet) from the threshold. tion, 3500 feet from the runway

threshold.

31S Point "C" ILS Point "C"
A point through which the downward A point through which the down-
extended straight portion of the nom- ward extended straight portion of
inal ILS glide path passes at a height the glide path (at the commissioned
of 30 metres (100 feet) above the angle) passes at a height of 100
horizontal plane containing the feet above the horizontal plane con-
threshold. taining the runway threshold.

3LS Glide Path Angle Actual Glide Path Angle
The angle between a straight line The straight line arithmetic mean
which represents the mean of the ILS of all deviations of the differ-
glide path and the horizontal. ential trace occuring in ILS

Approach Zone 2.

Desired Path Angle
During site, commissioning or com-
missioning-type inspections, the
angle required for the procedural
use of the facility.

ILS Reference Datum Threshold Crossing Height
k point at a specified height located The height of the straight line ex-
vertically above the intersection of tension of the glide path above the
the runway centre line and the runway centerline at the threshold.
threshold and through which the
downward extended straight portion of
the ILS glide path passes.

Half Glide Path Sector Glide Path Sector Width
The sector in the vertical plane con- (Normal Approach Envelope)
taining the ILS glide path and limi- The width of a sector in the verti-
ted by the loci of points nearest to cal plane containing the glide path
the glide path at which the DDM is and limited by the loci of points
0.0875. above and below the path at which

a reading of 75 microamperes is ob-
tained. (Nominally, 150 micro-
amperes corresponds to 0.175 )DM).

IIS Glide Path Sector
The sector in the vertical plane con-
taining the ILS glide path and limi-
ted by the loci of points nearest to
the glide path at which the DDM is
0.175.

(see on next page)



TABLE 8 (COiRT'D.)

Note - The ILS glide path sec-
tor is located in the vertical
plane containing the runway centre
line, and is divided by the radi-
atedglide path in two parts called
upper sector and lower sector, re-
ferring respectively to the sec-
tors above and below the glide
path.

Angular Displacement Sensitivity
The ratio of measured DDM to the cor-
responding angular displacement from
the appropriate reference line.

DI24 - Difference in Depth of
Modulation
The percentage modulation depth of
the larger signal minus the percen-
tage modulation depth of the sraller
signal, divided by 100.

7S Glide Path
That locus of points in the vertical
plane containing the runway centre
line at which the DDM is zero,
which, of all such loci, is the clo-
sest to the horizontal plane.

hIM Approach Zone 1
The distance from the coverage limit
of the localizer/glide path to
Point "A" (four miles from the run-
way threshold).

ILS Approach Zone 2
The distance from Point "A' to Point
B"

31S Approach Zone 3
The distance from Point "B" to Point
"C" for evaluations of Category I and
Category II training systems. The dis-
tance from Point "B" to the runway
threshold for evaluations of Category
f1 operational y':tem.
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TABLE 8 (coNCoUMD)

ICAO FAA

Change/Reversal in Slope of the
Glide Path
A long term (1500 feet or more) change
in the direction of the "on path" po-
sition as determined by the graphic
averaging of the short term (roughness,
high frequency scalloping) deviations
of the differential trace.

Graphical Average Path
The average path described by a line
drawn through the mean of all devia-
tions in the differential trace; i.e.,
deviations are balanced about the
graphical average path. This will
usually be a curved line which follows
long term trends (1500 feet or greater)
and averages shorter term deviations
in the differential trace.

Trend
The general direction or incline of a
segment of the glide path which per-
sists for a distance of 1500 feet or
more along the approach course.

Differential Trace
The trace on the recording which is
the algebraic sum of the Radio Tele-
metering Theodolite (RTT) crosapointer
(DDM) and the aircraft receiver cross-
pointer (DDM) and which is produced
by the differential amplifier within
the airborne Theodolite Recording
System (TRS).

Categorization
A "special" comprehensive evaluation
of the quality of a commissioned
Category I facility in order to deter-
mine if its perforniance is within
Category II standards.
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on-path position) might suiem to rc;uolt In #A position reference in space

which ,ray vary considerably with respect to the runway. Furthermore,

variability of the mean position of the path in space is unknown to the

pilot under IFR conditions. However, the results of the system analysis

indicate touchdown dispersion is relatively insensitive to variability of

the mean path angle. This is because all mean paths emanate from the same

point. This being the case, the major contribution to touchdown dispersion

from this source is the result of inconsistency of the approach speed

(because it is based upon commissioned angle rather than the actual mean

path angle) for use with a given flare control law.

The mean touchdown point, which depends upon GPIP location along the

runway centerline, has a significant influence on the ability of the overall

system to meet the requirement that the longitudinal 2a touchdown footprint

be contained in the interval from 200 ft to 2500 ft from the runway threshold.

(Refer to Table 7.) This, in turn, requires that the GPIP be located in the

interval from 900 ft to 1200 ft assuming the flare results in a mean touch-

down point at least 50 ft, but no more than 550 ft, beyond the GPIP. Further-

more, the combination of GPIP location, elevation of the GPIP with respect to

the runway threshold, and commissioned or desired angle must result in a

threshold crossing heignt which equals or exceeds (TCH)min . The GPIP, in turn,

is determined by the effective pedestal height of the runway, the commissioned

or desired angle and the longitudinal displacement of the Glide Slope antenna

mast from the runway threshold, and is therefore controlled by the antenna

siting.

The tolerance on beam deviations with respect to the mean path has been

previously compared with the system analysis results in Fig. 12 and 13. The

current Category I structure standard is conservative with respect to the

system analysis result in Approach Zones 2 and 3. The current Category II

structure standard is slightly more permissive than the system analysis re-

sult throughout most of Approach Zone 2. At the end of Zone 2 and through-

out Approach Zone 3, the current standard becomes increasingly conservative

(restrictive) as the runway threshold is approached.

Some of the tolerances upon glide path alignment in paragrapli 217.5 (14) b

of Ref. 5 have been superceded by Change Order 8240.29, Ref. 21 . Table 9b

has been constructed on the basis of paragraph 217.5 (14) b. A summary and



Kcomparison of the revised standards with their predesessors is given in

Table 10.

This standard has been previously compared with a roughly equivalent

result from the system analysis in Fig. 15. The standard is conservative

throughout Approach Zone 3 with respect to the system analysis result.

Since the system analysis indicates landing performance is insensitive to

variability in the mean path, the limits of the standard in Approach Zone 2

are not crucial.

GLI E PATH IEMC0E SAARADS

The salient airborne glide path receiver standards are given in Table 11.

The tolerance which is the primary concern is the one on centering error. The

centering error tolerance affects the apparent mean glide path as perceived

by the airborne system. Its effect upon system performance is therefore analo-

gous to the effect of deviations of the mean path angle with respect to the

commissioned angle in Zone 2.

The current glide path receiver centering error standard is conservative.

(Refer to the discussion accompanying Eq 23 in Section III.) The suggestion

is made in Section III in connection with Eq 24 that the glide path receiver

centering error be incorporated as a component of an overall tolerance upon

airborne system performance as reflected in requirements for a minimum

threshold crossing height.

Glide path receiver centering error does not otherwise affect landing per-

formance in a sensitive way. This is because receiver centering error is

similar in its effects to error in aligning the beam with the commissioned

angle.
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SM MARY OF RE1ET CEAkS ON CA22M XX

M9 GLME PATH TOUMANCES F1SUMWG

FROo CA= 824o.29 (Ref. 21)

Item 8240.29 §Mueded Stad

Tolerance on deviations ± 37.5 PA ± 0.075 8 (approximately
of mean path angle with ± 48.2 pA)
respect to e in
Approach Zone 2

Tolerance at Run- ± 75 pA See Table 9b, Item 4,
way threshold crossing Category II.

Tolerance on deviations ± 37.5 4A at ILS Point B ± 20 pA with respeet to
of mean path angle with increasing linearly to mean M at ILS Point B,
respect to e in 8i.75 1A at ILS Point C, increasing linearly to
Approach Zone 3 thence increasing lin- values given in Table 9b,

early to ± 75 4A at the Item 4, Category II.
runway threshold
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TABLE 11

SAIM AnuomE GLME PATH HICSTM STANDAPDG

(= A Do-132 (Ref. 22] and FM AC 20-57A [Ref. 6])

Centering Error (2a)

A/C Stall Speed (Vs0) Cat I Cat II Cat III

VSO < 55 kts 20pA 16 ,A 10 A

55 < VSO < 95 kts 16 gA 13 A.

95 kts < VSO 13 pA 10 pA

Standard Deflection (75 pA at 700 pV input signal level) Deviation

1 11 4A over an input signal range from 100 to 10,000 gV

Deflection Balance (Polarity Reversal) Error < 3 pA

Visual Glide Slope Deviation Indication

Range -t ± inch = 150 A

Liuearity over the range ± 150 PA : < 10 per cent of signal
or < 3.75 IiA, whichever is greater; monotonic beyond the range
± 150 4A to a value of 0.8 DDM; and over an input signal range
from 100 to 10,000 PV

Step response from 0 to any Ivalue < 150 pA: T - 2 sec with
overshoot < 5 per cent of final value

Autopilot/Coupler Glide Slope Deviation Output

Linearity same as above

Step response frcm 0 to any Ivaluel < 150 pA T = 0.6 sec
with overshoot < 2 per cent of final value



SECTION V

CONCLUSIONS

This Section provides an outline summary of the major conclusions

reached as a result of the research and system study reported here.

Standards of Conoern in this Research

Overall System Approach and Landing Performance

* Pilot acceptance of pitch attitude and normal accel-
eration variability on approach

• Glide Slope tracking precision for Category II and III
approaches

* Longitudinal touchdown dispersion and location limits

31S Glide Slope Siting

• Minimum and maximum threshold crossing height

Flight Inspection of the ILS Glide Slope

* Theodolite placement

• Mean beam alignment

* Beam structure

0 Beam slpe changes/reversals

0 Beam off-path sensitivity/linearity

Airborne Glide Path Receiver

* Centering accuracy

0 Off-path sensitivity/linearity

Results of System Analysis to Establish Most Permissive Tolerances Lpon
31S Glide Slope Characteristics

Category I Facilities

* Pitch attitude excursions during final approach limit relaxa-
tion of ILS Glide Slope standards for jet transport Cate-
gory I operations

rr~ i xh AIL



OategomT fl and III Facilities

0 Category II and III requirements upon ILS Glide Slope
%lignment and structure are identical

, ILS Glide Slope beam alignment is critical (for clear-
ance in the "lo' direction and for sink rate arrest
in flare in the "high" direction) only for values be-
yond those investigated

• Category II and III approaches which would result in excessive
touchdown dispersion are converted to missed approaches at
the Category II Decision Height

• Missed approach probability in excess of 5 per cent limits re-
laxation of the ILS Glide Slope specification for Jet trans-
port Category II and III operations

Landing performance for jec transport Category II operat.. 's
is similar for automatic or manual flight director approach
and landing, and for direct or inertially smoothed coupling
to the Glide Slope

0 Inertial smoothing gives a reduction in touchdown dispersion

• Manual landing gives a small reduction in touchdown dispersion

0 Touchdown dispersion limits Category II landing performance
for low wing-loading straight-wing aircraft

0 Missed approw.ahes and touchdown dispersion for lo-.r wing-loading,
straight-wine aircraft arise almost entirely from wind, wind
shear and gusts

* The existing Category II Glide Slope tracking accuracy require-
ment is probably inappropriate for low wing-loading straight-
wing aircraft

Recommended Changes for Flight Inspection

Data Collection and Processing

0 Place theodolite to minimize deviations arising from the
"pedestal effect"

* All signals currently oscillograph recorded plus barometric
altitude should be recorded directly onto magnetic tape

0 Three additional signals representing typical aircraft glide
path indicated deviation, actual deviation, and deviation
rate responses should be generated by filtering the "dif-
ferential trace"

ACT



Data Analysis

* Standards evolved from the system performance analysis
and based upon 2a statistics appropriate to safe
landing should be used

0 Standards should be applied to the typical aircraft
actual glide path deviation and deviation rate traces
as well as to the typical indicated glide path devia-
tion trace

* Separate ILS Glide Slope standards are not necessary to

determine beam suitability for different user air orne
system configurations

0 Analysis of beam chexacteristics should be based upon a
5 per cent criterion: The ± 2a level for each trace
shall not be exceeded for more than 5 per cent of the
critical trace interval

* ± 2a leve z appropriate to each trace should be inscribed
on transp . ent overlays to facilitate application of
the 5 per cent criterion to the oscillograph traces

Tolerance on MhS Glide Slope

Structure, Slope Changes/Reversals

* Existing Glide Slope standards for Category I and II faci-
lities may be relaxed considerably between II Point B
and IIS Point C for Category I facilities, or the runway
threshold for Category II facilities

* Category I standards may be relaxed slightly in Zone 2

9 Category II standards may need to be slightly tightened in
Zone 2

e Additional standards should be placed upon filtered versions
of the "differential trace" which represent typical aircraft
glide path indicated deviation, actual deviation and devia-
tion rate responses

* Category II and III standards should be identical

Tolerance on IW. Glide Slope Alignment

* Existing Glide Slope alignment standards may be relaxed to
the extent that they are not clearance related and do not
produce excessive sink rate at flare initiation
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IW
nO Glide Slope Siting

S A standard specifying limits for GPIP location should
replace the use of limits upon threshold crossing height
for this purpose. (Specification of a minimum threshold
crossing height should be retained to provide adequate
wheel clearance, however.)
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APPENDIX A
ANALYSIS OF T coutSRAeIO CO.

GL E SLOE DATA

This Appendix describes the objectives of the analysis, the approach

followed, and the technical details for the individual steps of the approach

as well as the results.

O=JECTIVES OF ANALYSIS

The objectives of the nonstationary statistical analysis of the Collins

Radio Co. Glide Slope data are as follows:

• Extract the mean and variance for each segment of each
record. Compute ensemble average mean and variance for
corresponding segments of the records

@ Extract the power spectral density for each segment of
each record. Compute the ensemble average power spec-
tral density for corresponding segments of the records.

APPROACH FOR ANALYSIS OF DATA

The planned approach has two main facets. The first facet involves

estimating means and variances; the second involves estimating the power

spectral densities.

Estimation of Means and Variances

Editing and segmenting extant data records

i. The existing records will be edited so that samples subsequent
to runway threshold crcssing are eliminated. If the data does
not extend to runway threshold crossing (as in Trace No. 4,
Fig. 4 of Ref. 9 ), the data will be reflected about the exist-
ing endpoint to fill the void.

ii. The existing records will be edited to a uniform even number of
samples corresponding to a 160 second interval. The number of
samples is 1120 based upon a nominal sampling rate of 7 samples
per second (Ref. 9). if the data does not extend backward from
the runway threshold crossing for 1120 samples (as in Trace
No. 20, Fig. 6, and Trace No. 24, Fig. 7, of Ref. 9 ), the data
will be reflected about the existing endpoint in order to fill
the void.
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iii. The individual data records are culled to assure face validity.
The culling process eliminates records for which theodolite
placement was not according to current standard procedure,
or in which there are significant voids, significant error
in aircraft tracking of the ILS Glide Slope or significant
error in theodolite tracking of the aircraft. Seventeen
records survive the culling process. These are record num-
bers 2 through 7, 12, 15 through 18, and 20 through 25 of
Fig. 4 through 6 in Ref. 9.

iv. Each record is stored in a file with a name embodying codes en-
abling programmed calls for operation upon that file by
various statistical subroutines. Necessary arguments in the
file name will indicate

D A time record data file (in distinction to, say, a Fourier

Transform file)

NE Source record number

NI Inter-record set identifier

ND Record set identifier (All records analyzed belong to
a single set.)

via D(NR, NI, ND) or similar. The variable, time, is regarded
as zero at the runway threshold end of the edited record, and
increases in the direction of the outer marker. That is, "time"
is "time to go until runway threshold crossing." The data file
is a sequence of samples stored in this order. Actual seg-
menting is as follows.

Segment Segment Center Segment First Point Last Point
Length (sea) Time (se Ore NubrA ie(e)Bfr ie sc

6321 0 64
64 2 32 96
96 3 64 128

8128 4 96 6
8 2 4 12

16 4 12 20
20 5 16 24
24 6 20 2,
28 7 24 32
32 8 28 36
36 9 32 40
40 10 36 44
44 11 40 48
48 12 42 52
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Comutation of' means and variances for individual records

i. The estimate of the mean for each record segment is com-

puted accordirg to

NT

4r(NS) NC, NI, ND) = 1N- Dj(NR, NI, ND)(A)

where:

NF =7(NC -NS2) + 1

NT = 7(NC + NS/2)

NC = Record segment center time (sec)

NS = Record segmient length (sec)

ii. The estimate of the variance for each record segment is
computed according to:

1 NT
^2(NS) NC) NI, ND) = Fj ^ tiR,.)-r(NS, *)2 (A2

iii. The data for A and ur are lipted for each record in the
following format.

GLIDE SIOPE KWA~ AND VARIANCE

8 Sec Window

Time Mean Standard Variance
(See) (K A Deviation (MUI A)*02

4 ,Nc D r(NR, 8, NC, ND) 3(NR, 8, NC, ND)
8

12

NC

40

44

48 ar(N1R, 8, Nc, ND) 4r(NR, 8, NO, ND) r8(NR, 8, NC, ND)
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GLIDE SLOPE MEAN AND VARIANCE

64 See Window
Time Mean Standard Variance
(Sc) (MJ A) Deviation (MU A)**2

32 r(NR, 64, NC, ND) 3r(NR, 64, NC, tD) Or(NR, 64, NC, ND)

NC

128 4r(R, I ' NC, ND) 3r(NR, 64, NC, ND) r(NR, 64, NC, ND)

ESTDMATMD VARIABILITY FOR 64 SW WIND=

0.95 Confidence 0.95 Confidence
Tie i Variability About Variability About
(Boo) Mean (NU A) Standard Deviation (W

32 0.52ar(NR, 64, WC, ND) (V2/T-1)r(NR, 64, MC, ND) no ., t)

NC

128 0.528r(NR, 64, NC, ND) (./27r-1)8r(NR, A4, NC, ND) (A,-T-1)arNR, 61,NC, ND)

Number of Ensemble Members = 1

Degrees of Freedom = 15.3

Based Upon WE O.25*PI

There is no estimated variability for the 8 second window results

because there are only 1.33 degrees of freedom for each of these

computed statistics. Hence the variability is very large.
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Computation of means and variances for ensembles of records

i. The estimate of the ensemble mean for Grresponding
record segments is computed according to:

(NS = E r(NS, NC, NI, ND) (A-3)

where NND is the number of records in the set designated by ND.

(NN =17)

ii. The estimate of the ensemble variance for corresponding
record segments ia computed according to:

N N D NT N ) A 4a2 (NS INCND) E [Di(NRNI,NDY- (N ,..)] 2 (A-4)O (S, C, ) =7 NS TM- 1
NI=1 i=NF

The variance i : l equal to:

7 NS I 7 NS-I) F rN...
NIj

7 NS D r 2 (NS,...) (A-)

7NS NND -1' Li' '(-5

This may be used to compute the variance over the record set, of
the individual means for each segment, 5r(NS, NC, ND), where:

NND

NC [r(NS,. )- (NS, ... )] 2  (A-6)
r=1
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iii. The data for and A is listed in the following format.

GLIDE SLOPE SET ENSEMBLE MN AND VARIANCE

8 Sec Window

Time Mean Standard Variance
(Sec) (MU A) Deviation (MU A)**2

4 -(8) NC, ND) a(8, NC, ND) -2 (8, NC, N)

16

20

NC

40

44

48 (8, NC, ND) 6(8, NC, ND) a2(8, NC, ND)

64 See Window

Time Mean Standard Variance
(See) (MU AD Deviation (MU A)**2

2 (64, NC, ND) 8(6C,NCN G2(64, NC, ND)

^ ^2NC

NC ND

128 (64, NC, ND) Ga(64) NC, ND) &-2(64 N, D
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t to
U,

ESTIMATED VARIABILITY FOR 8 SEC WINDOW

0.95 Confidence 0.95 Confidence
Time ± Variability About Variability About
(Sec) Mean (MU A) Standard Deviation (MU A)

4 o.32e(8,NCED) (sJi-)(8..NCI ND) (,067-1 88 C D

8

12

NC

Number of Ensemble Members = 17
Degrees of' Freedom =38.66

Based Upon WE O.25*PI (rad/sec)

ESTIMATED VARIABILITY FOR 64 SEC WIN DOW

0.95 Confidence 0.95 Confidence
Time + Variability About Variability About
L Mean (MU A) Standard Deviation (MU A)
52 .12( 64,NC, ND) ("A-_ -1)A(64., NC, ND) (/ -I) (64.NC,ND)

NC

128 0.126(64,NCND) (,i7'-1)^G(64,NC,NC) ( 7--1) (6 , NC, ND)

Number of Ensemble Members = 17

Degrees of Freedom = 276.66

Based Upon WE = 0.25*PI (rad/sec)
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Estimation of Power Spectral Densities

Editing and Prewhitening extant data records
I I i, ii, and iii. Items i, ii, and iii under "Editing and segmenting

extant data records" apply here also.'

iv. Each record is prewhitened based upon a form of the power spec-
tral density assumed to be representative of the original
continuous data. This is accomplished using the second order
difference equation, initial conditions and coefficient values
given by Eq A-18.

The prewhitening is accomplished with increasing values of i' in
the difference equation corresponding to decreasing distance
to the runway threshold. Thus i' corresponds to

' = 1121 - 1

where i is the sample index used previously. The prewhitened
data records are stored in files designated P and have the
same arguments as the D files. The sequence of the samples
in the P file is the same as for the D files.

SeG nting, mean removal and Fourier Trsformation of pwZhitned
data records

i. Segmenting of the prewhitened records is best accomplished by
creating conditioned data files, or C files, which are in a
form directly usable by a Fast Fourier Transform (FFI) sub-
routine. M subroutines typically require that the mean of
each segment to be transformed be zero (or very nearly zero).

The actual segmenting is as follows.

Btement Segment Segment Pirst Point Last Point
Length Center Time Order No. At Time Before Time
(Sec) (Sec) - (ee)

128 96 32 160

6 321 0 64
6, 2 32 96
96 3614 128

32 16 1 0 32
j 32 2 16 148

"Time" in the above table is in the sense of *tine to go before
runmay threshold crossing."
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ii. The mean for each prewhitened segment is computed according~to:

m(NS, NCJ, NII ,ND) VT Pj(NR, NI,, ND) (A-.7)i=N

The conditioned datW file then consists of sequential entries

Ci..(NS, NC, NI, ND) = Pi(NR, NI, ND) - m(NS, NC, NI, ND) (A-8)

for
NF < i < NT

i" = i - NF + 1

Each C file contains exactly 7 NS samples.

Creation of the C files, in effect, executes the prewhitened
data record segmenting plan.

iii. Fourier Transformation of the conditioned data files is
accomplished by an algorithm which is equivalent to

' NT 21ck, -N

Fk(NS, NC, NI' ND) 7 .E CI(NS, NC, NI, ND)e - J  (i-7NC) (A-9)
i=NF

for k = I, 2,...7 NS/2, where Fk(NS, NC, NI, ND) is the complex
number in the sequence stored in the F file which corresponds to
the angular frequency 21k/NS. The result of the computation

is a Fourier Transform file (the F file). The sequence of entries
in this file are the 7 NS/2 real parts of the Fourier Transform in
order of increasing frequency, followed by 7 NS/2 imaginary parts of
the Fourier Transform in order of decreasing frequency. Each
F file contains exactly 7 NS points.
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c. Forming estimates of the power spectral densities.

i. The double-sided raw power spectral density estimate is given by:

ND
N= IS, NC, NI, ND)1 2  (A-O)w§72C NS NND NI='N

The argument, k/(NS/2v), represents discrete angular frequency
as the index, k, ranges over:

1 <k < 7NS/2

ii. Weighted averaging of the raw power spectral density is used
to form estimates of the power spectral density which approximate
the deconvolution of the raw power spectral density which itself
is a convolution of the effective analysis filter frequency reso-
lution with the true power spectral density. The computations
used are

G ,NS~I ,' "D-R'
G NS, NC, / NkD) NS, NC, ND

+ ± / , NS, NC,

+ N NC7 , ND) (A-1,b)

for
2 k < 7NS/2-

* and

G N/2 NS, NCI NS, NC, 7ND-

'2 SNCk , NS, NC, ND
NSo r 7 -/217 NS2

(NS(" L NS, NC, ND) (A
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iii. Power spectral density estimates are of most interest when 10
log1 0 of the power per Hertz is presented as a function of
log10 of the angular frequency. Under these circumstances,
equally spaced data points are desirable and are used. At
high frequencies this allows several points at aajacent fre-
quencies to be averaged with the result that the averaged
value is characterized by a greater effective number of degrees
of freedom and therefore has lower variability.

This average is computed according to

N, NWD) G ,-2i NS, NC, ND) Ai~
(T k (Is

for

(2M- 1) < 2< 2(2 + 1)

M 0 0, 1, 2, ... NX

NS 2NX - 1

where NTS is the number of values in the indicated summation
over k. At intermediate points, this average is computed accord-
iLg to

12, 21s, , 4 /2( , NS, NC, I ND

+ G~S2l P NSI NCI ND) + kGNl j, NS, NC, ND) (A-iab)k

for

M M+1
2 < k < 2

where NTS is one plus the number of values in the indicated summa-
tion over k. The effect of frequency averaging is to reduce varia-
bility in the power spectral density estimate a the average is
extended over increasing numbers frequency points.
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iv. Post-darkening is necessary for removal of the prewhitening
effects. The computation for removal of the prewhitening is

10 logl 0(W, NS, NC ND) 10 log6.8)1

+ 10 log10  (W, NS, NC, ND) (A-13)

where:

w -- NS/2n''" '•

W, of course, denotes the angular frequency in radians per
second. The data point spacing is snown in Fig. A-I for
NS = 128, 64, 32 seconds.

v. The data for $ is listed for each of the 9 possible combina-
tions of data window length and data window center time in
the following format.

GLIDE SLOPE SET R POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY

32 Sec Window 48 Sec Window Center Time

Angular Freq. PSD
* (Rad/Sec) (i.)**2/Hz 10*Log(PSD)

0.196 ... $(W, NS, NC, ND) 10 log10 $(W, NS, NC, ND)

W

17.65 $(W, NS, NC, ND) 10 log10 $(W, NS, NC, ND)

The power spectral densities are listed for the frequencies~at the tick marks in Fig. A-19
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NOW=XCA CON6IrRATINS

A number of technical considerations are involved with various elements

of the nonstationary statistical analysis described in the previous section.

Considerationa in Coipuizg Estimates
of 'the Mean = Variance

Determination of variability for estimates of the mean and variance

i. The effective statistical bandwidth, We, of a random process is
given by (Refs. 24 and 25)

CO 2

We = WE
f.2 dM

where 0 is the actual power spectral density of the random process,
WE is in angular frequency urlts, and the mean square value for
the process is given by:

The effective statistical bandwidth plays a key role in establish-
ing the effective number of (measurement) degrees of freedom in a
sample of that random process whicha i3 T seconds long.

ii. The effective number of degrees of freedom, K', in a sample of the
random process characterized by 0 which is T seconds long is approxi-
mated by (Ref. 24)

3TWe - 2x (A-15)

3ir

iii. The total effective number of degrees of freedom, K, in an ensemble
of N members, each of which is characterized by ¢ and each of which
is T seconds long is approximated by
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f - .

K = N(K' +1)- N = (A-! 4,

The above expression results from the fact that the effective num-
ber of degrees of freedom in any single record is one less than
the effective number of independent data points in that single
record and, in general, the fact that the number of degrees of
freedom is one less than the number of independent measurements.

iv. Confidence intervals for estimates of the mean and variance de-
pend in a key way upon the total effective number of degrees
of freedom, K. for the ensemble under analysis.

The variability in the estimate of the mean is quantified in
the following way. The true mean of the process characterized
by 0 can be expected to lie within the interval

A

fK+l"

with probability (or confidence level) 1 - 3. tK;o is the value
of t In the student t-distribution corresponding to the 100 a
percentile for K degrees of freedom.

The variability in the estimate of the variance is quantified
in the following way. The true variance of the process char-
acterized by 0 can be expected to lie between the values

A2 ^2
and

K;012 K; 1- 0/2

with probability (or confiden(-e level) 1 XK; is the
value X2 in the X 2-distribution corresponding to the 100 a
percentile for K degrees of freedom.

Figare A-2 is a plot of the normalized confidence interval increment
about the estimated mean for confidence intervals of 0.99 and
0.95. Figure A-3 is a plot of the normalized confidence interval
factor for the estimated variance.
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Considerations in Computing the Power, :: Spectral Density EstimUte

Prewhitening of data records

Filtering of time series data records to produce a "prewhitened" record

having a nearly constant power density spectrum in the frequency range of

interest is necessary in order to form accurate power spectral density esti-

mates. (The final power spectral density estimate must, of course. be "post-

darkened" by the inver e of this filtering in order to obtain the estimate of

the actual power spectral density.) Prewhitening is required in order to

minimize the effects of the non-ideal characteristics of the effective spectral

windows. A graphic illustration of the effects prewhitening tends to overcome

is given in Fig. 10 of Ref,2L, while a mathematical development which makes

the need for prewhitening clear results in Eqs. 15-56 of Ref. 26.

Prewhitening is best applied to the continuous data record. However, in

the present case only the sampled records are in hand. Since the Nyquist fre-

quency for the sampled records is well above the frequency range of interest

in the analysis, we will apply the prewhitening by means of the difference

equation analog to the continuous filter we would have used for the continuous

data record.

Reference 11 recommends first order filtered white noise with the filter

break frequency set to 0.25 rad/sec as a model for the Glide Slope beam. The

prewhitening filter will accordingly be chosen to have the transfer function:

185.6 s + 0.25 K (s + b)
(s + 6.8)2 (s + a)2  (A-17)

This will cause the prewhitened data to have an approximately flat power

spectral density out to 1/0.6 rad/sec, the break frequency of the ILS receiver

filter.
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which corresponds to a rectangular data window T seconds long. Q, is also

the Fourier transform of the effective lag window, D1 , in the autocorrelation

function domain. D1, in turn, is the convolution of the rectangular time

domain data window with itself. Plots of and are shown in Fig. A-4

which has been reproduced from Ref. 24. The rectangular data window would

correspond to the plot of Do in Fig. A-4 if T on the abscissa were replaced

by 2(t - NC). These relationships are more thoroughly treated on pages 93

through 100 in Ref. 24.

If O(w)1 ) is white noise, then (w1) = (cmnst), and the fact that R(w)

results from the convolution of (w) with QI(a - a,1) is of little conse-

quence since

R(w) = (cont) (A-22)

because

2 f Q(c- 1 ) dfI  1 (A-23)

However, if O(w1 ) is not white noise, but rather is a function which varies

with uwI, this convolution distorts the measurement of 0(mI) by means of R(w)),

and it may be worthwhile to perform an approximate deconvolution upon R(a)
in order to form an estimate of 0(c1 ) which is an improvement upon R(w). We

have selected an averaging process for deconvolution given by

Yk = 0.25xk-1  + 0.5xk + 0.25xk+1  (A-24)

for all points in the sequence x except for the first and last. Figure A-4

shows clearly that a portion of the power which would be included in an ideal

spectral window 1/T Hz wide is lost, and in its place there appears a portion

of the power from the neighboring frequency bands. It is also evident in

Fig. A-4 that most of the power from the neighboring frequency bands comes

from the adjacent frequency bands.

This argument can be turned around in order to arrive at the rationale

for the averaging process. Only a portion (let us say 0.5) of the power in

any band I/T Hz wide actually arises in that band, while most of the remaining
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The extant data record is a sampled record at 7 sawples a second. Pre-

V whitening will be applied to the sampled data record using the difference

equation analog of the above transfer function

y(i') = C1y(i'-1) + C2y(i'-2) + D1x(i' -1) + D2x(i'-2) (A-18a)

CI = 2e-a  (A-18b)

C2 = -e (A- 8c)

DI = K[ b + e - -b 2 (A-18c)

D2  = K[b (aa t - - b r] e (A-18e)

= sampling interval = 1/7 sec

The initial conditions on the filter variables are given by

y(O) = y(-1) = x(O) = X(-1) = X1

where y(i') is the prewhitened sample sequence (for 1 <_ i' < 1120), x(i') is

the data record sequence (for 1 . it * 1120) and x(1) is the first data record

sample. The choice of b = 0.25 rad/sec compensates for the dominant break

frequency in the raw record power spectral density. The double lag with

a = 6.8 rad/sec serves to wash out the lead factor at frequencies well above

1.67 rad/sec where the ILS receiver filter break frequency is located, yet

well below the Nyquist frequency, 3.5 Hz or 22 rad/sec, so that additional

smoothing is supplied beyond the frequencies of interest in the power spectral

density determination.

Post-darkening is applied to the computed, hanned and averaged power

spectral density for the prewhitened process. The post-darkening is the

square of the inverse of the amplitude ratio as a function of angular fre-

quency for the transfer function given above, namely:

(i )2 [w2 + (6.8)2]2 (A-19)

1757 w 2 + (0.25)2
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Confidence intervals, when expressed in dB intervals (refer to Fig. A-3),

are the same before and after post-darkening since the interval is the product

of a constant factor and the power spectral density estimate in either case.

Confidence intervals for power spectral density estimates

i. The effective statistical measurement bandwidth associated with

any single point in the raw power spectral estimate is 2n/T rad/

sec where T = NS is the data window length in seconds.

This determination of the effective statistical bandwidth can
be used to determine the total effective number of degrees of
freedom per frequency point in the raw power spectral density
estimate as was done above for the estimates of the mean and
variance.

ii. Confidence intervals for single frequency points in the raw

power spectral density estimate are computed in the same way
as for the variance, but using 2n/T as the effective statistical
bandwidth.

For a single record (N - I), the total effective number of

degrees of freedom, K, per frequency point in the power spec-
tral density estimate is 1.33; for a nine-record ensemble
(N = 9) it is 20; while for a seventeen-record (N - 17) ensemble

it is 38.66. One may refer to Fig. A-3 to determine the corres-
ponding confidence interval. As an example, for K = 20, and a
0.95 confidence level, this interval is +3.25 dB, --2.35 dB.

Frequency averaging, which is discussed later, can be used to
increase the total effective number of degrees of freedom and

hence reduce the confidence interval. However, this is at the
expense of resolution in frequency.

Interpretation of the raw power spectral density estimate

It is shown in Ref. 26, page 237, for the case of a continuous record

of length T, that the power spectral density estimate is given by

00
R(a)) = 2f 0(w 1)QI i ( a - 03l ) dfl1 (A-20)

where O(,) is the non-ideally prewhitened signal under analysis and Q is

the effective spectral window in the frequency domain

sin2 aff/2 (A-21)
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Figure A-4. Lag Windows D and D1; Spectral Windows

QO and Q, ?From Ref. 2)

power (let us say 0.5) which should be in that band is approximately evenly

distributed among the two adjacent bands of width 1/T Hz.

FrQuency averEing of points in the power spectral density estimate

i. When the finite Fourier transform of a sample sequence is used
to obtain a power spectral density e .timate, calculated values

of the estimate occur at equal intervals in frequency. Usually,
the interesting characteristics of the power spectral density
require its presentation as a function of the logarithm of the

frequency. Therefore, calculated values of the estimate tend
to be required at equal intervals in the logarithm of the fre-
quency. This fact enables averaging over increasing numbers of

calculated values of the estimate with increasing frequency.
The result is reduction in the confidence interval for the
average as more frequency points are included in the average.

For the above reason, a frequency averaging algorithm has been
included which averages all calculated values of the power
spectral density estimate which fall within an octave centered
on the frequency of interest. The center frequencies chosen

start with the lowest freqt-ncy point in the power spectral
density estimate for a given data window, and occur at every
one-half octave frequency interval thereafter until the Nyquist
frequency is encountered. This is shown in Fig. A-I.

When the average is computed in this way, every second point in



the averaged power spectral density is independent by virtue of
being the average of values in non-overlapping frequency inter-
vals. Half the values in the averages for adjacent points in the
power spectral density are common to both, hence adjacent points
are not independent.

ii. The manner in which frequency averaging affects the confidence
intervals for the power spectral density estimate is presented
below as a function of the number of frequency points, NTS, in
the average.

Number of Total Effective dB Variability
Points in Number of Degrees for 93 Confidence

Avere, RTS of Freedom, K (From Fi., A-1)

1 38.67 +2.2 - 1.6

2 78.33 +1.5 - 1.3

3 118.00 +1.1 -1.0

4 157.67
6 237.00

8
11 .

16..

23 •

32
145

64

91

128

179

256

Computations are based upon We = 21 TS/T, N = 17, and the
expression for the total effective number of degrees of
freedom. The effect of frequency averaging is incorporated
by means of NTS in the expression for We '

The values of NTS listed above correspond to specific center
frequencies for a given data window length. This correspon-
deLce has been indicated on Fig. A-i which gives the center
frequencies for each data window length.
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RESULS OF NON TATIONARY STATISTICAL ANALYSIS FOR SEVETEENI CATEGORY II AND 1I-TRAINMM GLIE SLOPE HUM

Pages 55 through 85 include the data for estimates of the mean and

variance and the variability in those two estimates in some cases for

each of the 17 beams. Pages 86 through 88 include similar data for the

ensemble average for all 17 beams. Pages 89 through the end include

estimates of the power spectral density for the ensemble average of all

17 beams.

Time traces for the 17 differential traces analyzed are available in

Ref. 9.

The data in this section of the Appendix was produced by David Hemmel

and Bryon Wiscons of the Collins Radio Co. under the direction of Elmer

Schultz.

SUMMARY OF THE DATA AND ITS I1TERPRETATIN

Selected portions of the data resulting from the Collins Radio Co.

analysis of 17 Category II and II-train.ng quality Glide Slopes are plotted

in Fig. A-5 through -9.

Mean Beam Alignment

Estimates of the mean beam alignment formed using 64 second and 8 second

data windows and ensemble averaging over all 17 Glide Slopes are plotted in
Fig. A-5. A small systematic deviation which does not depend upon range (or
time) from the runway threshold is evident. This systematic alignment

error of -e.5 pA indicates that the actual beam mean lies above the ideal

0 DDM locus.

Beam Total Standard Deviation

Estimates of the beam total standard deviation (with respect to the

mean) formed using 64 second and 8 second data windows and ensemble

averaging over all 17 Glide Slopes are plotted in Fig. A-6. The total
A

standard deviation, at, consists of the root-sum-square of components arising
A

from the Glide Slope-to-Glide Slope variability of the mean 0AE , and from the

ensemble averaged variability of each Glide Slope over the data window time

i TR-1lo43-1 ill
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A A

interval, an. The c component therefore corresponds to beam structure.

An estimate of the stationary power spectral density for a 128 second
data window extending from 32 seconds to 160 seconds and which is an en-

semble average over all 17 Glide Slopes is plotted in Fig. A-7. The data

points are nicely fitted by a power spectral density model

(128,96) 12.90
(A-25)

WP+ (.18)2

This power spectral density model may be integrated to obtain an estimate of

ao, for 32 < t < 160 seconds.

A 1

1f (128,96) )2
-f 0 (w) dw - (599) (A-26)
2n-

A

This in turn enables calculation of an estimate for cay over the same time

interval since It - 10 1A over that time interval.

A - 8.01 pA , 32 < t < 160 sec (27)

Since the mean alignment error does not depend upon range, it is reasonable

to assume that the standard deviation of the alignment error is also inde-
A

pendent of range so that sa - 8.01 gA for 0 < t < 160 seconds.
A

The total standard deviation, at, is plainly dependent upon range in

Fig. A-6. It will be assumed that this dependency arises solely in n for

t < 64 seconds.

Beam Range-Varying Power Spectral Density

The range-variation of the total standard deviation has been attributed

above to the variability of the Glide Slopes over the data window interval.

This variability is expressed in terms of a power spectral density. It has
A

already been indicated that a - 5.99 pA for 32 < t < 160 seconds. In order

M 1, . b ,. 113
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to obtain a curve fit for the interval 0 < t < 160 seconds, the residual*

has been plotted versus t in Fig. A-8. The time function

A0 = 5.99 + .88 e7- t / 10 4 pA (A-28)

provides an excellent fit to the data in both Fig. A-6 and A-8.

The range-varying power spectral density must be such that it has theA

standard deviation *y It would be desirable to fit appropriate power
spectral density models to data for an 8 second data wiJndow. However, the

lowest frequency point in that power spectral density data would occur at

0.785 rad/sec which is at the upper end of the frequency range of interest.

The power spectral density model could not be fitted to the data with reason-

able confidence in the absence of data at lower frequencies.

As a substitute, the 64 second data window power spectral density data

at 32 second window center time is used. The appropriate standard deviation

in this case is:

An 2 , 2
a=(64832) - C(ct64932)) = 9.177 4A (A-29)

It is shown in Fig. A-9a that a power spectral density model

(64 32)302
@ (a = ... . . .... (A-30)

(02+ (.18)2

fits the data rather well. (Notice that the half-power frequency,^ (128,96)

dq = 0.18 read/sec, has not been changed from the value in 0 (w) .)(128,96)

The power spectral density model, 0 (w) , has also been superimposed

In Fig. A-9b and A-9c upon the power spectral data for the 64 second data

window at the 64 and 96 second center times to show the good quality of

*Actually, the naturae. logarithm of the residual is used for analytical

convenience in determining the time function

TR-10o43-1 1159
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Z

fit. The conclusion to be drawn is that , = 0.18 rad/sec is a good

estimate of the half-power frequency for the power spectral density for

0 < t < 160 seconds.

Given the above fact that the half-power frequency of the power spectral
A

density, an is independent of range (or time), and the standard deviation,
^

a as a function of range (or equivalently, time), the fin-a poer spectral

density model for the interval 0 < t < 160 seconds is:

0.3595(5.99 + 14e.88
O(W) (A-31)

2 (.18)2

-TR10431 121



P I NFAPOL IS (3-21-'b9) GLIUE--$LOPE
k, I NI VuI,= -,957
MAX I Iv ,~941
7LRU Et°= -"*° O.lb

NUMBER UF VALIU POIiTS:1629

*,OVEPALL SIGNAL MEAN: -9o(57.
OVENALL SIGNAL SIG(MiA= 6.117
AVG FOR THE 1120 SAf, PLES :-6,e7
SIGMA = -6°'41._

TR-1043-1 122



GLIDE SLOPE 2 MEAN-AND-VARIANCE-

. . . -ECOND-WINDOW

- TIL EAN- VT -. EV 'AB!.ANCkJ
(SLC) (MU A) (MU A) (MU A)**2

-- 4 l-b3 -:

8 -4. 874 5,9702 35,6434

12 -4.1627 4.1650 17.3470

20 -7.4653 2,9902 8.9411

24 -b.U764 6,7156 45.0999

20 . 7 b08

32 -b.b784 6o4246 41,2760

-1U.9175 4,8918 23,9302

44 -. 9686 4,0838 16,6776

46 .4196 3,365i 11,3244

64 SECOND WINDOW

TIP E HEAN STO OEV VARIANCE

.... SLC) ... (MU__A).___ ULA L HU_____2_

32 -4.1833 6,,5153 42.44E9

64 -bb239 8.1857 67.0060

. . .96 -I ,a25 ... ,___.1 ,5142 } .6

120 -9,3540 3,6849 13,5783

TB-i o4I3-1 1 23



ESTIMATED VARIAbILTY FOR 64 SEC WINDUW .. -

5f

U.95 CUNFIDENCE U,95 CONFIDENCE

TIME +9- VARIABILITY ABOUT VARIABILITY ABOUT
(SLC)-- STUD.AN---MU-A. DE HU

62 693879 4,5782 -1*7275

4 2566 44955 -2,1705

2-6 14 ie R29-..I-

198 1.9161 id*0237 0,9771

NUMBER OF LNSEMBLE MEMBERS 1

_________-GLEE R$-FRFLpQ&.xLJ15,3

IASED UPON WE =o25*PI

I1

II



SIOUX FALLS (10O-30-b8) GLIL~t SLOPE
* MINIM~UM= .963

ZERO iKEF.= -.0045
FIRST DATA POINT NUMBER= 176
NUMBER OF VALID POINTS=1l59--.--

-OVEKALL SIGNAL MEAN= ft.921
OVEKALL SIGNAL SIGMA= 10.966

-- -AVG FOR-~
SIGMA :10.450

TR-1 o43-1 1 25



- GLIDL SLOPE 6 MEAN- ANa VARIANCE "

... TIiv',- MEAN .- STO DEV- VAR-ANC.
(SLC) (AU A) (MU A) (MU A)**2

....... *3. 53.7 4- Z7- 5-05 *-

b -1o9732 8,4921 72.1150

12 -7,9136 b.8882 34.6705

.b .S9. 364 3sq 5.483

2U -1,b404 4,2504 18.0660

24 -1.d779 3,9641 15,7144

32 .=216 4.5u39 ?0.2850

36 1.6264 5.019b 25.1985

4U ----4,473-... 1-3967 705052-

44 -t.7498 6.4602 41.7336

4tl-.4628 4.1019 16,8258

64 SECOND WINDUW

TIME hEAN STU UEV VARIANCE

ASLC- (kU A) (IU-AJ _.(MU A)vi*.

32 - ,9869 7,9637 63,7368

64 -3,776 9o5927 92.0205

9b . 4720- .... m0774. _ 2_399_

128 k.7971 11,589 1.4,3041

TR-1043-1 126



SIOUX FALLS (9-30-6V) GLIUE SLOPE
MINIMUM= -.938

-- 0-- AX IIM UM -..--0894,

ZERO REF,= -o0460
FIRST DATA POINT NUMBER= 155
NUMBER OF VALID POINTS=1321.--

OVENALL SIGNAL MEAN= -10,684
OVEKALL SIGNAL SIGMA= 9,985

---. AVG -F-OR -THl--1120 -SAt4P-LES-- 1;

SIGMA = 8,520

TR-1 043-1 127



ESTIM.ATLu VARIALILTY FOR 64 SEC WINDJW

0.95 CONFIDENCE V*95 CONFIDENCE

TIME +,- VAR1ABILITY ABOUT VARIABILITY ABOUT
(SMN.)ZE 0 - STD OF MU NC)

32 4,1515 4, 3846 ,2,1169

b 4, 9a82 0,2683 -2.5435

..9L+53 .2-46i9

128 6.0263 b3646 -3,0728

~1

NUMBER OF LNSEMB LE MEMBERS ; 1

. . --- -OLGREES- F--FRE DUM + 15a 3

BASED UPON WE 0,25*PI

TR-1 043-1 128



-4
7GLI.E SLOPE 4 M AN AND VARIANCE. -..... . .

- -- -- 8 SECOND WINDOW.....

-T I IME .......... 4EAN - - - ST -DiEV VARlAtiCL.
(SLC) (iw.U A) (MU A) (MU A)*.2

6 -12.b592 4.5931 21,0968

12 -11.U657 5.6284 s1. •89

. .. .-- 1 6 . . . . .. . . ..- 62 8~ 5. L 4 6 3 . .2 9 .6 6 1 J

20 -17.c613 9.9900 99,8002

24 -7,b330 6,1076 37,3054

_ -d - b. 6 255L- _____5_.9224- Ab07.

3i -b.1971 7,7954 60.7686

-11,6626 6,3162 69,8941

.4 .. U 0.5814 -4,0- .681

44 3.667d 13.2$3

46 -25.7i67 16,9265 286.5058

64 SECOND wINDOOJ

TII",E ImEAN STO 0EV VARIANCE

(MU A) (NMUA) (MU A)_,*a

k -lb.6b505 10,6244 112.8773

64 .14,4891 10.1455 102.9311

....- 96 "I b 64,- __ , .6128 .... A579A...

128 "1408862 6,5460 42,8506

TR-1043'-1 129



ESTIVATtLU- VAPIAIUILTY FOR 6 EDsCc-WltruW

TIM'E *-VAH1M3ILITY ABOUT VAR~IABILITY ABOUT

-CSLC) f.!5 CNFIEC (Mb CONIDNC

32 bet247 t)*8348 -2ob171

6'4 tb.27b7 zo5718 -2,b901

-96. 1, 4-8 6 1 17

a.'O069 4.5950 -1.7357

NU?'BEH OF ENSENMBLL MEMdEgS I

D-G RES- 4F -. F-iQUK -z- -- 4

LASED UPON WE 0.25*P1

'R-1 o43-1 1 30



FANR60, NO (b-27-69) b7LILE SLOPE
MINIYUM= -.970

ZERO REF.: -.0125
FIR61 DATA POINT NUMBER= 144
NUMbER OF VALID POINTrS:1134 ~-------_ _ ___-

OVEHALL SIGNAL MEAN= -14.320
*OVEMALL SIGNAL SIGMA= 4,282

AVG FOR- T.HL--1120 -SAMPLES - .,9
SIGMA : 4.193

* -.- 1 o-1 ~.- - - - - ---- - - - - -__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



GLIDE SLUEF MEAN-AND VARIANCE --- ----

-- - -b-SLCOND-WINOOW..-

TIML . ....... MEAN ---- ST.OZ-DE -VA1ANCL .

(SEC) (MU A) (MU A) (MU A)**2

4 ...... --- 26.4636- - ., 92-L-- 2-25

S-23.b646 4.5466 20,6717

12 -21.2b8 1.5529 2,4114

-16 &419-2-659

2U -1o.,447 2o5797 6.6547

24 -14.k878 3.3354 11.1252

-1b.1388 2,4353 5.9306

36 -16.6488 1,7646 3,1137

.... U - 6 1-8%20 3--4299

44 -1k.6426 1.8290 3.3454

40 -12.8671 1,7937 3,2174

b4 SECOND WINDOW

TIAE MEAN STU DEV VARIANCE

-.ASLC) (MIU-A (MU ,A) (MU A)e*#2

32 -16,b454 5.4935 30,1788

64 "1.8701 1,4601 2,1320

_1.809 3,2721

12b -12.7480 2,1452, 4.6019

TR-1o43-1 132 I



ESTIMATLD VARIAbILTY FOR~ 64 SEC WINOVJ-

Le.95 CU!;FIDENCE U995 CONFIDENCE
TIME +-VARIMILITY ABOUT VARIABILITY ABOUT

--ISLC) - .1MCAN AMU AS DVJ U A) -~

52b6 3o0170 -194566

64.7593 *8019 W022872

NUMBER OF LNSEMBLE MEMBERS 1

BASED UPON WE U*25*PI

LTh-10o43-113



0FNYCH Z6L (11-19-6bs) GLILF SLOPE
M IN Imum= -1.039

ZLI(U HEF.= -.0301
FIRST DATA PUINT NUME]ER= 144+
NVM8EtR OF VALID P0INTS=1089

OVEXALL SIGNAL MEAWJ 7o869
OVEXALL SI(NAL SIGMA= 497*10
AVG FOR- THE X1120--SAMP-LES---.- ---t.4-7---
SIGMA :4.905

TR-10o43-1 134



GLIUF SLOPE 6 MEAN AND VARIANCE

~1

8 SECOND- WINDOW- - -

TIME o;EAN .....STD OEV_ ___VARIANCE_
(SLC) (MU A) (MU A) (MU A)**2

4 . .1110 597 - _ 21..136

I iU.610 5.0084 2b.0842

1.:451 3.7b69 14.1144

It 1.b415 ....- 5.759, 7-3.1751

2u 16.25b 5,7Z03 32.8358

24 bo 605 6.4814 42.0083

3e .7548 4.0946 16.7657

3b 1,7408 5,0310 25,3112

40 - -. b054 _0 _90457 _99f-44

44 2,1329 4.2096 17.7210

4b 5.1614 1,6864 2,8439

64 SECOND WINDOW

TIME VEAN STO UEV VARIANCE

(SLC) (,UU A A)(MU AY - - MU A)**.

32 w.024 6.2780 39.4128

64 b,b791 4,5658 20,846b

96 -7.4259---- 3.2895 - 1.8aL

12b b,0495 6.3640 11.3166

TR-1o43-1 135



ESTINAIED VAHI~ILTY FOR 64+ SEC W1INDJid---

U*95 O~k-IENCEU*95 CONFIDENCE
TIME.is VAP1ALSILITY ABODUT VAR~IAB3ILITY ABOUT

tSLC) -.. EAN (M-U A)-- -STD- LV-MU-A.)---

32 6,4478 -1,6646

u467L42 4,5075 -1.2106

le6 1.49 OF47 M1692: 0

NUMBER OFLMSEMBLE MEMB3ERS :1

- - UEGREES -UF FRELDUM

i3ASLD UPUN~ WE 2bP

TR-o-1 1365~



flENVEf( 55 (1-2-69) GLIuE SLOPC
MINIMUM= -1.080
MAX I MUJM= .9'41 .- __-

ZERU REI-.: -.0371___ __

FIRST DATA PUINT NUMBER= 14'4
NUWM3E1 UF VALID~ POINTS=1323 ___

OVEt(ALL SIGNAL MEAN=1 7ob96
OVEKALL SIGNAL SIGMA= 10,111
AVG FOR THE-1120 -SAMPLES - -_ _______

SIGMA 8s107

TR-1 o43-1 13j7



GLIUL ')LOPE 7 MEAN AND VARIANCE

ki SECOND.wINDOw--

T P, EAN ------ STD DEV=- ------ VARIANCL-

(SLC) (MU A) (MU A) (MU A)**2

4 -- 13,04O1 -57648 _33,2329_.

0 1Iu,4513 3.6824 13.5603

ie b.6458 4.0889 16,7190

._ 1 6 ... .. . = .U 4 4 7 . .- 3 - 6 9 3 7 .-- - 3 ,J + 31 .-

2U -,6 8,b68 73,4166

24 -b,6594 4,9646 24.6474

-- 2b . ... 972 k,47-21

32 -b.7e,95 3.2643 10,7868

36 -6,1007 4,5289 20,5113

u .. .-. .. ,752. 4 -58 - - 1, 7b-

44 -. 6278 9,1142 8.0685

4b .b158 6,3209 39.9532

64 SECOND WINDOW

TIME FCAJ STO 0EV VARIANCE

.(SLC) (mU -A) ______A-AMU A) - (MUAL$*Z

1,b006 8,5763 73,5527

64 e.9387 7.5409 56.065j

-9u ... 194 bo7444. ... 32.9976-

128 /,.726 7,4U89 54,8912

TE-1o04-1 158



£ESTIMvATL6 VAk-tIAILTY FOR 64 SEC WIIOIW

u*95 CONFIDENCE .U*95 CONFIDENCE
T I hL * VARIABILITY ABOUT VAKIABILITY ABOUT
(SLC) -.~MEAN (M4U -AL-. -- STD...DFV (HU

a24,4*597 14.7100 -2.2740

bli 6.9213 4*.1414 -1.9995

1~8~ 4,0689 el.9645

NUMBER~ OF L.NSCMDLE MEMBERS I

I3ASED UPO.N WE *2*P

TB-i o43-1 139



CHILAb.O OhL) IX-i (1U-14 o9)) GLIUiI SLOPE.
MINIMUM= -1,194
MAXIMUM= 1*4
ZEHU REF.= -.0681
FIRST DATA POINT NUPM8EH= 13b
NJUMBER OF VALID POIIvTS=103b - -- __

OVEKALL SlGNAL MELAN: 7*734
OVLKALL SIGNAL SIGM~A= 306.2
AVGs FOR THE 112U SAMPLES 7 7792.------_ ______

SIGMA : 3.911

TR-1 o43-1 1 4o



GLIUL S.CFE 14 MEAN ANU VARIANCE

b SLLONO WINDOW

TIME, , N ..... .. .STD EV VARIANCE__

(SLC) (MU A) (MU A) (MU A)**2

%4 ti 5 . . 9.5905_

U b,73U7 2,9651 8,7916

jU.b 2b 3.*46b 12.1557

lb 1,5320-. 141,5,9 ... .24,.0.7.

2U 14.63a8 2,0659 4.267b

2* lb.1397 2,2899 5,2437

2 C3 1.66b6- 32095- lko3.o4.

32 1L,3950 4 912S 8.4815

3. 9,b126 1*8517 3,4267

4U 4 - -.. 9- ~~ - L

'4 b.V893 .9749 .9b05

4b 6.4338 2.2957 5,2704

64 $ECOND WINDOW

TIRE MEA!M STO 0EV VARIANCE

-(SLC) (14U A) ___ 1IU A) J UA)_s2.

3k 16.0409 4.2882 18.3889

64 b98430 2.6031 6,7759

96 . 2.4573 6.03 ..

120 bo4389 2.9651 8,7919

TR-10o43-1 141



CHICA GO 011A 7X-1 Ab-2,-b9) GLIUF SLOPE
MINIP'LM= -1.197
MAXIVUM= 1.046
ZCHO h E,= -90571
FIRST DATA POINT IUMbER= 126f NUM3ER OF VALID POINTS=1017

OVEKALL SIGNAL hEAN= -6,082
OVEKALL SIGNAL SIGMA= 79657
AVG FUR--THE 1120 SAMPLES- -- b -_U9_
SIGMA S 7,510

TR-1 o43-1 142



ESI1mATLD VARIiLTY FOR 64 SEC WIN0DUW

- q0.95 CONFIDENICE 0095 CONFIDENCL
TIIlE i-9- VARIABILITY ABOUT VARIABILITY ABOUT
(SLC) K'EAN (MU A)- -- ----.TD.-OEV-AU-A%..

42 4.29d3551 -1*137O

64 1,6546 4,94296 -.6902

16let419 ).6284 0.7862

NUMBER OF LNSEMBLE MECRS I 2

C .LEGREES .uF fliLD.Umzt.lb.

BASED UPOIN WE 0*25*PI

TR-lo4I3-1 1 43



GLIO SLOPE lt MEAN AND VARIANLE

S ECOND-WINDW7.

TIML . .... kE.AN ..-- STEu.EV ------VARIANC-
(SLC) (elU A) (MU A) (MU A)**2

. ~......... 99b--- -. ,4368" 5.2.9&...

0-b431 6,7247 45,2210

4.,4739 3.810b 14.5197

lb 4,... $.7293.- -2-901- 1f4

2U 0,6642 k,5842 6*6781

24 3.7621 3.320; 11.0240

3e 1,9722 4.3102 10,5774

36 6,U058 3.7310 1399202

44 4.6442 7,9244 62,7960

40 7,0379 5.3828 28,9742

64 $LCOND WINDOW

TIME MIEAN STD UEV VARIANCE

__SLe) -- -.. (PiU . (M-A)0U- AI MUAL_,

32 b211 b*3484 40.3020

64 -2,b0 71 796696 58.8234

12b -10,4080 6o9769 15.8159

TR-1o1-1 144 /



ES11MATLD VARIAUILTY FOR 64 SEC WINOVW

U.95 CUNFIDENLE U.9b CONFIDENCE
TliME +-VARIAB3ILITY AB3OUT VARIABILITY ABOUT
(SLC) MEAN (MU A) .. S T D EV(U-A

32 6O612 094865 -1.6833

b4 .6,9882 4.2121-236

NUMBjER OF LNSEM8LE MEPBEHS 1

U--LEZREES -OF- FRELOUA --= ______________3__

t5hSED UPON WE 0925*Pl



CHICA6O OIIA IX-2 (9-2b-b9) GLIUE SLOPE
MINIMUM: -1,o6b
MAXIMUM= 1,076
ZERO *EF,= -,0524
FIRST DATA POINT NUMBE.R= 126
NUMbER OF VALID POIITS= 981

OVEKALL SIGNAL MEAN -8.359
OVEKALL SIGNAL SIGMA= 7,140

-.-. AVG FOR .TH.-1120 SAMPLES-Z -- 449
SIGMA 3 7.260

TR'-lo43-1 1 46



GLIUL SLOPE 16 MEAN AND VARjArCE

b SECOND -WINDOW

TIME i,,FAN STU UEV VARIANC_

(SLC) (MU A) (MU A) (MU A)**2

4 -ua6bO 4,7o93 22.7A4b6.

-b,145 4,4087 19.4364

14-.!F42 -.8206 i4,5945

16 -L 487-0 ...... . . .,8697 1. .74L

2U -4.)4-4 .926b 35.111.

24 1.1117 6.t67b 12,5146

26- i, 839- -6,20 . . . 10,292_

3d ,7699 2.7654 7,6475

3b-..170 b.069t 25,9057

4U c0467 .. b.7U51 44.958

44 6,b201 4.0086 16,0690

4o 1.XO?2 2.9152 8.4986

64 SECOND wiNDO

TIME MEAN sTO UEV VARIANCL

(SLC) (RU A) (U A) _ (Mu A)**2

-k~bo25 b,695b 32.4385

64 -6.bIb9 b.5792 31,1269

9 to -5.6005 -..- .......... .b.221'i -. a262

12b -14,7741 3,5959 12,9309



EST8MATLD VARIAUILTY FOR 64 %EC WIifOUw

U.9 CONFIDENCE U.95 CONFIDENCE
TI- VARIABILITY ABOUT VARIABILITY ABOUT

-.-(SLC) --- MEAN.--MU-.A . . . . _ .V--t8U-Al

52 E,616 4,127w *2. 102

642.i012 ).0640 *114793

9.. .. . . 7151--

Ike 166698 199748 W49565

NUMBER OF ENSEPiBLE MEMBERS I 2

BASED UPON WE z O,25*Pl

TR-1o43-1 146



FATILL LRLL T1X;2 (b16-69) GLILE SLOPE

MAXIMUM=: 1.07b _ _ZE:RL RLF.= -.0105
FIRST DATA PUlNT NLtP(3LH= 13b
NUMbER OF VALID POIINTS:1548 ------

OVLI'ALL SIGNAL MEAN= -11.994
* -OVEMALL SIGNAL SIGVA= 4o340

AVG FOR THL.1120 SAMPLES ;-li ,7O9
SIGMA 4.496

TR-1 043-1 :



LLILL SLCP[ 17 MEAN AiD VARLAICE

TI"iL ALAN -S DEV .VARIANCE-

(SLC) tMU A) (MU A) (MU A)**2

-- 4 - 17,9O93 3 --5.6793. 315

-17. 460 9.790b 7,788

lb1,7046 3,8750 15,0153

"1bob727 592000 27,8767

24 "1b, 071 47608 22,6656

...28 3,360a 11..9

2.2434 5.0328

w14.b537 6,4805 12,1337

-140 ... -"17.7397 1 ,958A 3. 3""

4 "lb,1960 2,0319 '.41266

4a "1b. 582 2,6983 7,2809

64 SECOND WINDOW

TImE iLAN STO DEV VARIANCE

(SLC)-------- (MU A)- .MU. A)__ _M__ A.A .

3k "154b33 490575 16,4634

6,# 3o.'i764443 11,863a

9t 11.s 184 4 _ - _31 9-.1- 9
0 .911

120 -9.7469 6o2783 107475
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LS1ItMATL~l V/%kIAL1LTY FOR 64 SEC W~fL.UJv

Tlr'E.U995b COrNFIEN'CL U-95 CON\FIDEN'CE

T\I.- ARIAUILITY ABOUT VAR~IABILITY ABOUl
.L)MEAN (MU A) STADEV UA-U)-

2 e01U9 4,P284-l*U7b9

64 1,91 198916 191

- - 1.6428 le76551

la1.7047 .L.8U04 -. 6693

NUMBER OF LNSEP-BLE NIEMbLRS 1

-. UREES UF FRELOUM-- -1-b*3- --

bASLO UPQN WE UJ.25*Pl

TR1o4-



13ATILL CHLEIK TX-1 (t.-16-69) &LIE SLOPk
V1WNr-LUM= -1,147

MAXIPWi= 1,07.5 _

ZENU REF,= -. 0457
FIRST DATA PUINT NIJMHER= 13b
NUMBEH OF VALIU POINTS=1449 ---

OVEKALL SIGNAL MEAN= -165321
OVEKALL SIGNAL SIGMA= 5,608

-... AVG FOR THE-120 SAMPLES.= -16#.56
SIGMA = 6,192
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GLIUF SOPE 10 MEAN AND VARIAeiLE

b SECOND WINDUW . . .. ... .

TI P;L Ml EAN -N STU UEV . VARIANCL

(S.C) (MU A) (MU A) (MU A)**2

4 -2Y7o0E7 .. . ... 1.698 b ......... 2I36o861b_

8 -26,7743 6,5,55 3,3683

12 -19,b289 7.55t47 b7,0736

16 -lU..035 . 7 . . . . ._

20 -id901 3,5719 12,7586

24 -19.U523 2,9i69 8,981b

20 "17.79,e4 -- 3. . 1653_

32 -11.b674 2.9225 8.5413

36 -16.U908 2,8298 8,0080

40 0. 714.4103 __ 1 . . . . .. B.3_0 ...

44 -Ijb,576 k,5u53 6,2764

46 -b,.3473 3,3340 11,1154

64 SECOND Wlr.DUW

TIt, L eEAN STU UEV VARIANCE
(SLC) (MU A) W..... (MU A) --- (MU A)**2

32 -17.764 7,0836 50,1769

64 "16,b557 ,8193 7.9484

96 _-'11,0025 -5. 2 17 9 l...3552z_

12o -9.173 3,3592 11.2842
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L511MATLO VARIAbILTY FOR~ 64 SEC WIjhjOVW

Ij.95 CUNFIDENCE -U995 CONFIDENCE
T I PL +-VARIABILITY ABOUT VAKIABILITY ABOUT

-- Stc) -PMEAN (MU A)- .- DE.DV4 4XL_"

42 5 606b -508902 -1.6782

b'4 114660 J..5483 0,7475

96 - 1 alb:.~ 6___ 7-3- d532.

i81,7468 J..64'49 0,8907

NUMBER OF LNSENB LE. MEMBERS I

OEGREES..OF FRELOOW_;:_15_3--

BASED UPON WE :Oe25*PI
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EICAU:AONT, TEA (2-12-69) GLIUE SLOIFE

MAXIMUM= 19.otU- ______________

ZERO REF,= -904+07
FIRST UATA PLUlNT NJUMBE= 126
NUML3ER OF VALID POIN75= 657--___

OVEI(ALL SIGNAL MEA~N= 79U89
*OVEKALL SIGNAL SIGMA= 7*608

AVG FOR THE 1120 SAMPLES dll*60 - -.- -- -

SIGMA 6,872

TR-1 o4-l 1 55



GLIDE SLOPE 2U MEAN AND VARIANCE

.-SECOND-wINOOW---

MTIME .. . EAN ...- STD DEVA N

(SLC) (MU A) (MU A) (MU A)**2

-- 4 --.. .8---1.611...86

k.766 6,5723 43*1956

12 6.V637 6,5398 42,7693

20 3.0178 2.2207 4,9316

24 10.b056 8.2195 6795594

32 11,2544 5,7756 33,3576

36 11.698 595b06 30,8087

... . ..- I&--4 7...h?35 58118

44 7.1467 8,1952 67,1605

4b 16,b673 4,3106 18,580b

64 SECOND WINDOW

TIME mEAN STD UEV VARIANCE

....(SLC)-___MU A).h U A.... ._ i-MU_.'2.

ai '06208 7,9686 66,4983

614 7,i8b5 6.9218 47,9119

128 6.9717 5,3006 28.0964

TB.lo431 1



ESTIMATk4U VAIIftiLTY FOR 64 SEC wirdjOJW

0J.55 CuriFIOEi4CE U.95 CONFIDENCL
IIPIE *"VARIA61LITY ASOUI VARIASILITY ABOUT
(SEC) MEAN (MU A) -__ STDDE"MU-A)--

4.4-7 .3 -2111-9

b4 ,14 -1.63b3

Ii8k76 409111 -1.46i55

NUMU~ER OF ENsEMBLE MEMBERS I

- - - ~-DEGREES -0F -FREE-OUM -54-

bASEO UPuN' AE 0,25*Pl

TR-1 o43-1 157



EL PASO TX-1 (11-25-66) GLXUL SLOPL
MINIP'UM= -1914b
MAXIMUM= 1907b..........
ZERU W9Z "90434
FZHT DATA PUNT NUBk: 13b
NUMBER OF VALID POINTS= 954

OvEKALL SIGNAL MEAN& -5,b24
OVEKALL SINAL SIGMA; 12,162
AVG FOR THE-.120-SAMPLES a _ __,._3_

SIGMA x 11,277

I€



- -

GLIUL SLOPE 21 MEAN AND VARIANCE

SLCOND-WINDOW

TIIAE M, EAN .SI DEV VARIANCE_

(SLC) (MU A) (MU A) (MU A)**2

29,114b 6,6050 43,6258

14 16,9584 6.0710 65,1405

lb ... .... .. ', 312 .. 9412

2U 5,705b u,5526

24 5.0572 25,5757

. .~-kb .. .I) /907 -- 7_I, _ _,,_1.6 _ _

34 5.4851 4,5776 20,9540

56 -0.U120 2,832 8,0272

... 4 ......... ~ -. , x0x G O60 16.20_9___

-v.450.1 2,7967 7.8213

U "10,b112 4.2598 18,145b

64 SECOND WIrDOW

T I,E MEAN STD UEV VAHIANCE

(SEC) (__{MU A) _ (MU AL 04UUA)(2.

3 ,.704 15.5613 24,.1551

64 "1U,7661 3,9787 15.8302

9t, . "10b6 6 4659Q.

12& -9,610b 1,8912 3,5766



ESTIMATEIL>VARIAUILTY FOR.64-SLC,-WINOJW

U,95 CUiqFIDEN~CE u,95 CONFIDENCE
TIv.L +9- VARIAbILITY ABOUT VAR~IABILITY AB3OUT

t~ ~ -. A J--. ---- ___ ___ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ ___ _

C*U919 495462 '4*1261

b'4 ;d*0689 41a 5 1 0190550

NUM~BER OF LNSEMBLE MLMi3ERS a I

DLGKEES - F-FRE-LUU4LI15 3

WASEL) UPON WE 0.25*P1



HOUbTON TX-2 41-7-70) GLIIGF SLOPL

MAXIMUM= 19072-_______ ______

ZERU KEF*= -*Ub5
* ~FIRN1 DATA KL4NI K~Ut'.ULR= 135

NLJMLSEH OF VALID PCIINTS=108U __-

OvEXALL SI5NAL MEAN= .2ob8'6
OVE:KALL SIONAL SIGMA 6.916
AVG FOR THE i.120 SAMPLES ;-19-~--_____

SIGMA 60580



GLIUE SLOPC 22 MEAN ANU VARIANCE

b -$ECONO-- WINDOW. -

TIME MEAN -SMTD. WEV-VA4ANCE-

(SLC) (AU A) (MU A) (MU A)**2

.. . - -.. . ... . 7.72-_ 8 0 - - _2 ; ! S

-2. 9b6 b.1'i18 26oQ377

-7.2362 614796 12,1077

2 -2.7655 4,4o81 19.9637

2"lU,!u,1449 b.5126 o0,3850

Si -Ob339 b.243d 27.9129

66 -3.9249 9o7lqt 94,3724

b.Q4~ U.a 13-711

4 *7295 6,5671 43,3b92

64 SECONO wINOOW

T16E NEAN SID UEY VARIANCEf..(SLC) (hU Al. -IuA)-__U A)___

32 -49b756 77270 59,7062

64 .124 6,116b 37.3683

. . . ..*....... ... b 2 b 29

-4,23b4 6.2368 3b,8980



I ~ ~~~ESTIM'ATLO VARIJAbILTY FOR~ 64 SiEC WINDW~---

v-95 CUNFIE14JCE u995 CONFIDENCE
TIiL +-VARIABILITY A8OUT VARIABILITY ABOUT
-(Sa.C) -N- tEsN (MUA)--ST D-DE-V (.U A-

,32 44.UlUO 4oe2436 *0488

o4 61796 53581 -1.6213

-0 097-9 6ftf6.- -1,.47-7

NUMEBER OF 01SEMBLL MEMBERS z1

UA.SED UPuN WE 0P25*PI



LAKL CHiARLESs L.A TX"1(-$pj)~LU

PAXI I)f4 1007J.
ZERU frEF,= -,U185
FjIRST DATA~ PUINI I'A1JI4Lk= 144
NU~bER OF VALKD POINTS= 9gol -*-------

OVEKALL SI6'NAL MLANZ 305!
OVEKALL Si(6NAL SIGMA= 112
AV67 FOR( THL 1120 SAMPLES
SIGMA ; 10*246

T - -) 3 -1 16



GLIUV SLUPE 21 MEAN AND VARAI'ANCE

o 4LLOND W1INDOW - _

TIr.L v k -STO UEV._- - _.VARIAMC.CI
(SLC) (MU A) (WU A) (MU A)**2

- 2,¢7b0-- ,1491---..

C -d,,b466 911511 83.7444

14.4064 13,3434 178,0464

lb . 0b6 9AL! .

2U - 4,2 b4 3,0103 9.0621

24 - ,vql3 4,6066 21,2204

2U... . 5O.... ,1

d 5.7402 32,9499

3b 4.4615 6.5482 42.795

4 ii.46e .268O 10.6799

i'J.0 573 4,,0660 16,6952

64 SECOND WINDQW

TIRE kLAN SID DEV VARIANCE
* (SLC) - - IUA) __ $LIA A~

3.k-1.7052 12.5787 158.2225

7.909 '45b19 20,7200

_. 9I U.564 47.16_O .. ,.2

12b 1U.3646 4,7167 22,2Q73



ESMO-ATLIi V#%Ilt;IL.TY FOK( 614 SEC WIfND'J

U.9b CUNFIDEN'CC 0,95 CoiqFl0ENCL
T+i-. VARIABILITY ABOUT VAR~IABILI~TY ABOUT

-(SEC) ME iAN -MUAV..-..-- -STUQErV4.MsA~.

a208 *3353

h4 :,670 ~.4999 -192070

NuULER OF 0'sE'ULE MEMUERSs I

-- .ALGREES. OF f-KE.LCQXM.- 3*3

C3ASED UPON WE 0*25*Pi
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LU~ibGCI(, TEX (2-a7"e*9) GLI(UE SLOP~E

- AAXJ.M'UMC 16069
ZELRO RU.:= -.0164
FIRST DATA PUINT NUMEEk= 126
NUMBEH OF VALIU POaITS= 711

* OVEKALL SIGNAL MLANM l1.7P2
OV12KALL SIGNAL SIGMA= 5617b~

- AVG FURC TilL 1120 SAPIPLCS 4. 47
SIGMA 56b

TR-1 oJ+3. 1 67



(7L101 S6.01 [ 24 MEAN ANU VARIANLE

-L SECOND-.WINOW----_____

TI"l - - MLAN - ---..- SIO-UEV--- - VA84ANCE-~
(Si.C) (14U A) (MU A) (MU A)**2

lb~3293,6b13 1394049

16.406 .984 1,9070

2u U,5074 4*.465b 19,9407

24 ik.4020 4*3676 19*0735

- - s451E 3,9279 1.4282

36 14,UJ540 3*1262 9,*7730

---- oic14L b-,5 (2i l .4

44 6,5~757 30969.5561

40 1.2.17 4960720,5271

64 SECOND WINDUW

TIME MCAN STU UCV VAKIANCL

(SLC) tPL A)-___ (1Y jiLAL ________v

32! Ik.2249 be2032 27,0730

64. 1097233 591864 26,8988

90 c4b 15.23,2903,73

124 1G.,!400 b,0461. 25,4633
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ESTIVATLL 1J/,IIALaq.Y FOh 64 bLC WINDOW

W-9 CUNFIQENCL 'J995 CONFIDENCE
TIivE +-VARAAUILITY AdchUl VARIABILITY ABOUT

4 s . MEAN -MU A) - S~T&DFV (t4i A)

42 k7W ~ it*576",79

642,bgbg 4-8485 135

Ike -d*~'7715 130

Nub;f.FR OF 94f'isP44L~ MEKdERS I

bASED UPUN WEj 0*O25*PI



tIULANO.TLX TX-i (3-b69) GL1UC SLOPE

ZERU mEF. -.0439
FIRbT UATA PUIriT NUKHLR: 128
NUMUEK OF VALIL) POIftTS=1276 -- _________ ____

OVEKALL SIGNJAL MVANZ .1*14b
OVEKALL S1l'NAL SIGMAZ 4035
AVG Fj.R-.THL 1120 SAMP'LES X.--.1I*2f6

- SIGMA ; 4971d

TR-lo43.-1 170 I



GLIOL SLOPE gb MEAN Awri VARIANCE

b bECOND-WINUW -..

Til ML A L AN .. .... -S0 UEV-- - VARIANC.-
(SEC) (MU A) (MU A) (MU A)**2

4- 1 1 ,4 9 3 3 . 6 57 , . . _

J b,2756 69,3583

-47726 4@7608 22.3802

lb . 325 ....- 62 Z ... .60.OtL

2(1 6,V607 Z4932 12.2024

'*.,b46 2.7U26 7.3042

_ o. . .. . 'h b1 b- .,.47b . ..... 9 5L

52 4.u352 j,8$45 3.4Th?

34 1.:5210 3.5513 12,6115

4U 7613 A 562- . b BB. _5__

4 02 43 1.5118 2.2855

4..5b7 2,8403 6,0671

64 SECOND WINDOW

TIME MEAN SlU 0EV VARIANCL
(SLC) (MU A) -- U.-A ----- A--*M$-.

32 ,6488 6,4399 41,4724

6% ,k15b4 3,6Q47 12,9936

9 ..... -. 9 3625.

2u -. l 2.3929 5,7258



f.bIVI.ALL VAPIAi;JLIY FO' b4 SEC WINOUN

* U095 CUNFIDEN'CE 4059 CONFIDENCE
TImL4, VARIAbILITY ABOUT VAKIABILITY ABOUT
(sLL) M'EAN (MU A)- - A

..~4 1.04)-9797 009558

1 g1,2e4143 1*31142 wo63145

§ NUMbER OF LNSEP:HLL MLMUJCRS I

DELGREES uF- FRELDM-tI.L..

c3ASED UPON WE *5P
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C~1ESLiuH2 St T 1 ENSiLMJLL MLAN ANU vARIANCE

SSCCOgND WlINLOW

T v 'ST UEV VARIANCL
(S~L)(iw:U A) (A4U A) 0,4U A)**2

-l~515 179620* 310,474U

15,b6810 -245,89-4-4.

li 60613,2.s20 176,4115

16-W441 l2s3'7 153.7059

id u .b64b 4 d6&% 'A71k

24-;4.u6l2 1U.96Y9 11.9.6J.6

-- 4'0 - 4,..1(i03 9.4355 69,0247

44__ ,b 75_ 97.7877

4o-92)11.9714 1'+3.3143

--- - ~--- -- L LC)NO wINnQw

- - -T) JSI4 E L ____ -VARIA NCL-
(SLC) (MU A) (MU A) (MU A)**2

614 -~b210,2593 105,2b35

- 12 -~~u!L -- 10.51'.110,4869



EfSTiATLO VARIA1,1LTY FOR 8 SLC WINDOW~

u,95 CONFEN'CE U*95 CONFIDENCE
TIemL *,VAKIAUILITY AbOUT VAR(IABILITY ABOUT

(SL~~~) ~MEAN (MU A) -- - ~ D-E

4 00134 -3.251*

tq.U179 4.4616 -296935

- - Q.02 ~7 190 2245n9Q

16 4.'5i67 -*.-877

4,739720.525

-- ~~~~- -.03i4JM. iO1l

o~id949 40929b -1.9000

4424 497770 -1,b010

46. ___6__4__ A4LsL82 ~-- 0&72

'40 .U1'6 *6646 W1,74101

6,1b'44 4d8136 -1.8247

NUMBER OF E.NSEMBILE MEMBERS 17

I)EGREES UF FRELDUM = 38,66

-. ASEUUUjN.WL-Q.. ,*I5MJjUUSE)
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EbrlATLu Vs.RlAL±JLTY F(Jh 64 -SEC WINDiOW~

U*95 CUNFILWNCL Us95 CONFIDENCE
TI,-L +-VARIAbIL.ITY ABOUT VARIABILITY ABOUT

(S.C [AN (MU A) - -ST~i EEV - (MU -A)-=

b4 .,0b 828ea W,6341

9~ 8487 mb4

NUMBHER OF LN4E -3LL MEMdiEkS 17

- UEGLLS-jr FFLUQ.X-A7-ba6

k3ASEu upvN WL. O.25*Pl (RAU/SEC)

TR1 o4,1 175



GLIUE SLOPE SCT I PUWER SPECTKAL DENSITY

120 SEC WINOM 96 SEC WINDOw CENTER rIME

AINGULAR PSU 10*LCG(PSD)

-- FREQ-(NMD/SEC)- -.- A)-.2.fHZ

.04 436413 2693993

,069 z8b,8447 25,8641

--, -*....... --- 2 1o.576 28,-516---

013' 237.8094 23,7623

9.00 160,8171 22,0633

93 74.0742 . 18,6376

S15 b 4,bb98 16,3909

-- .78b ........... . .. ....20. 64-1 )-, -l-M7--

1.111 1,.8677 10,7437

1.57L 6#24b8 7,9b59

-- 2 21 .... - , aaA 4.30C.,

301; 1.2201 .8638

4*44.4944 -3,0589

.0544 -12.6440

12,56b G0lbb -18.0245

1,772 17-,005Z -- 22#53-

TR,1043.,1 176



GLILE SLOPE SET 1 PUWLR SPECTR'".. 'ZNSI7Y

64 SEC WINDOW 32 SEC WINDOW CENTER rIME

Ar4GULAR PSo 1G*LOG(PSD')

FREG (RAU/SEC-)-* ..... ... . ... (UA)**2/14Z

*09~4687,1191 26,8764

.71.8467 25,7732

,196 .i66.,8774- 42144 --

276 174.9361 22,4288

o9 121.1564 20,8335

obb 444350 16,4773

1.111 24,0716 13,8150

1.571 .. ....... ..... 12,3700

22,2 b,4606 8.1027

3.14e 1,1503 4,9865

----..... 443.---- .5 9 .9827

.4404 -3.5611

8.6ob .1451 -8.3642

-12.560 .. .0380 -19.0-7sl-

17,772 10123 -19.0678



GLILE SLOPE SLT I PUWER SPECTHAL DENSITY

64 SEC WIiNDuW 64 SEC WINDOW CENTLR rIME

A1NGULAR Psu 1sLOG(PSD)

-FRLQ (HAD/SE-) - (A*2H

271,8908 24,3441

226, 166 23,5009

.19t ... 16803663 - -2-2r2b6---

.270 131.9711 21,2 48

,396 92,3205 19,6ba0

bb D: . . ....... 54,7274 - 1---, ---

,7 b2b,b173 14,2516

10111 14,99b2 11,7b95

1,:!71 -. 6 2....,-546 --

2,9859 6,0053

3,142 1,7773 2,4976

___ __ __ ___ __ _- .7009-1. 43

6,286 ,2165 -6.6459

8,036 .0693 -11,5936

-12,bb -- ---- -. ---02O .. 16,9.9

17.772 .0068 -21,6723



GLIUE SLOPE SLT 1 PUWLR SPECTRAL DENSITY

6' SEC WINDOW 9b SEC WINDOW CENTER lIME

AwJGULAK PSo 10*LOG(PSO)
FHLQ (RAD/SEC) -(UA)**2/iZ-

o .60,b995 22,2686

139 14t.2800 21.6221

-,190 . . . . .. 14.-b2200

* € 89,0015 19.4940

.396 54.4886 17.3631

. -~ .. ..... .24 -1J---q

7b* 16 4199 12,6529

1111 11.4436 10.5856

1,571 ..... 0--- 11-93 7.0924-

1.8921 2,7694

3,142 18668 M.7740

-4 9 44, -- 470

6.266 .1221 -9.1525

8186 .0421 -13,7535

12.b&t. ... ... . .. -..... 0 3 - --- B r 2 2 -

17.772 .0043 -23.63b0
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GLIwE SLOPE SLT I POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY

32 SEC WIN0OJ lb SEC WINDOW CENTER -TIME

ANGULAR PsO 10* OG(PSo)
- F H L U C A O / S E C ) -.. .. .. .. . .. ...- -.- -J Z

.196 316.8047 24ob6

.27 61b.6320 23

155_ 19b.8705 93888
54,4184 1703575

.......- *.1 -. -2-.-7,,95B. .4II-74 ,A-

1.571 1".4811 31.5779

2.221 7.6180 8.8184

3.14 - - - - - - - -- T-O--&.,,'46-

4.443 1,5369 1,8664

12.56o .0509 -12.9614

17.772 .0162 -17.9110



OLlUE SLCPF SOT I POiWER SPECTRAL D~EN'SITY

3 . SLCI WINDOW 32' SEC WINUOW CENTLR rIME

A NGU i.A Af 10*LOG(PSD)

FRLQ G.MU/SEC) O-- _______

.10 60,7147 22,2715

13t).6499213-

.b~b 61.8296 17,9120

36.1708 15s2076

1.b7l lU.4501 10*1912

2,221 b.6004 811957

3.4. 5 --- - ---- 4-0~ -_______

4,44.q3 1.bO65 1,7796

6928b3 .5020 -2.9926

12bbU'410 -13,8b6

17,77-k .0)143 -18,4524



('L 16L SLUPE SLI' I PLR SPLCTRAL UEN$ITY

U SLC wJlJUOW 4ts SEC WIN'D06 CENTER TIME

ANGULAk Ps.U1*LO64PSD)IFHLQ (A/L)(A*2H

.7610,04809 22,053

V.965-- -- 12--5441

1,b7l 11,20981046

b,.6068 7,4o~49

-2 *,40b4-- -3. 941

4,44Y.. .9563 041939

12909 5*3620

17,77k .0098 -20.1098



GLIQE SLOpE SLT I PuWLK SPECTRAL DENSITY

.,'- sEC WvIND)O 64 SEC WINDO CENTER IIME

Ai GULAh PSU 10*LOG(PSD)
FtiLQ (RAG/SLC)

276 177.3919 22.4693

I Ub .8063 2 0 -162 1---

5U.6496 17.0200

. /b 26.6474 14,2890

II -1,0 i10 ---12.-96--

1.b7l 9.U7U5 9.5763

2.224 b955 5,.9034

5*14-e ... . 41346 . . . . . 1,7161 ....

4.'46 obsO0 -2.3658

6.283 .1980 -7.0339

........--.- *- .--- .-----U6b---IL 0 -

222,b6o .0200 "16.9882
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APPENDIX B

MODELS USED FOR ILS GLIDE SLOPE; WIND, WIND SHEAR AND TURBULENCE;

2 AIRCRUT; APPROACH COUPLERS AM FLIGHT CONI'ROL SYSTEMS

The equations and numerical parameter values actually used in the

overall system performance model are summarized in this Appendix.

GLIDE SLOPE BEAM ALIGWMENT AnD STRUCTUR MODEL

This subsection documents the model of the ILS Glide Slope signal

used in the system performance analysis. The model represents the

received signal in the aircraft (in distinction to representing the ILS

signal in space). Consequently, only the deterministic portion of the

received signal model is a function of the receiving antenna location for

a given range.

The model of the received signal consists of four components:

0 The far-fie!d straight line asymptote as determined

in the vertical plane containing the runway centerline.

@ The deviation of the ideal 0 DDM locus for the comis-
sioned angle from the above asymptote as measured in
the vertical plane containing the runway centerline.

@ The deviation of the mean alignment for the actual
beam from the ideal 0 DDM locus above.

* The deviation arising from actual beam structure with
respect to the mean alignment of the beam.

"'he first two of the above components are deterministic in nature, and

are derived by reference to the basic geometric characteristics of the

idealized ILS Glide Slope guidance signal. The parameters characterizing

their deterministic functions vary over relatively narrow ranges. Further-

more, those parameters are typically selected within limits to be favorable

fox each ILS Glide Slope site. Typical parameter values will be used for

these components of the model.

The forms for the third and fourth components of the model are based

upon analytical curves which have been fitted to the results of the non-

stationary statistical analysis of actual ILS Glide Slope data conducted



by the Collins Radio Co. (Refer to Appendix A.) The levels for the

third and fourth components are made variable in this study. The maxi-

mum permissible levels are the object of the investigation.

The third component of the model is a deterministic bias for any one

approach and landing operation. However, from one approach and landing

to the next the bias changes in order to simulate a population of IW

facilities. This is done by using a range of values for the random para-

meter in this component of the model.

The last component of the model is a stochastic disturbance representing

Glide Slope beam structure.

The specific details of these model components are summarized in the

following subsections.

Basic Geometrical Conideratiozs

The basic, highly idealized, geometry for the ideal Glide Slope 0 DDM

signal in relation to the runway and in relation to the trimmed aircraft

approach path (the far-field asymptote) is shown in Fig. B-i. The runway

is assumed to be level and the axis of symmetiy for the 0 DDM hyperboloid is

assumed to be vertical. Under these circumstances the GPIP is not opposite

the antenna mast on the runway centerline unless zI is zero. This scenario

corresponds to the so-called "pedestal case." If the grade between the run-

way level and the base of the antenna mast is constant, its effect is to

tilt the axis of the 0 DDM hyperboloid from vertical through the grade angle.

In this latter case, the GPIP is approximately opposite the antenna mast

Dn the runway centerline regardless of z1 . We shall refer to the latter case

as the "tilted case." Hybrid combinations of the pedestal and tilted cases

usually occur in practice.

The main distinctions between these two cases insofar as the system per-

formance analysis is concerned are:

* For a given positive z1 , the GPIP and hence the nominal
center of the touchdown footprint, will be further down
the runway by approximately zl/tan e for the "tilted cese,"
all other parameters held constant.

0 For a given positive z1 , the threshold crossing height
will be increased by approximately z1 for the "tilted
case," all other parameters held constant.
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!I
I These two items influence system performance only insofar as the siting

of the Glide Slope antenna is concerned. Even then the problem is essentiallr

clearance-related (in distinction to performance-related), and should be deaLt

with by means of assuring that a minimum threshold crossing altitude is not

transgressed.

The "pedestal case" is the basis for the model presented herein. Dif-

ferences between actual cases and the "Pedestal case" are represented by the

random components of the model. Threshold crossing height considerations are

presumed to be addressed as part of the individual siting specifications.

The equation for the hyperboloid surface representing 0 DDM in Fig. B-1 Is

Zh = - + taneE(X-x I  + ( yl) 2 ] + z I (B-

where 8, is the angle that the far-field asymptote makes with the horizontal

plane and c is the elevation of the 0 DDM surface above the antenna mast base.

Typical numerical values are:

c = 1.5 ft

01 = 3.0 deg

z = 2.0 ft

= 14. ft

= zl/tan = 38.2 ft

I is also the angle with respect to horizontal of the asymptote to the

curve which is the intersection of the 0 DDM hyperboloid surface with the

vertical plane containing the runway centerline.

The 0 DDM hyperboloid is well approximated by a cone in the vicinity of

the vertical plane containing the runway centerline. The equation for the

cone is:

= -tan 1  X-X 1 ) + (Y -y) 2  + z 1  (B-2)
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The equation for the intersection of either the hyperboloid or the cone

with the vertical plane through the runway centerline may be obtained by

setting y = 0 in the appropriate equation above.

The far-field asymptote to either curve is given by:

z 1+ (X- ) tan O = Xtan 8 I  
(B

The origin of the conical reference surface generated by the theodolite

is located along the line O'T'. The origin of this conical reference

6urface is nearly always within 100. ft of point 0. The exact point of

location is typically determined by the vertical distance between the

line O'T' and the ambient terrain (approximately represented by the line

OT) being 62 inches (Ref. 5). The angle of the line O'T' with respect

to horizontal is the commissioned amgle 8. Current practice is to have

8 and eI nominally equal so the far-field coincides with the conical

reference. The theodolite will then be located about 62.6 ft in front

of the base of the antenna mast for the typical numbers given above.

Other quantities evaluated for the typical parameter values are in Table B-I.

The difference between the curves resulting from the intersection of

the conical reference and the 0 DDM hyperboloid with the vertical plane

containing the runway centerline is generally regarded as small at distances

greater than the runway threshold from the GPIP. However, the difference

at the threshold, 2.0 ft (0.109 deg or 23.4 pA) is appreciable. It should

be remarked here that this difference is unique to the "pedestal case." The

"tilted case" is not subject to this systematic error which arises in the

pedestal case because of z I  0. That is, the effective pedestal height is

not zero.

TABLE B-i VALUES FOR TYPICAL PAPAMEERS

TCH for a3ymptotb 52.408 ft
TCH for hiperboloid 5 58.307--2. % 56.307 ft

TCH for conic reference 58.307 fz
Angular difference VAT base of m 0.103 deg

antenna mast

pA difference a 22.07 pA

Angular difference WRT theodriite u 0.109 dee

4A difference - 23.39 gA

Difference in ft M 2.0 ft

r 1d



Straight-Line Asymptote Component

The far-field straight-line asymptote at the commissioned angle, 8,

establishes the nominal trimmed flight path for the aircraft equations of

motion model. It is in that sense that this component of the Glide Slope

signal model is incorporated into the system perfomance analysis model.

The commissioned angle will be treated as a constant (8 = 3. deg) since

the effect of the commissioned angle is taken into account in determining

the ILS siting. It therefore has no appreciable influence upon landing

performance for the narrow range of values which are typically used.

Deviation of the Ideal Path from the Asymptote

The deviation of the ideal 0 DM locus for the comiioned angle from

the straight-line asymptote as measured in the vertical plane containing

the runway centerline is given by d'c (za - zh) = (z -e)
° dc is posi-

tive when the ideal 0 DDM locus lies above the straight-line asymptote. For

,= , this results in

c " X- xI Yl2  +  (- tan -0 ft (B-4)

whi-h will serve as the model for this component of Glide Slope signal. The

p- ramete' 'alues will be 8 3. deg, y, = ±400. ft and x= 38.2 ft. "d
1 c

may be converted to 4A units by multiplying by K0/R where R is the range to

the base of ILS Glide Slope antenna mast and K is given by

K 1 = 12278.6 4A/rad (B-5)
0 0.7

The facility-to-facility variation in these parameters is not appreciable

in terms of effect upon " Therefore the parameters of the model are fixed

cnnstants and the variability is modelled by the variability in the 68 com-

ponent described below.

The beam alignment error, 5J, is modelled by a random selection for

each approach and landing, from a Gaussian distribution having mean and stand-

ard deviation 5G and aA respectively.
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O , = 2.5CSFgA 0. A (B-6)

8.01 CSF pA (B-7)

where CSF is a constant scale factor whose maximum value is the object of

investigation. e + 60 = I establishes the trimmed flight path for any
one approach and landing. It is in this qense that this component of the

Glide Slope signal model is incorporated into the system performance analyis

model.

team Structure

The nonstationary power spectral density analysis of ILS Glide Slope

structure resulted in a model consisting of white noise passed through a

first-order low-pass filter. The bandwidth and standard deviation of the

filter output are

q = 0.18 rad/sec (B-8)

A - t/10.74
a 5.99 + 14.88 a (B-9)

where t is time-to-go before runway threshold crossing. The data were col-

lected during approaches flown at approximately 135 kt TAS. A headwind

component of 8 kt can be assumed, giving a groundspeed of 127 kt (214.6 ft/sec)

The model for the beam structure when generalized to accommodate any arbi-

trary approach ground speed, is

= (4/L)~ + 42 (B310

11* = Kx = (1 + 2.48 e (X + l0O0)/2304) T (B-11)

where YI* is the variable representing beam structure, nic is an intermediate

variable of convenience and w1 is an independent unit white noise source.

The parameter value for L T" is determined from

rTY-1CrIL2I 1
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VT
L = -.2 1192 ft (B-12)

and a = 5.99 A (B-1 )

The characteristic length, 21I04. ft, in the exponential function is determined

Pfrom

L = 10.74 = 2304. ft (B-14)
1 T

while 2.48 is determined from

T)(o) - n(c)

= .48 (B-15)

CSF is the same constant scale factor used before in connection with Eq B-6

and -7. Its value is the object of investigation. The nominal distance

between the GPIP and the runway threshold is taken as 1000 ft.

WIND, WND SHEAR, AND TURBULENCE MODELS

This subsection documents models for the atmospheric disturbance en-

vironment which forms part of the overall system performance model.

The atmospheric disturbance environment model represents disturbanzes

of three types. These are the mean wind, wind shear, and stochastic turbu-

lence. All three types are characterized by parameters which are a function

of altitude, and which themselves are possibly random variables.

The mean wind and wind shear are deterministic disturbances for any one

approach and landing operation. However, from one approach and landing to

the next, the level of the mean wind and wind shear is a random selection

from a Gaussian distribution having a particular mean and standard deviation.

These disturbances are therefore properly applied to the stochastic portion

of the system performance model. The turbulence is a stochastic disturbance.

r-.,1043.11 92



The turbulence is therefore applied to the stochastic portion of the

system performance model.

Mean Wind Model and Wind Shear (Ref. 10 and 27)

The longitudinal component, uw, of the steaav hiad wind profile of Ref.

27 is used. This results in a profile whose magnitude is determined by a

random selection from Gaussian distribution. Thus, for any given approach

and landing, the profile is fixed, but from one approach to the next the

profile changes. A sample profile is shown in Fig. B-2. To obtain any other

profile it is only necessary to scale up (or down) +he wind magnitude. Con-

veniently, any particular profile can be completely determined by specifying

the magnitude at a given reference altitude. For the purpose of discussion,

a wind reference altitude of 10 ft will be selected. This corresponds to the

approximate altitude of the center of gravity for a typical aircraft at the

instant of touchdown. At this altitude the wind magnitude varies from a

10 kt tail wind to a 26 kt head wind (±5c) and has mean value of 8 kt. These

values are consistent with the design values specified by the FAA in Ref. 6.

The probability density function for the mean wind, uw, is a Gaussian dis-

tribution with mean and standard deviation given by:

uw = F we -h/w(D w log h* + EwV)/(D w + E W) (B-16)

Cu = 0.75 CRF (B-17)

where P = 13.5 ft/sec (8 kt) (B-18)

D = 0.43.w

Ew  = 0.35

H = 10,000.

and h* = H+h
ocg
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H is the altitude of the main landing gear wheels and hocg is the air-

craft cg altitude at touchdown. CRF is a scale factor (having a nominal

value of unity) introduced to permit scaling of the variability of the

mean wind and wind shear. The nominal value of CRF is used throughout

this study. The mean wind uw has the following shear characteristics

(Ref. 27).

TABLE B-2 SHEAR CHARACTERISTICS

SHEAR

h (ft) .. ..
Fr/SEC/i00 ft o 1TS/100 ft

___ _i~.'" ' '- -. o- - . I --- .. . 2

10 39.2 23.2

100 3.92 2.32

300 1.31 0.77

These characteristics also tend to be consistent with 1/3 of the 8 kt/100 ft

specified by the FAA in Ref. 6 at an altitude of 100 ft. However, the in-

creasing shear with decreasing altitude of the present model poses a more

severe but perhaps more realistic environment than does the Ref. 6 model.

Random Turbulence Model (Ref. 28)

The model for random turbulence is a simplified version of that given

in Ref. 28. Gradient effects associated with the normal turbulence component

are neglected. For any one approach the random turbulence components have

Gaussian probability density functions with zero means. The standard devia-

tion aug should be chosen for each approach from a Rayleigh probability den-

sity function having a characteristic speed of cc ft/sec. However, for
the sake of simplicity, the mean value of aUg , whic is aa g is used for

all approaches in the overall system performance model.

*The Rayleigh probability density function is for ug (rather than w as

stated in Ref. 28). This reinterpretation is based on private communication
with NASA-Ames personnel (as well as Cornell) which indicates that a typo-
graphical error is the likely explanation.



laUg = 2.79 - 0.245 log h* ft/sec h4 > 100 ft

= 2.3 ft/sec h* < 100 ft (B-19)

The standard deviation cag is a function of aug" The frequency content of

the random turbulence and cra are functions of altitude.
ug

The power spectral densities for the longitudinal and normal random

turbulence components at a given altitude are respectively:

OG2VA /Lu

1u g (Vol (B-20)

o? + (vA/L u

2/
aw g2(1 .594 VAo/ Lw)

g 2 + (1 .594VA/Lw) 2

where O2  I dcd (E-22%)

Wg is a lower order approximation to the power spectral density given in

Ref. 28. The approximation is such that the mean-square level and half-

power frequency are preserved.

The differential equations for unit-white-noise shaping filters pro-

ducing output variables Ug wg having power spectral densities 0u and

0W respectively are:

= "VAo/Luug + aug CTF 42VAJLu w2  (B-23)

g *9VA/g ~

S= -1 .594VAo/Lwg + ag CTF *2(1 .59 4VA0n/Lw 3  (B-24)

where w2 and w5 are independent unit white noises. VAo is "he trim approach

airspeed. CTF is a scale factor (having a nominal value of unity) intro-

duced to permit scaling of the turbulence intensity. The nominal value of
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CTF is used throughout this study.

The integral scale lengths Lu and Lw are given as functions of alti-

tude h* by:

L = 14h5n*]1/3 100 < h* < 1750 ft

= I51100) I /5 = 675 h* < 100 ft (B-25)

w h* < 1750 ft (B-26)

The standard deviation for the normal turbulence component awg is related

to the standard deviation for the longitudinal turbulence component aug

through the integral scale lengths.

Uw 49 = /LV a 11 (B-27)

The random turbulence model is used in the stochastic portion of

the system performance model throughout the approach and landing.

AIRCRAF LONGITUD]NAL MOION MODEL

The method used for system performance analysis requires that equations

of motion for the aircraft be in state vector form, include the pertinent

kinematic equations, and that appropriate measures be taken to incorporate

the deterministic wind effects. All of these considerations force some

minor changes upon the customary equations-of-motion model.

The next three subsections cover in turn the kinematic equations, incorp-

oration of deterministic wind effects, and the final set of state equations

for the aircraft and kinematics plus auxiliary equations for sensor inputs

which are not states.

Kinematic Equations

The scenario for the syztem performance model is shown in Fig. B-3. A

perfectly level runway is a~sied. Figure B-4 defines the perturbed
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coordinates for the aircraft body axes with respect to the unperturbed

(or nominal) coordinates. Kinematic equations locating the aircraft center

of gravity with respect to the apparent source of the ILS Glide Slope in

the far-field and with respect to the runway are:

x x + x2  (s-28)
* * 0 (B-28)

= VTo cos 70 (B-29)

x2  u e + w sin e - Usin 9o - Wco 9*)0 (B-30)

H + H +H2  (B-31)

H, = v ° sin 70  (B-32)

W eU cos e + sin + u sin e- w cos e0  (B-33)

* *
U0  - VTo COB (e - 0 .)

W; = VTo sin (60- Y0) (B-35)

Additional kinematic relationships of interest are:

d = "2 Cos 70 - X2 sin Y0  (B-36)

de = dc -d (B-37)

R = (H + z I ) 2 + (X- x I )2 + y2 (B-38)

R is the distance between the aircraft the the base of the ILS Glide

Slope antenna mast. The steady wind* acts in the horizontal direction

*The "steady wind" Vw °0 is here taken as the initial value of the mean

wind uw in the system performance model. See the second subsection of this
Appendix for a description of the mean wind.
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only. For a given airspeed, VA, VTo is determined by:

vT Cos o VAo cos yAo -V (B-39)

The difference between the inertial flight path angle and the flight

*path angle with respect to the steadily translating air mass is usually

quite small for CTOL aircraft. Therefore YA° =
" yo and

V vA - v /cos Yo (B-40o)

is a valid approximation which also has the advantage of simplicity since

power setting and aerodynamic angle of attack ar,, not explicitly involved.

The equilibrium conditions for the perturbation equations of motion

may be developed in ters of useful approximatiors based upon the steady

headwind, VHW , and the trim inertial flight path angle, yo . Since the equili-

brium inertial flight path angle, yo, must be invariant with the steady head-

wind component which is a horizontal component:

YA°  sin yAo - VT sin Yo/V0 -" V0o/VA (B-41)

The lift and drag equilibrium equations are:

L = mg cos 7 A " mg (B-42)

D = T mgsin YA T - mg VTO /VA (B-43)
000

Since the lift must be approximately invariant with YAo (i.e., steady headwind),

an assumption that equilibriom airspeed, Vp , is maintained constant regardless

of steady headwind results in aA and D being independent of the steady
0

headwind. Maintenance of equilibrium, however, then requires that the trim

thrust setting To, be adjusted to maintain the right-hand side of the drag

equation constant for different values of the steady headwind. Furthermore,
the trim values of , oUo, and are dependent upon the steady headwind.

the.- tri-m vleofa .anWO0



0 = aAo + 7A + aAO + VTo%/V(J

* * J.
ao = o -0 1  VAo-VWo7 0 /V ( )

Uo = v o cos (eo- o)  (B-46)
0

Wo = sin (e9 -'Yo) (B-47)

When the steady headwind is zero, then VAo " VTo - VTo, O - soP 7Ao -

0 0*O, U Uop and W0 = WO where the unstarred qualities have the customa

definitions. If trim airspeed is constant regardless of the steady headwind,

and the approximate expressions given above obtain, then VAo = VTo

VTo = VTo - VHW/cos 70 where VT. has the customary definition.

Deterministic Wind Effects

The mean wind and wind shear components of the atmospheric disturbance

environment act in a horizontal direction and therefore must be resolved into

aircraft body-fixed axis coordinates for proper application via the aircraft

equations of motion. Let the longitudinal and normal components (with respect

to body-fixed axes) of the deterministic atmospheric disturbance environment

be designated uA and wA respectively.

UA 0-

-" cos eo (B-48)

w - -W1,, sin (9 + )

UV- sin eo + &V (B-4)

uw represents the mean wind and wind shear component described in the second

subsection of this Appendix. The linearized approximate expressions for

uA and wA are used in the system performance model. uA and vA enter the

equations of motion in the manner of ug and wg.
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TABI B-3 VARIABLES OF nTEST

'SENSORINUVARIABLE' SENSR IOT FOR S

VARTT FOR FEEDBACK TO

UAS b5T  Category II window dimension

H e Touchdown sink rate; defines touchdown
event

q e

e 5T, sometimes, 8e  Pilot acceptance

H Defines ml iam decision altitude passage
and touchdown events

a 5 Pilot acceptance
z e

de 5e Category II window dimension

X Touchdown location on runway

d True measure of Glide Slope tracking
performance

d Major variable under investigation
c

Measure of control activitye

5 T  Measure of control activity

*H is used in practice to schedule gains in the dc to be feedback path.

Furthermore, several parameters of the overall system performance model are
functions of H. In order to maintain linearity in the model, H must be
approximated by a deterministic function of time for the purpose of gain
scheduling and for evaluation of these parameters.



Aw Ae represents that portion of ground effect which is an apparent

change in the angle of attack. This has been identified in Ref. 17 an the

only significant facet of ground effect insofar as touchdown related variables

are concerned. ge is here treated as a deterministic function of the ex-

pected altitude. The details of this function are given later in connection

with numerical data for specific aircraft.

State and Output Equations for the Aircraft

Aircraft perturbation equations of motion are customarily expressed in

terms of states u, w, q and 9. However, output variables must be obtained

which are directly of interest or are inputs to the flight control sensors.

For example, rate of climb perturbation k is of interest, vhereas the

plunging velocity w is not of particular interest.

Table B-3 has been constructed to aid selection of appropriate variables

for the output vector. It turns out that the number of variables of interest

exceeds the dimension of the state vector. For this reason, there is no

particular advantage to selecting state variables which are also variables

of interest since an output equation is a virtual necessity. This is so

because off-diagonal elements of the complete output covariance array are

of interest at selected times during the solution.

Assuming Z - 0 and neglecting normal gust gradient effects, the air-

craft state equations are (Ref. 15)

UV 0

= + Z V + Urq -(g sin e) 9u 0

+ Z B + Z - Zu - Z
5 0TT u g w g

e g

+ +Z*Ku -ZV -z AW ( 1
u w wo u HW0  w ge (~'1

0iM



I umerical Data for Example Aircraft and KInematic Constants

Numerical data for the FAA Convair 880 aircraft is given in Table B-4,

and data for a typical light twin-engine aircraft, the Piper PA-30, is given in

Table B-5. A model for aerodynamic ground effect is also given.

The selection of the Convair 880 and Piper PA-30 aircraft as representative

is justified in Table B-6. Table B-6 compares key parameters which influence

glide path control in a significant way for several well-known aircraft. It

can be seen that the selected aircraft are indeed representative of the ex-

tremes with respect to wing-loading, approach speed, and, most importantly,

with respect to the dimensional stability derivative -Z .

- ) is a key parameter because it governs the achievable bandwidth for con-
w

trol of glide path angle and also the response sensitivity to normal gusts.

The kinematic constants of interest are the initial unperturbed altitude

above the runway, Ho, and the Glide Slope angle which is also equal to the

negative of trimmed flight path angle, 7o Values for these are:

H°  M 1000 ft for CV-880, 750 ft for PA-30

0 = -3.0 deg

Ground effect is usually modeled by correctsng the nondimensional lift,

drag and moment coefficients as a function of altitude in semi-spans and

the coefficient change between no ground effect and full ground effect.

This relation is as follows for the Convair 880 (the numerical constants

might be slightly different for other aircraft)

CN ON + K(CN (B-59)
N OGE NIGE "OGE

K = e'2.526(2h*/b)0"891 (B-6O)

where CN is any force or moment derivative or trim angle of attack. The

apparent change in angle of attack has been found to be the only significant

ground effect insofar as touchdown variables are concerned (Ref. 17). Ground

effect produces an apparent increase in the angle of attack which can be



i,(M € + u)u + +H IV +z M ¢ + )q

+ +jj )b + + mjZaT)OT

. + + VU)v3

-€ + Mk) Aw g-

where:

u" * ~a * ')- Z o. o  + z s.n so

(.4 iog h + 0.35) 0 ocg) (-57)KW (0.43 log (H°  + ho g + 0.35)

The airspeed output equation is:

uAS- u- ug + (K cos eo)u v - VR0 coo .

The output equation for H is given above vith the kinematic equatlons.
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TABLE-4

CONvAI 880 NUKIRICAL DATA FOR LAND3 APPROACH
CWIGMA=6I1f*' V OF G0RUD M TnCT (Ref. 17)

WOMMY:

7 (deg) b
VO 0

265. .0 -3.000 .0 118.3

a RHO MACH z

1116.4 .002377 .236 -4.20 1.0

8 WEIGIE (lbs) oagy

2000.0 18.94 155000. 2.63 x 106 11.4

DMENSIONAL EERVATIVES:

XX MU W q

-. 0375 .0705 -. 5144

z z z

-. 249 .0 -. 6238

M M. Mu w

.0 .000666 -. 003952

e e e

.0 - 7.4465 -.7685

T T T
2.o748 x 0 x 1 -6

*Flaps 50 deg, speed brake 8 deg, landing gear down, CG = .214 MAC.
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P'mu PA-30 mmNxcI*M DvA Von LWID AppROAC

OOUFGURAflQI OM7 0F 0BOMU) RIWO (net. 18)

v a v(deg)
A0  A 0 x

176.0 .0 -3,000 10 36,o

1116.4 .002377 .1576 9-950 .0

y boas

178.0 5.000 3600.0 1900.0 3.3s8

DDM==0NA MMXATM81S

u Xw Mq

-. 02263 .09151 -6.2e4

.3660 -9025o 1 .0 -1.688

.0 -61.5

.00892-5 -. 0004599 .0

*Flaps 0 deg, isaiding gea~r down, 00G - 0. 1 MAC.
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P- M , l | IM i ii ii,

treated as an angle of attack disturbance entering the problem as a deter-

ministic input, gWgeI in the manner of w

: &wge  = -2.526(2h*Ibl 0 8 9

AWIGE - atOGE VAo (B-61)

w~here b =wing span (ft)

h = altitude of aircraft c.g. above ground (ft)

at( ) = trim angle of attack in or out of ground effect (rad)

CV-880 PA-30

tOE 0.07330 0.03490 rad

t o.o4014 0.0 rad
IGE

fAfRMA1 LONGITDlL CONTROL SYSTM MODELS

The longitudinal control systems to be used with the Convair 880 and

Piper PA-30 aircraft are specified in this subsection. Three different

control systems are used with the Convair 880 in order to illustrate the

effects inertial smoothing and manual control may have upon landing per-

formance with respect to a baseline automatic landing system. The control

system for the PA-30 (which admittedly is an invented system) will illus-

trate the effects that vastly different aircraft size, wing-loading and

approach speed may have upon landing performance.

*Numbers estimated to provide effective angle of attack change of

2 deg between in full ground effect and out of ground effect.
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Convair 880, Lear-Siegler Automatic Landing System (Baseline System)

The block diagram for this system for Glide Slope final track, flare and

*i touchdown has been adapted from Fig. 3-5 of Ref. 17. It is designated as

Fig. B-5 here.

The equations for the approach coupler and flare computer are

* + K - d)/R (pA) (B-62)

= - (1/) r q' + (SnK/rR)qc + (KO/[';RE)ac

- (KO o 7o/[rREl)H2 + (K. sin Yo/[-RR))X 2  (B-63)

K"(0) v sin y (B-64)1, c KI c GSI 1  ,V-
0

e8 -(l/ree + (K8Ka Zu/'e)u + (KsKa Z/'re)W

+ (KsKa Z8 /Te)be + (KK azZ6 Te)5Ts a

+(-KsKa Zu/e)ug +(-Ks Ka /r)w
Z z

+(KsKa[z Cos O + Z sin eo]/.e)(KwuwO - VHW )
z 0

+ (K sK a z wre)AWge + (K.K; /-e )q +, (K.KA sin Oee)U

+ K Cos 4/-re)w + (Koo Cos 00 + si Osn0/)e

+ (KsKIVT sin yo/'Te) + (- KsKK KaKI 2/e) ' + (-KsK 2/e)n" (B-65)

0

ii1O~



I

where

150 I.A deg A
10  = 57.3 - a 12278.6--

0.7 deg rad rad

IC1 = 10 , H> 6o. t

(- 5o)/55o , 50. < H < 6m. ft

S0.0 , < 50.f

X2 =1.o R >_ N. ft

w (H +12.5)/62.5 , H < 5c. it

K - 0.25 (ft/aec)/PA

KGT = 0,175 1/sec

K a 0.253a

1/TIR ,, 2. red/sec

K a  -0.0933 rad/(ft/sec2)
z

Kb - 15.8 rad/(rad/sec)

a 0.15 rad/(tt/sec)

1/ e = 5.2 rad/sec
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S is a switch, which, when open, removes the ILS Glide Slope struc-

ture input to the control system. This switch is opened to simulate the

continuation of flight under manual control by visual reference to the

ground.

S =1I.

for Category I approaches if H > 200. ft

for Category II approaches with manual landing if H > 100 ft

for Category II or III approaches with automatic landing
if H > 0. ft

S =0O.

for Category I approaches if H < 200. ft

for Category I approaches with manual landing if H < 100. ft

for Category II or III approaches with automatic landing
if H < 0. ft

The equations for the autothrottle are

* - (1/ )e' 4 q (B.66)

- (1/,u)u, + (1/,u)u

(1/'fu)ug + (cos o/-€) (KwUwo- vWO) (B-67)

- Kru' + ' + K V (3.-68)

T ( 1I 'E)BT + (CIAS/E) u

+ (K~TKIT /'e' + (Iyc.M/'rE)K

+ (K[T E 'rIv])V' (B.69)
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where

I/ke = 0.2 rad/sec

S/r u  = 0.714 rad/sec

KIAS = 20. v/(ft/sec)

KT = 2000. v/rad

1/ E = 1.0 rad/sec

I/C IV= 0.05 rad/sec

K = 48.44 lb/v

KASC  = 0.0 ft/sec , H > 50. ft

= 10.14 ft/sec , H < 50. ft

Convair 880, Lear-Siegler Automatic Landing System
Modified to Incorporate Inertial Smoothing

Only a small modification to the block diagram in Fig. B-5 and Eq B-63

is required to incorporate inertial smoothing of the type represented in

Fig. 2.3.4. of Ref. 23. The only quantity affected is n' in Fig. B-5.

When inertial smoothing of the ILS Glide Slope signal is used, n' is obtained

in the manner shown in Fig. B-6. The inertial smoothing is obtained by

complementing the Glide Slope error from the ILS receiver output with the

Glide Slope error rate signal obtained from inertial measurements of in-

stantaneous vertical speed and groundspeed. The component of n arising from

Glide Slope beam structure and from deviation of the ideal Glide Slope from

its far-field asymptote can be heavily filtered because the aircraft devia-

tion information lost in the filtering can be replaced by the compAljntary

inertial measurements

The equations for T' are

= [sin (o° - 7 )]U - [cos (e* - )]W + VTe (B-70)
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=-=

(ILAtse) T 3+.67u
LH

os )Rw-( ~/J

o oT0

(ft/sec Z+.6)a/e

Figure B-6. Inertially Smoothed Glide Slope Deviation

*(Ko/1-rRR])! -(Ko 0Cos Yo/!: R])H2

*(Ko sin YoI['rRR])x 2 - ([:o sin (9*- YoVl U

+K Co 8 (0* - tb)iltyA, -gKn lt/iIO (F-7g)

where

1/" = 0.06 ra sec

The range, R, which enters into the implementation may be obtained in.
ferentially by meas of altimetry or directly from DW.

Convair 880, Stability Augmentation, Flight
Director System sand Autothrottle

The flight director syrstem is configured to give similar performance to
the automatic landing system in Fig. B-5a. Feedback loop gains and equali-

zation are the same, however, the loop structure is altered to be appropriate
for a flight director computer and the pilot's effective reaction time delay
is added. Furthermore, high bandwidth inner loop feedback of normal accel-
eration and pitch rate are considered to be stability augmentation functions.
The autothrottle configuration is the same as shown in Fig. B-5b. (Note



that an automatic throttle system is required for turbojet Category II

operations based upon dual flight directors, Ref. 12.)

It will be assumed that the flight director is used down to the Cate-

gory II decision altitude. From that point on, manual control will be

assumed accomplished by visual reference to the ground. Manual control

during this latter phase of flight will be simulated by the approach coupler

and flare computer shown in Fig. B-5a (with the addition of the pilot's

effe-tive delay) operating upon the ideal Glide Slope signal. (That is,

e wilL! be zero.)

The block diagram for the flight director system is given in Fig. B-7,

and equations which are equivalent are given below.

= (refer to Eq B-63 for RHS) (B-72)

K K K y " (0) = % sin y 0B-73)a GSI' T sn 0 (-3
0

e= 1/e)b e + (KsKa Zu/ )u + (K8Ka Z/e)vZ z

+(Ks KazZE/e 8e + (K K zZ5T /e5T +

+(-KK + (-K K g + (-KKa Zw/ e ge
Z Z Z

+(Ksa [Zu cos w + Zw sin e*]/e)(Kwuwo - VHW)

z 0

+(KsK6/Te ) q + (-K sK /Te)he  (B-74)

he  (-1/T ple + (- sin eIrp)u +( cos eVTp)W

+(- [e cos eo + W sin e*]/ )e

0/ 0 0 0 p

~,+(KaKl K2'/p N' + (X: / )h" *( s- 7)/ (B-75)
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Kp = 1.0

= - 1.22 in. I/rad 'esc

1/V = 2.5 rad/sec
p

All other parameter values are the same as those used for the T . Siegler

Automatic Landing System.

Piper PA-30, Automatic Coupler, Autothrottle
and Manual Landing System

The longitudinal control system model for the Piper PA-30 is similar to

that given in Ref. 18. It must be emphasized that the control system is a

hypothetical one. It is, however, typical of control systems used in general

aviation aircraft. The system loop structure differs from that in Fig. B-5

at altitudes above 100 ft mainly in that pitch a'ttitude feedback is used for

path damping in distinction to instantaneous vertical speed. The resulting

system is much less effective in coping with shear effects because of this.

The system is used down to 100 ft altitude at which point it is assumed

that manual takeover occurs. The Glide Slope signal is ideal from that point

on to represent control by means of visual reference to the runway, and the

pitch attitude feedback is replaced by visually perceived instantaneous verti-

cal speed. Additiin of an altitude scheduled gain in the output path of the

Glide Slope integrator provides a model for the manual flare execution.

Block diagraris for the system are given in Fig. B-8 and -9, and the

equations are

(refer to Eq B-63) for RHS) (B-76)

= KIKKsI1' , T"(0) = VT  sin 7o (B-77)
0

e -=l/ e)be + (KsKq/ e)q + (KsSeVAo

P-1OhZ~sq e
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+(K - so] sin o /.r)u+ (-Kil - se) coo et/T)-

+K -o[i s oJT coo + W9* ,i (, sIV ,= 7,e 0 90 0tf6J) K s0Je

K2+(-I'/Te)" + (-IsK K've) 1' + (KsSeVAo/,e)6o  (B -78)
?0

where

1/-R = 2.0 rad/sec

K = 0.43 (ft/sec)/LA

KGSI 0.084 (1/see)

K = 1.0 ,H > 1500. ft

H- 50
= -,0. < H < 1500. ft

145o

= 0.0 ,H < 50. ft

S /.r e = 3.4 rad/sec

K = 0.00415 rad/(ft/sec)

Kq = 20.6 (ft/sec)/(rad/sec)

V = 176. (ft/sec)
0

S9  = 1.0 , H > 100. ft

= 0.0 H < 100. ft

K2 = 1.0 ,H > 30.ft

H + 8.82

= - , H < 30. ft
38.p .
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au' - (refer to Eq B-67 for RHS) (B-79)

8 " - Su + (Su  o-o ) C, U (-8o)u " u Sg u 0 V, V w°

- "l/re)' + (/ 'r)e (B-81)

T -(1/'CE)8T + (-SK/rE)u'

+(-%/T)u"' + (SuKe,/)e' +(Ku/,r)K c  (B.82)

1 /Tu - 0.25 rad/mec

K w 2.54 lb-thrust/(rt/uec)

r - 0.125 (1b-tirust/xec)/(ft/,ec)

/ie  - 0.5 rad/sec

Ke, = 62.9 ib-thrust/rad

1 Ire =  ' 1.0 rad/sec

KASC  W 0. ft/ec , H> 30. ft

- 0. ft/sec , H < 30- ft

These values are those given in Ref. 18 and used throughout this study.
However, the values of Ku and Kiu are too low by a factor of 10 and K% is too
low by a factor of 30 with respect to values which would produce good auto-
throttle performance.



APPENDIX C

STATISTICAL CHARACTMRIZ MN OF

TH TOUCBDO1WN EVEMT

It is difficult to represent the first touchdown of a landing air-

craft within the context of a linear system model. This Appendix ex-
plains how such a representation is constructed for use as part of

the overall system performance model.

The conceptual basis for the model is to consider the landing air-

craft trajectory in the absence of the constraint imposed by the run-

way surface. The probability of the event H < 0 and H - 0 in the in-

terval t to t + dt is then determined and used to eliminate the condi-

tional dependence upon time of the probability of ( < k < 0an

< X < X given that H = 0. The resulting expression gives the
I TD2

,rorability density function for all downward crossings of the runway

level, H = 0. By appropriate normalization to discriminate against

multiple downward crossings of H = 0 by the same trajectory ensemble

member, a result is obtained which approximates the physical touchdown

event which is the first downward crossing of H w 0.

PROBABILITY OF f < 0 AND H - 0

P(-k > 0, H - 0 in the interval t to t + dt) A P (C-I)

(4 )dt
00

P d_) dl p(-k, H, t) (c-2)

0 0

where the two-dimensional Gaussian probability density function

p(-H, H, t) is given by

Z- 2p- Z Z2 + Z2)

p(-ii, H, t) e P - (C-3)
12n

.12A aH OI - p2
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V HH Z2 (4 (4 ~ (c-li, 5)
OH HIf

and p is the correlation coefficient for H and (H).

Integration over H on the right hand side of Eq C-2 results in:

p dtjd- p(- (c00)t-6)
'2

S:ibstitution of Eq C-3 into C-4 factoring out e , and making the

change of variable

(W) . ...

results in

z./2

e 1 e2 //2
dt f0

I ' e-/ 12/
I+ L fdY -I (c-8)

F where Lu

Evaluation of the integrals over dY results in:
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!! P at '  "2,- ° o-1/2

= 27t aie "( 12  1 -E -F() (0-9)
NH

NORMALIWATION

The probability of the first touchdown occurring in the interval

t to t + dt will be approximated by normalizing the probability that

-H> 0 and H - 0 in the interval t to t + dt
-

P (landing in the interval t to t + dt) p TD(t)dt (C-I0)

00PTD(t)dt p,,(.

pTD(t) is the probability density function for landings as a function

of time.

LONGITUIDAL DIMNSION OF TOUCIDOWN FOOTPRINT

The longitudinal dimension of the 2a touchdown footprint is given

by the minimum longitudinal interval ( "TD 2- XTD) for which the
SXD:o o %and 0 < (-___) H -o

probability of XTD1 2- - )gvn 0

is equal to the 2a value, 0.9544.

X'TD, (-kTD)

o.9p5H X, t) P(t)c-12)

XTDAi H=O

The quantity in the square brackets is ihe Gaussian probability density

function for (-H) and X given H = 0 and t. The integration over t removes

the conditio.al dependence upon time of touchdown.
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Evaluation of (XTD- x1 ) using the above expression can be a
;°2 1)

considerable chore. Evaluation can be trivial, however, if some well-

founded approximations are made.

0 Assume [pC-H, H, X, t)/ P(H,t)J H--O

is independent of time in the vicinity of the nominal
touchdown time

• Assume p " 0

(- MTlax
* Assume f d(-H) p(-k) 1

0

*Assume M << lXI
Then

[ -1/2 v - tM
0.9544+ e X (C-13)

However, because the approximated probability density function is Guassian:

.Fl

T0-2 1 4])
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APPENDIX D

TRAJECTORIS FOR MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATIC
OF SYSTEM R3 SON VARIAMB

Trajectories for the mean and standard deviation of several system

response variables of interest for the five aircraft/control system

combinations listed in Table 3 are contained in this Appendix.

COhVAIR 880, LSI AUTOMATIC LANDING SYSTEM,
CATEGORY I OPERATION WITH MANUAL LANDING

Figure D-I gives the mean system responses from an initial altitude

of 1000 ft to touchdown. Figure D-2 gives the three component standard

deviation system responses from an initial altitude of 1000 ft to touch-

down. The three components arise from wind and wind shear effects (W),
ILS Glide Slope Alignment error and structure (ILs), and turbulence (T).

The scale factors CRF, CSF, and CTF on the three components are unity.

CONVAIR 880, FLIGHT DIRECTOR SYSTEM,
CATEGORY II OPERATION WITH MANUAL LANDING

Figure D-3 gives the mean system responses from an initial altitude

of 1000 ft to the decision height, 100 ft. Figure D-4 gives the same

responses on an expanded time scale from the decision height, 100 ft, to
touchdown. Figure D-5 gives the three component standard deviation

system responses from an initial altitude of 1000 ft to the decision

height, 100 ft. The scale factors CRF, CSF, and CTF on the three com-

ponents are unity. Figure D-6 gives the total standard deviation system

responses on an expanded time scale from the decision height, 100 ft,

to touchdown. The scale factor values are CSF = 1.50, CRF = CTF = 1.0.

CONVAIR 880, LSI AUTOMATIC LANDING SYSTEM, CATEGORY II
OR III OPERATION WITH AUTOMATIC LANDING

Figure D-7 gives the mean system responses from an initial altitude
of 1000 ft to the decision height, 100 ft. Figure D-8 gives the same

responses on an expanded time scale from the decision height, 100, ft,
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to touchdown. Figure D-9 gives the three component standard deviation

system responses from an initial altitude of 1000 ft to the decision

height, 100 ft. The scale factors CRF, CSF, and CTF on the three cam-

ponents are unity. Figure D-10 gives the total standard deviation

system responses on an expanded time scale from the decision height,

100 ft, to touchdown. The scale factor values are CSF = 1.53, CRF =

CTF = 1.0.

CONVAIR 880, LSI AUTOMATIC LANDING S=TEM WITH
flMTIALY SOOTHED COUPLING, CATEGORY II OR III
OPEATIC WITH AUTOMATIC LANDING

Figure D-11 gives the mean system responses from an initial altitude

of 1000 ft to the decision height, 100 ft. Figure D-12 gives the same

responses on an expanded time scale from the decision height, 100 ft,

to touchdown. Figure D-13 gives the three component standard deviation

system responses from an initial altitude of 1000 ft to the decision

height, 100 ft. The scale factors CRF, CSF, and CTF on the three cam.

ponents are unity. Figure D-14 gives the total standard deviation

system responses on an expanded time scale from the decision height,

100 ft, to touchdown. The scale factor values are CSF = 1.58, CRF =

CTF = 1.0.

PIPER PA-30, INVENTED FLIG CONTROL SYSTEM
AND COUPLER, CATEGORY II OPERATICK WITH
MANUAL LANDING

Figure D-15 gives the mean system responses from an initial altitude

of 750 ft to the decision height, 100 ft. Figure D-16 gives the same

responses on an expanded time scale from the decision height, 100 ft,

to touchdown. Figure D-17 gives the three component standard deviation

system responses from an initial altitude of 750 ft to the decision

height, 100 ft. The scale factors CRF, CSF, and CTF on the three com-

ponents are unity. Figure D-18 gives the total standard deviation

system responses on an expanded time scale from the decision height,

100 ft, to touchdown. The scale factor values are CSF = 1.50, CRF =

CTF = 1.0.
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APPENIX E

AN AXLE=RNATIVE FILTER SYSTEM FOR GENERATING

TYPICAL AIRCAFMU RESPONSES TO GLIDE SLOPE STRUCTURE

*An alternative to the filter system shown in Fig. 4 is presented

in this Appendix. The alternative filter system is possibly more rep-

resentative of typical aircraft/control system combinations insofar as

ability to represent actual path deviation, actual path deviation rate

and indicated path deviation responses is concerned. Final selection

of one of these two filter systems must await comparison of transient

responses to representative Glide Slope data and faults for Filter Sys-

tems No. 1 and No. 2 and complete aircraft/control system simulations

in a sequel report.

A block diagram for the alternative filter system, Filter System

No. 2, is Fig. E-1. The main difference between this filter system and

that in Fig. 4 is that the proportional-plus-integrl dyamics of the

coupler are assumed to be predominant instead of the rate-of-climb re-

sponse dynamics for the aircraft. The dynamic characteristics of Fil-

ter System No, 2 are dependent only upon Glide Slope coupler parameters,

and are specifically independent of all aircraft and inner loop control

system parameters. (Filter System No. 2 assumes perfect regulation of

actual path deviation rate, d, [or equivalently, in an approximate sense,

pitch attitude or rate-of-climb]. The integration of d to d represents

a kinematic relationship.) The mechanization of the Filter System No. 2

portion of the airborne flight inspection equipnent would be in the same

manner discussed in Section II in connection with Filter System No. 1.

The 2a tolerance levels calibrated to Filter System No. 2 are Fig.

E-2, E-3 and E-4. These are for the actual path deviation, actual path

deviation rate, and indicated path deviation respectively. These fig-

ures are the counterparts to Fig, 9, 10 and 11 respectively in Section II.

The 2a tolerance levels in Fig. E-2, E-3 and E-4 are qualitatively simi-

lar to their counterparts in Section II. However, the 2a tolerance levels



: , - K, K2  -

IIj I

I --
HH

,+w 1  Typical glide slope coupler integral path
i gain, 0.20 rod/sec

;K o  Conversion constant 12,278. (y.Arad)

!K 1  Course softening gain function; K1  1.0,
! H _> 600 ft ; decreasing linearly to zero

oat H=O, K(l=O, H<Oft

!K 2  Typical glide slope coupler gain , 0,2918
+ (ft/sec )/pMl

!a

Figuire E., 1. Block Diagram for Alternative Filter System which Generates
Typical Aircraft Indicated Deviation, Actual Path Deviation and

Actual Path Deviation Rate Responses (Filter Syrstem No. 2)
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for actual path deviation and actual path deviation rate are slightly

larger, and for indicated path deviation, slightly smaller, for Filter

System No. 2.

Figure E-5 compares the current (absolute) standard for ILS Glide

Slope change/reversal in slope with the 3a tolerance levels for actual

path deviation rate for Category I and Category II and III facilities.

This figure is the counterpart of Fig. 14. The Filter System No. 2

tolerance level for Category I facilities is much larger than the cur-

rent slope change/reversal standard throughout ILS Zone 2 and 3. For

Cateogry II facilities, however, the current slope change/reversal stan-

dard is slightly more conservative than the tolerance level upon actual

path deviation rate throughout most of ILS Zone 2. At the end of Zone 2,

and throughout Zone 3, the current standard becomes increasingly conser-

vative as the runway threshold is approached.

Figure E-6 compares the current average glide path alignment stand-

ard with the tolerance level for actual path deviation for Category II

ILS Glide Slope facilities. (Refer to Ref. 21.) This figure is the

counterpart of Fig. 15. The current standard is conservative with respect

to the tolerance level throughout ILS Zone 3. (Refer to Section II for a

discussion of the limitations of this comparison and of cautions concern-

ing the current standard.
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